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Navigating this 
digital journal
Try reading this journal on 
the couch with your iPad in 
Goodreader, or an Android tablet 
in ezPDF reader. Colors are 
spectacular. Beats paper (>$100 
to print in color!), or sitting at a 
computer for 6 hours. Annotate 
your copy with yellow stickies 
using voice recognition.

• This pdf is “bookmarked.” 
On your tablet/smartphone, tap 
any of the chapters in Contents 
(right) to jump there, or bring 
up your Outlines navigator. On 
a computer in Acrobat, navigate 
from the bookmarks tab (left 
side of Acrobat window) or 
Contents. To return, use the 
tablet’s  or   button, or in 
Acrobat, the left-arrow icon  
(from keyboard, alt+backarrow). 
Parts of the journal have 2-page 
panoramas and are best viewed 
in facing-pages mode.  (This 
feature is not available on tablet 
programs I’m familiar with.)

•  If any of these tools are not 
currently on your Acrobat header, 
pull down tools>customize 
toolbars, and check them. 
Another essential Acrobat tool, 

,- opens the contextual search 
window, showing search-word in 
context of its sentences.

• ArcMap convention for 
dates: 20120814 = August 14th, 
2012. 

• Animals or sign thereof are 
noted in bold. Common names 
of plants generally follow Pojar & 
MacKinnon (1994). A partial plant 
list with botanical names is in the 
Appendices. 

Cover photo:  View east across 
Long Island from Kootznahoo Inlet. 
Photo 0814, first day of our visit, on 
approach to float-plane dock. 
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Place-name revolution
For 3 years I’ve looked forward to publication of 
Thornton & Martin’s Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our 
grandparents’ names on the land, finally released in 
spring, 2012 (henceforth T&M12). 
Tlingit names are so much more 
interesting and tenured than 
IWGNs (important white guy 
names), that I’m beginning to use 
them whenever possible, followed 
by IWGNs where they belong, in 
parentheses.1

“Admiralty Island” is of course 
an IWGN on steroids, named for 
not one but a whole slew of alpha 
caucasians. The Tlingit name would 
be far preferable. But therein 
lies confusion. One commonly 
hears that Xootsnoowú means 
“brown bear fort.” But whose fort? 
Someone recently told me—in 
reference to Angoon’s peninsula—it 
actually means not fortress of the 
bears but against the bears.

1  In future smart-pdf versions of these digital journals for 
tablet-reading, tapping on the Tlingit name should launch audio 
of an elder pronouncing the word, followed by the translation. 
If available and “authorized,” further taps link to the story 
behind the name. 

And maybe, neither are true. Consider this quote from 
Harold Jacobs, in a chapter called Xoodzidaa Kwáan; 
inhabitants of the burning wood fort. (Hope & Thornton, 
eds, 2000). Note that x and x are pronounced differently:

“The name Xootsnoowú (“Brown Bear Fort”) is 
sometimes wrongly interpreted as the name 
for Angoon Kwáan, this having been done by 
people who, my informants have told me, ‘Do 
not have a great command of the language or 
the history of the area.’

Actually, the name comes from xoodzi, (which 
is burning wood or charred remains) not xoots 
(brown bear). This confusion with xoots has 
led to the misnomer, however widely accepted 
it may be, that the name of the territory 
means ‘Brown Bears’ Fort.’ It is in fact the 
Burning Wood Fort. Xootsnoowú, however, 
is a descriptive name that is often applied to 
Admiralty Island.”    

That last sentence, unfortunately, 
leaves room for 2 interpretations: 1) 
Xootsnoowú is wrong for the kwáan and 
its Chatham-centered territory but OK 
as island name. 2) Even as island name, 
although “often applied,” it’s wrong. 

Which did Jacobs mean? I guess, until I know, I’m stuck 
with “Admiralty.” Suggestions are welcome! 

Appendix 16 has a complete table of place names used 
in this journal.

Reference map for places we ground-truthed during this August, 2012 visit.  “0814” = August 14th, etc.  
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Gunalchéesh!  
To John Neary and Chad VanOrmer at Admiralty Island National Monument, for lodging, 

transportation and logistical support. To Donald Frank for hosting us at the USFS 
bunkhouse, keeping us safe in the field, and sharing your knowledge of this incredible 

place. To Angoon Community Association for welcoming us to the island. To the guys on 
the ACA watershed crew, for hard work and enthusiasm. To Brenda Campen for dinner 

on Killisnoo and showing us Naltóoshgán. As always, thanks to naturalist Greg Streveler 
for chewing over some of these Angoon ideas and observations with me, post-trip. And 
of course to my buddy Bob, for luring me back to Xutsnoowú Aaní, surprising me with 
ideas like “let’s run to Whitewater tomorrow!” and once again bumping my antiquated 

techno-repertoire up to a new level. Baidarkabob rules! 

INTRODUCTION
For the past 35 years or so, I’ve kept 
detailed journals for almost all of my field 
trips, work or play. Writing these journals 
is the way I learn, and a sort of tribute 
to the amazing places and people I’ve 
been privileged to visit. For some of my 
journals, the ratio of actual field time to post-trip data-
processing and writing time is embarrassingly slim. In 
that light, this book-length report on a mere 8 days’ 
field work might seem excessive. 

But I couldn’t stop thinking and mapping and writing 
about this extraordinary place! Angoon, in so many 
ways, is the heart of the Tongass. It’s weirdly close to 
the halfway point on a line from Yakutat to Cape Fox, 
and from Mount Edgecumbe to the Canadian border 
above Tracy Arm. You might expect then, for Angoon 
to be “average,” kind of a Tongass “mean,” in terms of 
geology, flora, fauna, and human history.

In all regards, you’d be wrong. Angoon marches to 
its own drums. You cannot “predict” Angoon from a 
generic understanding of Tongass natural history. And 
yet, since my first visits in the 
1970s, becoming conversant 
with Angoon’s uniqueness has 
felt to me like a major part of 
what it means to be a Tongass 
naturalist. Although this is in 
one sense the hourly record 
of places and conversations in 
August, 2012, I’ve also tried 
to draw upon all of my Angoon 
memories and readings to 
make this a fairly complete 
picture of isthmus town and its 
unforgettable island setting.

I traveled to Angoon this 
summer to help my buddy Bob 
Christensen with a training 
session for ACA (Angoon 
Community Association). 
Bob and I haven’t had much 
chance to work together 
since I shifted from Tongass-
wide Ground-truthing 
to more Juneau-centric 
work in 2009. So when he 
asked if I could help him 
in Angoon this summer, I 
jumped at the chance. This 

is a collaboration between the People & 
Place program directed by Bob and Brian 
McNitt, ‘the Tribe’ (ACA), and the Forest 
Service—specifically John Neary, and 
Chad VanOrmer, Admiralty Wilderness 
managers. Trainees are 4 young men on 
the ACA Watershed Crew, all born and 

raised in Angoon.
On August 14th, I flew down the spine of Admiralty 

with John Neary, while Bob ran from Lemesurier 
Island to Angoon in his skiff Pearl, which we’d be 
using for daily explorations in Xutsnoowú Aaní, the 
traditional territory of the Angoon Tlingit.

Whenever Bob and I have the chance to visit 
new (or familiar) places, we burn the candle at both 
ends, trying to learn as much as possible in the time 
allotted. That typically means I fall further and further 
behind in my journaling each day, saving much of the 
wrap-up for Juneau. For this trip, it took me several 
days afterward to process each of our field excursions. 

And yet, long after those daily journals had been 
completed, I continued to add ‘finishing touches.’ 
Maybe this effort reflects to some degree my 

conversion to ‘Angoon time,’ 
the more leisurely attitude 
toward project commencement 
and completion that prevails 
in Alaska’s little Native 
communities. I completely 
re-read Frederica de Laguna’s 
1960 masterwork on Angoon, 
retroactively sprinkling dozens 
of her wise nuggets through 
the journals and, especially, our 
final ‘field day’ in Angoon itself. 
I liberally inserted historical air 
and ground-based photographs, 
and added many of the 
gorgeous heli-obliques taken in 
2009 by the Alaska Shorezone 
Project. And most important, I 
began to learn the Lingít place 
names (T&M12). 

This journal is in part a 
thank-you to Angoon. I know 
that some of my observations 
and speculations will not find 
favor in all quarters. For that I 
apologize. I hope, at least, that 
all will recognize this as a work 
of love.   
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23

Low tide exposes reefs 
around Scull Island in 

Youngs Bay

text continues 

DAILY JOURNAL 
20120814 Juneau to Angoon
Absolutely awesome weather again. Before we lifted into the air 
I was actually a little concerned the sky was too clear, and would 
result in contrasty images. But it turned out beautifully. Avery was 
our pilot again—same Ward Air pro who flew Koren Bosworth and 
me down to the Sweetheart hydro project the last 2 trips. As on those 
flights, he gave us a little extra loop-de-loop, this one around Eagle 
Peak, a mountain John Neary’s been wanting to climb. I sat alone in 
the back on the left (east) side, away from the setting sun. Avery let 
me undo my seat belt after we gained elevation, the better to slide 
over and shoot out the right (west) side as well. Those west-facing 
shots were backlit and more challenging. 

Since I almost completely circumnavigated the island in John 
Schoen’s plane in 2005, I was delighted with Neary’s request to run 
straight down the middle of the island. The map on right shows our 
GPS track in red, and 194 photopoints as yellow dots. Only those 
images included in this journal are numbered. For more information 
about the process of linking photos to tracks, see Appendix 8: 
Ground-truthing technology for field and office. 

In my Admiralty description for Schoen & Dovichin, (Carstensen 
et al. 2007. Overview of biogeographic provinces. Chapter 4), I 
wrote that the spine of Admiralty is almost as rugged as Baranof’s.1 
That’s a bit over-stated, because Wisconsin ice level was a good 
thousand feet higher here, rounding and mellowing any peaks or 
ridges less than 4000 feet high. On Baranof, angularity begins a 
lot lower, and highest peaks are a thousand feet taller. Also, there’s 
a lot more ice and permanent snow on Shee, and this lofty outlier 
puts Admiralty in a partial precipation shadow. What we saw on 
our southward flight down Admiralty, after the initial tour around 
its highest and most forbidding summits, was a sea of high-relief 
but easily negotiable summer deer habitat (photos 55, 92). When 
we landed, I asked John Neary if he thought the interior ranges 
were as loaded with deer in August as the more coastal mountains 
I’m familiar with. One liability in summering so far from the coast 

1  http://home.gci.net/~tnc/HTML/Consv_assessment. html 
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28

Tsaa T’ei Héen  (behind the seals creek) or 
“Admiralty Cove.” I’ve written a scoping paper 
about the importance of this site to Áak’w 
Kwáan. Contact me for the .pdf.
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55

Most of our August 14th 
flight down the spine 

of Admiralty was over 
parkland like this—

neither closed forest 
nor forbidding alpine 

rock barrens. Fantastic 
summer habitat for 

grazers. (There has to 
be a deer somewhere in 

this photo!)
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47

75

Peak 4210, on the ridge west of Eagle Peak. Steeply 
dipping Permian volcanics and volcaniclastics create 
a washboard effect on the ridge top. Bands of 
barren fell field develop on windswept convexities, 
with lush, snow-drift-protected herbs in the swales. 

North over Eagle 
Peak. At 4650 feet, 
it’s often called 
the highest peak 
on Admiralty. Has 
anyone verified 
that? 

would be getting trapped inland by deep snows. The ADF&G winter deer model gives highest scores to low-
elevation, south-facing forests near beaches. If I were a deer, I’d be pretty nervous summering on an interior 
mountain where I had to climb several intervening ridges to get to a winter survival beach. John didn’t know 
if anyone had studied interior deer populations. In Angoon, I checked with Donald Frank, Deisheetaan, who 
hunted almost all the nearby mountains as a young man. He says there are indeed plentiful deer in the interior in 
summer. Some come out to the coast near Xoonyík Xoo X’aayí, point amid the valley of the north wind, (Parker 
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92

Subalpine 
parkland in the 
divide between 
Wheeler Creek 
north trib and 

King Salmon River.  
Looking east to 
Glass Peninsula 

and the mainland 
coast ranges on 

far horizon. 
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118

123

130

Logging on Shee Atiká lands. This bump is the divide between the 2 principle tributaries of Ward Creek. We normally 
hear about crown closure and stem excluded, shady understories within 2 decades of logging, but it looks to me 
like that’s a long way off on this northern, high elevation site. Conifers are establishing somewhat faster (or logged 
earlier?) in the lower left of this scene. Foot (& 4-wheel?) travel on the roads is probably still fairly easy, between 
bands of alder (red, or sitka?) 

130  View WNW over Florence Lake, also 
cut by Shee Atiká. John Neary told us the 
monument is negotiating for repurchase 
of these lands. In that event, what should 
USFS do to steward them? Anywhere 
else on the National Forest they’d be 
thinned, if not for timber values, at least 
for wildlife. Could they be managed to 
provide jobs or resources for Angoon? 
That might be controversial; see Marion 
Williams quote, above. 

123  Insert is a crop from 200mm shot 
of sow and mature cub brown bear 
descending through bare, unstable 
colluvium in the headwaters of Ward 
Creek. Iron staining is prevalent in the 
TrOsv bedrock unit (Triassic-Ordovician 
sedimentaries and volcanics).

Point). This happens in September 
when deer cabbage is wilting in 
the mountains, and deer crave salt. 
Donald says you can tell these interior 
deer from the more educated ones who 
live year round near the beach because 
mountain deer—even the bucks—are 
very tame, allowing close approach by 
boat-hunters. 

In the plane, I was too preoccupied 
with collecting photos to notice 
how slowly the second growth is 
recovering in the 23,000-acre Shee 

Quotes from Shee Atiká board members:

“Although the Government would probably 
like us to let them have Cube Cove at a 
cheap price, we are not going to let that 

happen. Cube Cove is a missing piece 
for the National Monument, and it is 

important for them to get it. We 
know this, and it will put us 

in the best negotiating 
position.”

Shirley Yocum,

We want to preserve the
rights of our shareholders 

to use Cube Cove for 
subsistence in the 
future, even if we 

do a deal with 
the Federal 

Government.”

Marion Williams
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141

Headwaters of Naxk’uhéen, little harbor 
creek, (Fisheries Creek).The channel 

types layer calls this flood plain (orange 
on the photopoint map). 
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153

159

View east across the “Y” of Thayer Lake. This stream 
originates in a bowl to the south of Thayer mountain. 
(PS: The ACA watershed crew has worked on this 
estuary and later told me it was one of their favorite 
places.) 

Stream entering close to the outlet of Thayer Lake. 
Thayer Lake Lodge is on the crescent beach to the 
right. I think we were told this lodge may re-open 
soon, after a hiatus.   

Atiká cuts from Cube Cove to Florence Lake. 
Later, in the bunkhouse in the evening, I reviewed 
some of my clearcut photos with Bob Christensen 
and John Neary. John told us he and Chad have 
been discussing possible repurchase of these lands 
from the corporation, adding them back into the 
Monument. If that transpires, there’s a possibility 
they could be managed under different regulations 
from the Wilderness, for example to provide jobs 

and resources in Angoon. The bunkhouse library 
has an 88 page glossy publication on the history of 
Shee Atiká Corporation, compiled by Peter Metcalfe 
(2000). I didn’t have time to read this thoroughly but 
it has valuable insights into the negotiations leading 
to selection of these watersheds by Sitka, in Angoon’s 
backyard. Donald Frank (now USFS cultural liason in 
Angoon) grew up in Sitka and is a dual shareholder 
in Shee Atiká and Kootznowoo Corporations. He 
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USN 220958 

USN FS T5a 

1926

1929

was employed at 
Cube Cove during 
the logging period. 
You can download 
a 2010 brochure on 
Cube Cove lands 
from the corporation 
website (www.
sheeatika.com/Files/
Cube%20Cove%20
brochure.pdf) it 
quotes board chair 
Harold Donnelly. 
I’ve inserted actual 
years of operation 
in brackets by back-
calculating from 
2010:

“We have heard 
various estimates for 
how long it might be 
until the timber at 
Cube Cove is ready 
to harvest again. I 
spent 30 years in the 
Forest Service, and 
I can tell you that 
no one really knows. 
Some of the new 
growth is almost 30 
years old [ie logging 
commenced early 
1980s], but a lot of 
it is only 10-15 years 
old [cut 1995-2000] 
since that is when 
most of the harvesting 
took place. We have 
looked at whether we 
should try to speed 
up the second growth 
through thinning, 
fertilizer, etc., but this 
just doesn’t seem to 
make financial sense 
since you have to wait 
so long to get your 
money back and the 
regrowth will happen 
naturally.”

This flight 
was also my first 
opportunity to look 
down at Thayer Lake, 
and check out the 
Lodge area near the 

First Navy air 
photography in 
Southeast, 1926. 
View NE up Thayer 
Creek to the 
lake. This portion 
of the creek is 
on Cretaceous 
granitic bedrock, 
so bog and scrub 
forest prevails. 
Compare with 
outlet below, from 
USN return visit 3 
summers later.

Outlet of Watkasaté, stream 
with rock at the mouth 
(Thayer Creek). Final mile 
of the creek shifts onto 
Devonian marble, and 
forest becomes much more 
productive. Young spruce 
south of outlet could be 
colonizing raised beach, 
or evidence of recent 
inhabitation. 

text continues 
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168

Arching beaver dams on the descent 
to Eey tlein, big tidal currents 
(Kootznahoo Inlet). Many of the dead 
trees were probably killed by beaver-
raised water levels. 
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USN 220960 

USN 220961 1926

1926

View NE at junction 
of Eey tlein, big tidal 
currents  (Kootznahoo 
Inlet), and Xunyéi, 
north wind tidal 
current, Mitchell Bay. 
Thornton (2012) maps 
an unnamed fort on 
the point in center 
foreground.   

View NE over Xóots Kaháagu X’áat’, brown bear roe island (Target Island) to 
South America Island in center photo. Tsaagwáa Geeyí, harbor seal iceflows 
bay (Salt Lake) in left distance.  What’s the story behind brown bear roe?!  
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176

181

View up Eey tlein, big tidal currents, (Kootznahoo Inlet) to Xunyéi, 
north wind tidal currents (Mitchell Bay). Hemlock Point on left, Deception Island 
on right. Diamond and Target Islands beyond in Mitchell Bay. As for the original Tlingit 
place names, comparisonof Thornton (2012) with Goldschmidt & Hass (1998) can be confusing. The 
latter (sidebar, following) suggests the overall name for the inlet was Eey tlein, big tidal currents. But 

on Thornton’s map, p 113, Eey tlein is more specific to the bottleneck outlet NW of Turn Point. 
This reach of Kootznahoo, deeper into the labyrinth, is Nánde X’atánk (its mouth faces north).

View east across  a narrow pass 
through Long Island. 

outlet. Then we coasted low over the tidal passages 
of Kootznahoo Inlet that we’d soon be exploring in 
Pearl. What a gorgeous maze of islands and secret 
passages!

On the dock I met Chad VanOrmer for the first 
time, who was flying home to Juneau after meetings. 
Donald Frank loaded our gear in the USFS SUV, 
and drove us through town to the bunkhouse. There, 

Bob was talking with his partner Sarah’s mom, 
Brenda Campen, who has a cabin on Killisnoo Island. 
Brenda’s a historian, and I looked forward to learning 
from her about the history of Angoon. We planned a 
dinner together, later in the week (notes, 0818).           
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186

Sháa Eeyí, ladies’ tidal rapids 
cuts through Long Island above Pillsbury Point. 
Alternate translation: where the female tide runs (cool! what’s a 
female tide?). Kelp forest in foreground is widespread around Angoon.

189

North point of Daaxaatkanadaa,  
(where the tide flows around the point) where 
de Laguna conducted an archeological dig in 1949 & 50.
She reported this island was: “formed by sharply tilted 
beds of conglomerate, sandstone and shale. . .  [striking] 
magnetic N-S with steep dip to the east. Tidal currents rush past 
both sides, so that approach is difficult except at slack water. Access to the narrow
summit, ~58 feet above high-tide, is possible only from the eastern side. The Diesheetaan 
built a fort (nu) around the top of the island, 20 feet high, with loopholes on each side from 
which one could look out. Remains of this fort were still visible in 1880. Inside was a bark

de Laguna quote continues 
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190

house. There is a stone causeway ~28 feet long and 15 wide, 
made of boulders, which connects Daxatkanada with Channel 
Point Island, exposed for an hour or two at low water. It gave 
access to water from a spring or seep on the larger island. 
Absence of water in the fort was disastrous for the defenders.“

de Laguna recorded 3 versions of a siege that occurred on this 
island in historical times. Chief Shakes of Wrangell led a war 
party against the Deisheetaan, who took refuge here for many 
weeks. In most versions, slaves were taken back to Wrangell 
when lack of water forced surrender. Revenge came later when 
the Deisheetaan overturned canoes at Wrangell, drowning 
their Naanyaa.aayí rivals. 

One of the surprises of the excavation was that sea otters 
comprised by far the majority of mammal bones (harbor seal 
second). Even residents of Angoon in 1950 assumed these 
must have come from the outer coast. But Frederica found this 
quote from the Vancouver journals, describing the Kake area 
but probably applicable to Kootznahoo Inlet as well:

“These bays and arms abound with a greater number of 
salmon and sea-otters than Mr Johnstone had observed on 
any other part of the coast; [especially in] the heads of these 
places, it was inferred that the salmon and other small fish 
form a large proportion of the food of the sea-otters, which 
are thus induced to frequent these inland channels, to which 
at this season of the year [August, 1794] such fishes resort.” 

In Nature of Southeast Alaska (O’Clair et al, 1997) we 
suggested sea otters were restricted to outer coast waters by 
prevalence of PSP in the archipelago. Since then, sea otters 
have been moving slowly inside. If Vancouver’s speculation 
about fish prey had any merit, PSP was irrelevant. How far did 
(and do) sea otters travel over the course of a year? Did (do?) 
they perform substantial seasonal migrations, targeting prey 
concentrations? And if so, what prey species?

South end of Daaxaatkanadaa. 
Current is flowing over the built causeway. One of FD’s older informants remembered 
this fort from his boyhood ~1870s. That suggests a date of pre-1850 for the Shakes 
siege. FD (1960): [all archeological specimens] “seemed to belong to a period when the 
Tlingit had access to trade material, probably in exchange for sea otter skins, but before 
aboriginal culture had been appreciably changed by contact with the whites.” 

continued from previous page
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Alaska Shorezone   
The Alaska Shorezone Project is a collaboration of NOAA, The Nature Conservancy, and John Harper of Coastal 
and Ocean Resources Inc. High resolution oblique still photos and video segments taken at low tide are now 
available for almost every foot of shoreline in Southeast Alaska. Most of the Angoon area, including almost all of 
the tidal labyrinth, was flown on July 21st, 2009. Shoreline north from town that Bob and I skiffed on our last day, 
was shot in 2008. I’ll be inserting Shorezone images throughout this journal, to give Raven’s view of places we 
visited on the ground. 
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se09_kk_01706

se09_kk_01707

Shorezone caught Daaxaatkanadaa at a minus tide, when the 
constructed causeway on right was fully exposed. This shot also 

shows the strong currents that make access difficult.

Channel Point Island on the right 
supposedly had a freshwater 
spring, important to fort 
defenders. 

http://mapping.fakr.noaa.gov/szflex/

From Moss et al (1989): “ The most recent [14C date] is 278 years 
BP. . . The oldest date, 905 ± 103 yrs BP is from a column in the 
wall of one of de Laguna’s 1950 units. . . [she] excavated in an 
area with both pre- and protohistoric materials.”  Moss suggested 
much deeper Tlingit tenure here than postulated by de Laguna. 
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FS bunkhouse, floatplane dock?
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Driving access to the Forest 
Service bunkhouse is from the 
western side of town. But a 
foot trail drops to the highway, 
and that was how we typically 
commuted to our skiffs at the 
float-plane dock, below.   

Bob kept Pearl at the float-plane 
dock for most of our visit. 
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06

On the Contents page of this journal I announced my 
intention to use Tlingit place names whenever possible. 
But in the case of this vast complex of tidal passages, I 
can’t find an accepted designation for the whole system. 
No doubt there was one, but the level of spatial detail on 
T&M12’s chart, page 112, is so fine that I lose the forest for 
the trees. According to Billy Jones (G,H&K98), Kootznahoo 
Inlet was Eey tlein—big tidal currents —and Mitchell Bay was 

Place names: Angoon tidal labyrinth Xunyéi—north wind tidal current. Surely there was a 
Deisheetaan or subsequent Teikweidí overview name 
that would be preferable to “Kootznahoo-Mitchell.”1 
But until someone can tell me what that might be, 
I’ll refer to the Kootznahoo-Mitchell complex as the 
“Angoon tidal labyrinth.”  

1  Mitchell Bay was named by Commander Meade (the guy 
who destroyed 2 Kake villages) for a classmate, previous 
commander of his gunboat Saginaw. 

20120815  Eey Tlien—Xunyéi  
(Kootznahoo-Mitchell)
We ran up bay in the morning with 8 guys in 2 skiffs: Pearl and the FS 
Magnum. Our first goal was to help John and 2 of the ACA crew set up a 
camp on South America Island (photo 10). Then, we’d run into Kanalku 
Bay with Donald’s guidance, laying a track so Bob could bring us safely 
back on subsequent visits.

On my last trip to Angoon I became intrigued with  the even-aged, 
mature forests scattered throughout the Angoon lowlands. Do these 
result from blowdown or fire? In the rainshadow of Baranof’s high 
peaks region, Angoon has just about the lowest precipitation on the 
Archipelago—one of the few places south of Haines where periodic 
forest fire is possible on a grand scale. After my last Angoon surveys in 
2009, departing via ferry to Sitka with retired foresters Jim Russell and 
Bob Smith, or “Smitty” (20090624 journal notes), I asked them what 
clues they’d look for to distinguish between these 2 disturbance types. 
They recommended a shovel, to dig for charcoal in the soils, and also 
examination of pit-mound topography, more characteristic of blowdown 

03

Citations: T&M12 = Thornton & Martin. G,H&K98 = Goldschmidt, Haas & Kahklen, 1998.
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10

Coming ashore on South America (bedrock TrOsv).  
Clean, undamaged crowns indicate mature but

even-aged forest with almost no
“legacy trees.”

19

18

USFS camp on South America Island. Left to right: Donald 
Frank, Mike Lane. John Neary reading from the podium.

(Photo 18: Mike Lane shot up the tarp tree like a squirrel. 
I later commented that since he liked climbing he might 

consider oblique photography from arboreal perspectives. Mike 
demurred, explaining that he only ascended trees “on the 

clock,” and was actually afraid of heights.)   

than fire. Although Jim and Smitty had no opinion on whether 
the Angoon fire forests were likelier to come back in spruce or 
hemlock, I did make a note to pay closer attention to species 
dominance. Blowdown typically comes back strongly in hemlock, 
because little survivors (“advance regeneration”) shoot up to inherit 
the post-storm forest. Would fire favor spruce?

South America Island is where you first leave the Tertiary 
sedimentaries (03, 06) of the Angoon lowlands (Ts, bedrock map, 
Appendix 3) and enter similarly friable but much older Triassic/
Ordovician sedimentaries and volcanics (TrOsv). We saw no 
exposures, but this rock weathers into fine gravel on the south-
facing landing beach (21)
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While the guys set up 
the bear-proof metal food 
containers and a gigantic, 
translucent, reinforced tarp 
(19), I explored the even-aged 
spruce forest behind their 
camp, and recommended to 
John that we do a little forest-
ecology sleuthing session as a 
group, before splitting into 2 
teams. 

The stand is strongly 
spruce dominated (15), 
something I don’t often see 
in wind forests. Crowns are 
same-height and interlocking 
with few large gaps (14), 
resulting in depauperate, 
mossy understory (12). We 
wandered around, hunting 
for clues to what terminated 
the preceding forest. There’s 
a very obvious pit-mound 
structure to the forest floor. Of 
course, that could be a relict 
from previous blowdowns that 
happened prior to a fire here. 

Counting whorls on the 
spruces, I estimated average 
age somewhere in the ball 
park of 150 years. A limby, 
downed spruce about 40 12

14

Stereopair of eastern South 
America Island in 1929. Can be 
viewed on-screen in 3D with a 
stereoscope. 

If disturbance (blowdown or 
fire?) replaced a previous forest 
in the vicinity of today’s south-tip 
campsite about 150 years ago, 
then this photo pair shows forest 
development about midway 
between that disturbance and 
the current condition. Canopy 
at the campsite has filled 
in considerably (14) in the 
subsequent 80 years.

Note raw opening just uphill. 
Trees were burned, blown over 
or logged not long before the 
1929 photo. The gap extends 
diagonally down to the beach 
NW of campsite point. Another 
escaped campfire, around 1920? 
Compare explorations on Burnt 
Island, 0816.
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17 13

yards in from the edge (13) has wide central rings, 
consistent with coming up in the open after wind 
or fire, rather than in a shady old-growth forest. In 
the field, “walking my fingers” ~10 rings per step, I 
estimated about 100 rings. Later at home, counting 
more carefully from the dot-annotated photo, I got 
about 90. That’s from a section far up the trunk; the 
tree needed several decades to reach that height. Add 
the decades it’s been dead and down, and the count fits 
my estimate of 150 years for living trees fairly well. 

We rooted around in several tip-up pits, looking 
unsuccessfully for charcoal. Substrate on this level 
surface is well-sorted angular gravel, same as down 
on the active beach. We were probably more than 10 
feet above today’s extreme high water, and Angoon’s 
rather slow uplift rate (corroborated by very old 
Roger’s core sample, photo 17, above, mounted and sanded back in Juneau. Much younger than I predicted! After initial 
rapid growth, canopy closed around it in about 1950, when rings got tighter, more like a typical forest hemlock.

trees within a few feet of EHW in parts of the tidal 
labyrinth) probably couldn’t produce neoglacial-age 
terraces at this level. Are the beach gravels an early 
Holocene marine deposit?

Very few trees in this forest seemed to be 
strikingly older than 150 years. We noted one big 
hemlock close to the camp that I predicted would be 
an older survivor from before the fire or windstorm 
(17). It was healthy looking and probably free of heart 
rot. It wasn’t any bigger than the surrounding spruces 
but hemlocks tend to grow slower. Hoping we could 
detect a release year1 in the rings, I showed Roger 
how to core it. 
1  “Release” is when a tree suddenly increases ring width after 
competing neighbors are felled. Annual width may double or 
quadruple for awhile in open sunlight. 
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15

Left to right: John, Calvin, Mike, Bob 
(Albert behind) and Roger on the tip-up. 

Note spruce dominance, whorl separation 
>1ft/yr, depauperate understory, 

and uprooting from recent storm .  

21
Donald, John, Bob, Mike, Calvin, Albert & 
Roger. View down bay (SW) from camp 
beach on South America.

A quick count of Roger’s core indicated this 
hemlock was no older than the spruces.Adding 10 
years for the time it took to grow to core height, and 
another 10 for distance to the missed pith, it probably 
germinated in about 1865 To my surprise, center rings 
were large; the tree probably benefited from the same 
disturbance as the spruces, including maybe a lot of 
nutritious ash in the soils

Considering that even this old-looking hemlock 

was a contemporary of the surrounding spruces, The 
stand we ground-truthed on South America may be 
more completely even-aged than almost any wind 
forest I’ve examined, where at least a few old trees 
usually survived the disturbance. Is this yet another 
characteristic of fire? Whether fire or wind, the clock 
was “reset” for the South America forest probably 
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A fort (Noow) once stood on this bluff at the 
eastern entry to Xunyéi, north wind tidal 

current (Mitchell Bay). The Thornton maps 
are too coarse scale to judge, but I wonder 
if it was on the little grey buttress?   In the 

upper left distance, ribs of rock jut northeast 
into the bay, mirroring the larger pattern of 

islands in the tidal labyrinth. 

John Neary pointed out that this island (Target on the 
topos) was Xóots Kaháagu X’áat’, brown 

bear roe island. Neither of us 
has a clue what that 

may have meant.  
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South America Island 
isn’t named on any 
map I’m aware of. 

It’s a local name 
based on the shape. 
I guess that means 
the USFS campsite, 
just inside the path 
showing here, is in  

Brazil.

We explored the forest at Kanalkú 
Aan, a Teikweidí men’s village, and 
agreed on its apparent fire origin. 
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some time in the 1850s. To better calibrate our “forest-succession 
eyes,” the next stop would be a stand that reputedly burned in 
1830. 

Launching with our half of the crew (21), Bob ran Pearl 
across the bay to Davis Creek—the tricky NE-SW channel that’s 
not a creek at all, but a tidal chute connecting with Kanalku Bay.2 
Donald knows this passage intimately and pointed out the rocks 
and potential hangups to Bob. At the point where the bay opens 
up, there was an old Teikweidí men’s village, Kanalkú Aan.3 I’d 
mentioned the 1830 fire forest to Donald and he wanted to check 
it out, and also show us where the village was. 

As on South America, we found strong spruce dominance 
(pano 25). It looked much like the photo John Schoen sent 
me years ago of the old fire forest (Retakes Appendix 7). John 
and Matt Kirchoff used this image in talks about the sobering 
duration of stem exclusion in post-logging succession. They 
lacked examples of second-growth much older than a century, 
and pointed to the presumably analogous Kanalku burn forest as 
an equally foodless habitat, more than 150 years out.4 

We walked in a counter-clockwise loop through the even-aged 
forest, with foodless, mossy understory. As on South America, 
there was abundant pit-mound topography, but little evidence of 
the fallen logs and tipped-over root pads that created it. I found 
2  Tlingit place names in this journal are from Tom Thornton’s new book, Haa 
L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú. Our grandparents’ names on the land. 2012.  I began 
to add these names to my journal during this Angoon visit, and did a lot more 
back in Juneau. My conclusion from these readings: Today’s “Davis Creek” is 
properly called Kanalkú. Today’s Kanalku Bay is properly called Kátlx. Confusing, I 
know! But it will make better sense when you hear the translations, explained in 
footnotes to the journal for 0816. 
 
3  G&H (1998) maps Kanalku Bay as Deisheetaan, but de Laguna said the camp 
sites were Teikweidí. See caption to following Shorezone photo 03900. 

4  Comparing succession after logging, wind and fire is a little dicey. But I 
suppose post-logging succession might more strongly resemble post-fire than 
post-blowdown, at least in regard to the near-complete absence of survivors. 
Today there’s no evidence of down logs from the 1830 burn. What happened to 
them? Did they burn up? Did they contribute much to soil nutrients? Growth rate 
in today’s spruces is pretty unimpressive. 

25

26

27
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30

28

Our track on 1996 orthophotos. Before the trip, I downloaded Birdseye imagery to the new touchscreen rino. Unlike 
their sucky, dim-light winter imagery for Juneau, Birdseye offers outstanding true-color aerials for Angoon (apparently 
same source as for Google Earth). Unfortunately it cuts out along a NS line running through Mitchell Bay and the head 
of Kanalku Bay. But for explorations around Angoon, it was really useful to see our position on a high-res aerial. These 
should be great tools for the ACA watershed crew. 

no charcoal, but didn’t stop to dig. Also like South America, there 
was a notable absence of ancient survivor trees until we circled 
around to the northeast side of the point. Here there was a more 
complex canopoy structure, higher diversity of shrubs and forbs, 
and damper soils. Bob speculated that on the southerly aspects the 
understory could dry out enough to burn occasionally, but fires 
petered out on the shady north side.

As a forest naturalist, I tend to look at big spatial and temporal 
pictures: landforms, forest structure, geologic time spans, etc. The 
ACA guys—Calvin Washington and Mike Lane—were more into 
detail. They kept pointing out the little stuff: scrambled egg slime 
(27), wierd mushrooms growing out of bear shit (28), and abundant 
pastey green deer plops that I eventually determined were the result 
of heavy grazing on mature skunk cabbage leaves. They wanted to 
learn about edible shrooms, so I showed them a king bolete (30), 
and the first small funnel-shaped chantrelles of the season—too few 
so far to bother gathering. Also in photo 30 is queenscup, Clintonia 
uniflora. The single white flower has shed its petals, and the hard 
green knob will turn into a striking pale-blue berry. Clintonia is 
abundant on Tàan, sea lion (Prince of Wales) but absent in Juneau; 
this may be the first time I’ve seen it on Xutsnoowú.

  The Bella Coola called it “wolf’s-berry,” and believed it to be edible only for 
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these animals but not for humans.” (Turner, 1975) 

Photopoint 26 is a hotfoot trail. I mentioned Skip 
Wallen’s comment at the Admiralty celebration 
this winter—that some elders felt it disrespectful 
to walk in these footsteps—and asked Donald if 
folks still thought this way. If I correctly understood 
him, Donald now considers track-avoidance rather 
superstitious. Respect these days is less a matter of 
formalized or prohibited behaviors (my words; not 
his) and more a matter of what’s in the heart.5 
5  Later, hiking out of Kanalku Lake, Bob and I found bambi hooves 
in a bear scat, and I commented that the consumption of 10-pound 
hors d’oeuvres was “stupid” from the bruins’ perspective, when 
by waiting they could grow those venison investments 10-fold. I 
then felt sheepish, and apologized to the doubtless nearby shaggy 
things. A moment later, I added “but of course, the bears hear 
everything I’m thinking, so they know I didn’t really mean it that 

The generally friable Miocene-Eocene 
sedimentaries in the Angoon tidal labyrinth run the 
gamut from fine shales and mudstones to very coarse 
conglomerates. Occasionally a resistant tower or bluff 
stands up from the glacier-scoured plain, and many 
of these have Lingít names and associated stories. It 
wasn’t until processing photo 24 that I noticed the 
gigantic size of the oval (water-shaped?) clasts in 
the conglomerate, resulting in a tower resembling 
a Doctor Zeuss or Disneyland architect’s idea of 
bedrock rather than something you’d actually find in 
nature. I wonder what the Deishitan thought of it?

Back at the USFS bunkhouse we met our 

they’re stupid.” As in 21st-century new-age taboo-&-ritual, it’s 
what’s in your heart, not what comes out of your mouth.  

44

One baggie of these, 
squirrelled into a corner 
of the fridge, melted into 

a puddle of black ink. 

View north to Kanalkú Aan, from flight with 
John Schoen, August 10, 2005. Islands in left 
foreground were called Té Hít (stone house)

Below:  Pink-tinted, smooth texture is my best 
guess on limits of the 1830 burn. Yellow line 
shows our track and photopoints. 
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housemates Ron and 
Suzie Howard from Texas. 
They’re offering classes 
through cooperative 
extension in shooting skills 
and food preservation. In 
a few days, Jon and Leslie 
Lyman and Ken Coates 
will show up to give a 
full round of outdoor 
skills workshops for 
kids, including fly-tying, 
casting, and other skills 
deemed useful to a town 
hosting fly-in fishermen. 
Whaler’s Cove—where 
I stayed with SWCA 
in 2009—has at times 
been Angoon’s largest 
employer. Many of their 
staff currently come out for 
the summer from Montana. 
I recalled a Jon Lyman 
article in the ADF&G 
journal—a reminiscence 
from his days teaching in 
Angoon—explaining that 

24

the Tlingit considered catch-&-release to be playing with your food. Times and 
solutions are changing, I guess. 

Ron and Suzie discovered shaggy manes right behind the bunkhouse (44), 
and collected a bunch to cook up. In Juneau I only see these along roadsides, and 
haven’t been inclined to eat them.   

Place names and 
translations for 
the immediate 

Angoon area. From 
Thornton (2012). It 
would be wonderful 
to add the stories 
associated with 
some of these—
at least those 

deemed okay to 
share—perhaps 

color coding for clan 
where appropriate.

“Paper-maché” rock 
in the inlet to Kanalku 
Bay.
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In the evening, after processing my 
track and photos, I began entering the place 
names from Haa L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú 
(Thornton & Martin, 2012, henceforth 
T&M12) into my GIS project for this visit. 
The maps—awesome as they are—require 
flipping pages to compare densely clustered, 
numbered dots on the maps with associated 
tables. I wonder how many readers will 
have the patience for this? For me, it’s a 
lot easier to appreciate these wonderful 
names when you can see them, alongside 
their English translations, overlaid onto a 
close-up orthophoto. Appendix 16 lists all 
the names in my GIS, with translations and 
approximate locations.

Oh yeah, I forgot these shots taken off 
the harbor ramp (pano 36). The strong red 
color shift was the only way I could bring 
up the contrast in photoshop. At this time 
of year, Angoon’s seawater is way more 
clear than Juneau’s; in places you can see 
20 feet down. Dense schools of walleye 
pollock fry (37) and lion’s mane jellyfish 
(40). Cyanea capillata is the species in our 
region that most often fouls fishing gear and 
stings humans. It serves as host for juvenile 
fish, including pollack. I didn’t notice if any 
members of the schools took refuge in these 
pulsing jellies.   

36

37

40

Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 

For eye-opening underwater 
video in Killisnoo Inlet by SWCA, 
visit: http://www.youtube.com/

watch?feature=endscreen
&v=rfo952whnK4&NR=1
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20120816 Kanalku Lake1

KJ Metcalf once told me that according to the bear 
guide Karl Lane—who probably walked every coastal 
watershed on Admiralty—the largest trees on the 
island were at the head of Kanalku Lake. Ever since 
hearing that, this site has been high on my wish-list 
of giant-tree forests to someday visit. While I had 
trees on the brain,2 Bob wanted to show Calvin and 
Mike a classic, pristine, high-functioning flood-plain 
channel, full of spawning salmon. Most of the streams 
directly accessible from the Angoon tidal labyrinth 
have bedrock-contained channels, and finding a flood-
plain reach was surprisingly challenging. We figured 
we could kill 2 birds with one stone—and have a 
great adventure to boot—by boating to the head of  
Kanalku Bay, hiking the trail up to the weir at the 
outlet of Kanalku Lake, borrowing the skiff from the 
guys in the weir camp to access the lake head, and 
then bushwacking southeast along the sockeye stream.

Yesterday John Neary prepped crew-leader Calvin 
Washington on how to complete a survey form for 
encounters with other Wilderness parties. There are 
different levels of detail, from grossly speculative 
to high-confidence, the latter resulting from actual 
contact and conversation. John said it was unlikely 
we’d actually talk to anybody outside our own party 
in a remote place like upper Mitchell Bay. But we not 

1  T&M12 has no place name for the lake itself. See following 
footnote 7 concerning the waterways actually intended by the 
names Kanalkú and Kátlx 
2  From 1996 to 2005 I was field leader of the Landmark Trees 
Project, an effort to document the finest remaining giant-tree 
forests on the Tongass. We measured 75 1-acre stands from 
southern Prince of Wales to Hoonah. But for every stand I visited, 
I heard about 3 more that I really wanted to see. Our number-4-
ranking LT site is at Chaik Bay, south of Angoon. There’s a 9-foot 
diameter spruce in that stand. Undoubtedly Karl was familiar with 
those Chaik trees, and if he knew of larger ones, I want to find 
them.
    For more on Landmark Trees, visit:  http://www.seawead.org/
index.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=35:landmark-
trees&catid=10&Itemid=36  

only met such a party; we spent all day with her.
To the south in Xunyéi, as Pearl sped by, I 

spotted a paddler—presumably a solo kayaker. 
Curious, I put the binocs on him (guess I assume solo 
outdoorspeople on Admiralty will be male. I should 
know better because my last guide up Kootznahoo 
was JoAnn George, who often comes here alone.) My 
first surprise was to realize it wasn’t a kayak but a 
bathtub-sized pack raft. 

Just as I was about to put down the binocs, the 
paddler waved. Body language said this wasn’t just 
a friendly hello. Looking closer, I saw a pink flag 
waving (a hat, it turned out; photo 08). Bob swung 
around and approached. As we drew closer we 
discovered the paddler was a woman. She’d flown 
in to the lake chain with 3 weeks gear and borrowed 
pack-raft, thinking initially she’d paddle all the way 
out to Angoon. But as she contemplated the maze of 
tidal rapids on her coarse-scale monument map, (in 
spite of reasurrances from a perhaps over-optimistic 
ranger) she sensibly concluded that hitching a ride 
would improve her odds of survival. Thus the hat-
waving.   

Suzie O’Keeffe teaches environmental philosophy 
at the College of the Atlantic. She’s particularly 
interested in large predators, and how they can assist 
us to an I-thou relationship with nature.3 We said we 
could take her to Angoon but first planned to hike 
to Kanalku Lake. Suzie was more comfortable in 
terrestrial than marine wildlands, and decided to join 
us. She collapsed her pack raft on the landing beach 
at South America, and passed her gear into Pearl. 
I reminded Calvin to fill out a Wilderness Solitude 
Survey form on Suzie. 

Neary was waiting for us on the island in Kanalku 
Bay, with Albert and Roger. (01) He laughed and 

3  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdhJ7kbGWgI 
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August 2005 oblique looking NNE 
over Burnt Island in Kanalku Bay. 
I have a 1979 stereopair showing 
this island shortly after the burn. 
John & Donald couldn’t pinpoint 

the exact year, but recalled it
spread from an escaped

campfire. Looks like only
2 patches of conifers 
survived. Photos 01
& 02 are on the far

left tip.

told Calvin we we were supposed to record our wilderness 
encounters, not bring them home with us.The Kanalku Bay 
island isn’t named on official maps, but is locally called 
something like Burnt Island. Flying over with John Schoen in 
2005, I assumed it was logged. Turns out it burned, from an 
escaped campfire. We examined it on a pair of color infrared 
stereo slides shot by NASA in 1979, showing the island very 
raw and pale looking, except for 2 little patches of escaped 
conifers. That probably means the burn was in the early to 

01

02

mid seventies, and the forest is now about 40 
years old. 

We had a long hiking day ahead of us, 
and couldn’t spend much time on Burnt 
Island. But I poked into the forest (02) to 
learn a little more about post-burn succession.        
Compare the far-tip spruce stand on the above 
oblique to the “faster” growing stand in the 
center of the island. About a third of the burn 
has reached this closed-canopy stage with 
relatively easy travel beneath. The rest—such 
as the mixed spruce-alder stand in photo 01—
is probably still in the hellacious d7+ stage of 
bushwacking.4 Enough light reaches through 
that mixed forest to foster lush understory 
growth.

Comparing today’s photo 02 (~40 yrs) to 
yesterday’s pano 25 in the 1830 burn (~180 
yrs), spruce dominates both forests, and there 
were essentially no survivors. These may 
both be good rule-of-thumb indicators for fire 
as opposed to blowdown. Spacing is wider 
of course in the older stand, resulting from 
the competitive process of self-thinning. One 
question—which successional pathway did 
the 1830 burn travel, 40 years out: the pure 
spruce type or the mixed spruce-alder? 

Both of these types—granted on 
different landforms and following different 
disturbances—can be examined in post-
glacial succession in Glacier Bay. There, the 

4  Explained in Bushwacking difficulty Appendix 9. 
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View east over Té Hít, stone island, up Kátlx’, inside the pot 
(Kanalku Bay, sic). In right distance are the alder-covered 

slopes of Burnt Island.

According to de Laguna (1960): “Stone Island blocks the 
entrance into Kanalku Bay. A chief of the Deisheetaan Steel 

House used to live on Stone Island. Dots and circles were 
recently painted on the island as aids to navigation, for at one 
time coal was mined on the south side of the bay. There are a 
number of camp sites belonging to Teikweidí men on the north 

side of the bay, just inside the entrance [i.e. Kanalkú Aan]. 
A woman who lived there as a child said that she used to get 

clay nearby for toy dishes.”  
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se09_kk_03958

Lyngbye sedge tidal marsh at the head of Kátlx’. I’ve been increasingly intrigued with the formation of lagoons in 
places like this with obvious long cultural significance. Some elongated lagoons clearly originated as tidal sloughs, but 
these oval ones feel anthropogenic. Are they holding ponds for captured fish? More thoughts on created lagoons follow 
in the 0820 journal for Windy Smokehouse.  From Moss et al (1989): “Remnants of an intertidal fish weir were found near 
the head of Kanalku Bay. Two discreet loci of wooden stakes are separated by 500m. Stakes in the N locus parallel the tidal channel 
cutting through the mudflats. . . .One dated to 1,610 years BP. The S locus only 50m from the forest fringe may 
represent the remnants of a weir that originally crossed Kanalku Lake Creek, dating to 920 years BP, the 
period when many of the midden sites investigated by this study were occupied.”
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08
alder-less pathway resulted in a ~2-century forest at Bartlett 
Cove that until the 1990s5 closely resembled mossy Kanalku 
pano 25, except that trees were roughly 50 percent fatter and 
taller. At Muir Point is a forest half that age with even faster-
growing and much wider-spaced spruces that have topped 
out of the still-thriving alders. Nitrogen contribution from the 
alders results in off-the-chart spruce growth rings of almost a 
centimeter per year. 

Thinking about those alternate successional pathways in 
Glacier Bay (Fastie, 1995), and considering the modest size 
of spruces in Kanalku’s 1830 burn, I’m guessing the pathway 
was mostly alderless.         

Saying goodbye to the Neary team on their little island,6 
we headed for an anchorage in upper Kanalku Bay.7 Mike 
and Calvin knew the walk well because they’d packed up all 
the metal grid pieces for the weir earlier in the season (31, 
below). It felt great, beginning our march over the mostly-

5  Bark beetles terminated the stem-exclusion phase at Barco.
 
6  John says canoeists on the lakes chain often camp on islands in 
Kootznahoo-Mitchell, on the assumption of reduced bear activity. USFS 
encourages this. One thing that may backfire, however, is that sows with 
cubs use these islands. Hearing this reminded me of Matt Kirchhoff’s 
finding that does with fawns use the small islands in Sea Otter Sound 
off northern Prince of Wales. In that case, as on the canoe-chain islands, 
forage opportunities are pretty second-rate, and the incentive is predator 
avoidance. On POW, and on Admiralty the predators differ: wolves and cub-
eating boars (or competing sows), respectively. 
 
7  In some ways, it’s comforting to see the Tlingit name “Kanalku” on USGS 
maps and marine charts. But the original place-name specificity has been 
lost in this revisionist labeling. Kanalkú means water floods over a reef, and 
actually refers to the constricted and turbulent Davis Creek. According to 
Billy Jones—Deisheetaan, child of Dakl’aweidi, (G&H 46)—the proper name 
for the bay itself is Kátlyx’ (inside the pot). DeLaguna adds that the map-
name Kanalku is “derived from the title of the [Deisheetaan] chief of Tukka 
Hít [maybe needlefish house.” More detail is in following sidebar on INGNs. 
     I must conclude that Kanalku Bay is analogous to Sitka’s “Katlian Bay.” 
Both are rare cases of white folks acknowledging Tlingit dignitaries—sincere 
but culturally tone-deaf nods to otherwise displaced culture. The Tlingit 
themselves almost never name places after people.  

10

13

Suzie, Bob and Mike on Kanalku Creek

Plantago major 
is a worldwide 

sidewalk 
weed, growing 

with invasive 
dandelion 

on Kanalku 
estuary.
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1948

1996

Left: 1948 stereopair of 
the head of Kátlx’. In upper 
left is smooth texture of the 
1830 wind forest. A mapped 
clearcut rims the shoreline 
at toe of north-side delta. 
Supposedly cut in 1924, it 
shows as fairly mature on 
the following 1926 oblique. 
More likely this—and the little 
patch on south shore—was 
cut in the late 1800s   

Below: Our track & photopoints with forest type and Deisheetaan place names. Dated cuts, fires and other even aged 
forests outlined in white. “??” near the lagoons south of Burnt Island indicate a disturbance forest of unknown origin, 
lying within the McCluskey coal claim (described p 10), so possibly logged. 

firm Kátlx’ sandflats, 
climbing through sedges 
well-mowed by brown 
bears. Most of the 
elaborate Angoon tidal 
labyrinth has steep, 
bedrock shores with little 
or no sedges, so these 
broad, bay-head estuaries 
must be meccas for grazing 
bruins, especially in May 
and June. We saw few fish 
in the stream here; it’s too 
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15 26

Monkshood (Aconitum delphinifolium) is mostly 
a subalpine species but sometimes washes 
down cascade streams into the lowlands. 

wide and shallow for comfortable holding. 
Kátlx lies within the easterly extent of the 

Tertiary sedimentary lowlands. Leaving the 
estuary and climbing the creek trail (13) through 
more resistant, higher relief topography, we were 
following the contact between much older Triassic 
carbonate bedrock to the south, and equivalent-
aged sedimentaries and volcanics on the north. At 
least that’s the way it’s shown on the paper-copy 
USGS bedrock map for Southeast Alaska (Gehrels, 
1993). Compare the Bedrock geology, Appendix 
3, for a slightly different interpretation that I built 
from a digital draft layer that will ultimately replace 
Gehrels. It’s partly that nutritious carbonate rock 
that explains the big spruces we began to see in 
the creek valley—not really much alluvium in this 
location. 

Photography light was contrasty and challenging 
in the forest understory. Medium-small browny 
footprint 5.5 inches across in the mud. We later 
heard from the weir crew that a sow and cub has 
been monopolizing the falls. Would be fun to film 

Quiet glide on Kanalku Creek below The Falls.

Bob filming jumpers in the falls. The 
ACA guys thought this was pretty balsy. 
He later said the footing was fine, but 
then Bob was Ursus in a former life.
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31

Oblique aerial SE up 
1.3-mile-long Kanalku Lake, 
August 2005. Middle Mountain 
(3328 feet) is the appropriately
-(if boringly)-named 4-way divide 
between Kanalku, Hood, Gambier and 
Pybus Bays, As such, Middle Mountain 
presides over 4 all-star watersheds. ADF&G’s 
fish catalogue shows sockeye, pink, chum and 
dollies reaching the lake (surely, cohos must make it 
too). Under Middle Mountain are 2 principle headwater tribs. A 
barrier is mapped on the southerly (righthand) one, Amazingly, 
considering The Falls, the northerly one shows pink and chum 3 miles 
above the lake. Is this an error?

them catching leapers. 
Instead we lingered, shooting Bob shooting the 

fish. Good of him to wade out there (26) to give 
us sideline photographers a sense of scale on this 
impressive velocity barrier. We angled upstream to 
the lip of the falls and cheered-on a few particularly 
athletic fish who made it almost to the top, only to be 
washed back down on their last leap. 

Jason Frank and his weir partner (didn’t catch his 
name) passed us coming up the trail, and said it was 
okay to use their skiff on the lake. At the Kanalku 
Lake outlet—90 feet elevation —Calvin and Mike 

showed us the 30-yard-long weir that doesn’t look like 
a lot of fun to pack in and out every summer (31).  

All 5 of us piled in the skiff and Bob motored us 
up to the birdsfoot delta created by the inlet stream. 
Jason told us there was a sockeye spawning reach 
a little ways upstream. That was our first goal; the 
second was Karl Lane’s giant trees. 

My decade of Landmark Trees hunting left me 
fascinated with lake-head deltas—in particular their 
depositional dynamics. I can’t claim to understand it 
very well, but there’s something different that happens 
where a stream meets a lake, by comparison with the 
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USN 220962
1926

ESE up Kátlx’, inside the pot 
(Kanalku Bay) to Kanalku Lake 
and Middle Mountain. Photo by 

US Navy. 

Note on preceding orthophoto 
that the fan forest in left middle 

distance was supposedly 
logged in 1924, 2 years before 

this photo. The forest there 
does indeed look even-aged, 

where one might expect large-
tree, coarse-canopy forest on 

alluvium. But if it was truly 
logged, That would have been 
long before 1924. Was original 
old growth cut for the cannery 

at Davis Creek?

INGNs (important Native guy names)
Frederica de Laguna (1991, p 334) wrote that after the 
1882 bombardment: “Two house chiefs, Joe Kennel-
ku  . . . and . . . ‘Killisnoo Jake’, Steel House, told 
Captain Merriman they ‘were glad I had burned the 
village’ [Merriman could of course have been lying 
or mistranslating] and that they had tried to restrain 
the young men. Merriman rewarded them with letters 
carrying big seals.” 

And posterity apparently rewarded Joe with an 
INGN (important Native guy name), affixed henceforth 
to Euro-maps of Xutsnoowú Aaní. Orth (1967) says—
with no further attribution—that “Kanalku Bay” first 
appeared in the Coast Pilot in 1891. Of course, we’ve 
now seen that Deisheetaan chiefs of 3 different houses 
were associated with Kátlx’: Raven, Steel & Needlefish 
houses. Any or all may have been named Kanalkú. Was 
it Joe Kennel-ku—the man in Emmons’ photograph—
whose bicultural, post-bombardment celebrity at last 
returned a Tlingit name (albeit misplaced by a few 
hundred yards) to the landscape?

Nobody seems to be really sure about this. In de 
Laguna (1960, p 183) yet another Deisheetaan house 
enters the story:

“The house called tuqkwa hít, translated as “front, or high 
house,” or “packed solid house”1 has been empty for years 
and is now almost in ruins. . .The traditional title of the chief 
is Kanalqw, from which the name Kanalku Bay seems to 
be derived. The native name means water coming up, and 
refers to the potlatch given by the chief of Steel House in 

1  In my table of houses, journal for 0821, Tukka Hít is 
needlefish house, not packed solid house. 

Joe Kennel-ku, 
Deisheetaan, 

Yéil Hít (Raven 
House). 

Photo ~1902, 
Killisnoo, 

by George 
Emmons.  

which the rising tide washed 
away the raven figure and 
the blankets. Emmons has 
a photograph, probably 
1890s,2  of Joe Kennel-ku, in 
a shirt woven like a Chilkat 
blanket with a beaver design 
in front.   

Thornton (2012) translates 
Kanalkú as water floods 
over a reef, and pins it to 
“Davis Creek,” certainly a 
more believable location 
than Kátlx’ for turbulence. 
That translation bears 
resemblance to FD’s rising 
tide in the potlatch story, but 
the latter’s more elaborate 
interpretation (who could 
make that up?) feels more 
authentic. In either scenario, 
the Deisheetaan took 
personal names from the 
land and its stories, while 
Euros saddled land with 
human personalities.

Shallow history is written 
by victors and their friends. 
Deep history is written in the 
trees and dirt.

2  FD apparently changed the date to 1902 
and Joe’s house to Yéil Hít before publishing 
the photo in Emmons (1991). 
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meeting of stream and sea. Most of us in Southeast 
have more experience with the latter, where more than 
20 feet of tidal range prevents formation of features 
such as birdsfoot deltas (vertical and oblique aerials, 
following), and deep, slow, final reaches of streams 
where they enter a stable-level lake. In addition to 
these topographic and bathymetric expressions, I think 
that low-gradient,  slow-moving streams at lake-heads 
tend to deposit finer sediment than do streams entering 
ocean estuaries, where gradient is daily tipped steeper 
when tides are out. Some of our highest-scoring 
Landmark Forests grow on sorted fine sand above 
lake heads, on sites where incision has left the former 

active flood plain high and dry. Probably this is the 
optimal texture of alluvium for spruce growth: sand 
grains fine enough to retain moisture, but far enough 
above water table to aerate the roots. Add to that 
the historical bonus that many lakes are far enough 
from the sea coast to have remained unroaded and 
unlogged,8 and you’ve got a bunch of prime prospects 
for Landmark Tree groves. This flood-plain sediment-
size hypothesis provided my initial search image for 
Karl Lane’s giant trees. Like half of my hypotheses, it 

8  Of course, that remoteness makes lake heads difficult for 
Landmarkers to access! Lacking float plane support except on a 
couple memorable occasions, the Landmark Trees Project never did 
full justice to these alluring landforms.  

37
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Oblique of Kanalku lake-head delta, August 
2005. Photopoint indicated by arrow on map 
below. NW corner of large-tree alluvial fan 
in upper right; we turned back at about the 
edge of this photo. In foreground are more 
large spruces we were unable to visit on a 
steeper south-wall alluvial fan. These also 
show as dark green on the tree-size layer 
below.

In the 1990s, 2 of the Forest Service’s most 
intrepid biologists—Mike Shepard & Greg Nowacki—
performed what they remembered as a “draconian 
traverse” over Kanalku Mountain down to the lake, 
to occupy randomly generated tree plots. On the 

hillside they measured spruce up to 200 feet! 
That’s very unusual for upland surfaces—probably a 

response to the nutrient-rich carbonate bedrock.
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was completely wrong.
Kanalku Creek’s grass-bound banks (39) 

supported spacious overhangs, superb salmonid cover. 
Motoring up the dark, slow channel (37.1) reminded 
me of kayaking up the 8-foot-deep stream above 
POW’s Nutkwa Lagoon. A bedrock outlet constriction 
limits tidal fluctuation in that lagoon to only a foot or 
two, making it functionally a lake in terms of inlet-
stream depositional conformation, with a protruding 
delta like Kanalku’s. Half a mile up Nutkwa River, 
millennia of channel incision gave vertical room for 
roots to breathe, supporting the #2 Landmark Forest 
on the Tongass. That isn’t the case at Kanalku. 

In fact, Kanalku’s almost flat-gradient inlet stream 
dumps sediment too fine for optimal tree growth. 
We tied off the skiff and tried to bushwack northeast 
through scrub wetland toward the valley wall. Mike’s 
photo m40 shows slow-growing, widely spaces 
spruces in a mucky skunk cabbage garden where we 
sometimes buried boots to the ankles.

An even more indispensable tool for tree-hunting 
than our $500 Rino GPSs is the $15 plastic 35mm 
slide holder. Two slides from photos taken far apart 
in the air produce a 3D image of terrain when held 
to the light. The bad news is you basically can’t 
develop 35mm slides anymore. The good news: I 

have an enormous collection for SE 
Alaska, much of it taken to enable 
my Landmark-trees wish list. In the 
case of Kanalku Lake, we had a 1979 
color infrared stereopair showing Karl 
Lane’s giant-tree valley. When stereo 
scrutiny failed to turn up anything 
promising on the flood plain, I began 
to wonder about the big alluvial fan 
with coarser canopy texture, bulging 
outward from the NE valley wall.

 But first, we had to get there. Centuries of beaver 
development have turned this saturated flood plain 
into a spiderweb of steep-sided canals for wood-
transport and predator evasion (m30). Most were too 
wide to leap over, forcing Bob, our navigator, into a 
northeastward detour, almost 180 degrees away from 
our destination.9 I think these were probably the most 

9  One of my vivid memories of this adventure was watching 
24-year-old Mike Lane, disdaining the trekker pole I tossed him 
(carried to protect my recently stubbed big toe) trot down one of 

Roger (who wasn’t on this Kanalku 
hike), checks out a 1962 stereopair for 
downtown Angoon. I left this set and a 
viewer with Albert, for folks in Angoon to 
enjoy.

m30 m40 “m
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impressive beaver excavations I’ve ever seen. 
      At photo 42, we left the level, damp flood plain for the cobbly 

toe of the 110-acre alluvial fan. It shows well on the preceding 
orthophoto, where I’ve added John Caouette’s tree-size layer. 
Mapped large trees—darkest green—neatly outline the fan. The 
Forest Service channel type layer (to which I added a couple obvious 
tribs) indicates the fan is traversed by not one but 3 alluvial fan 
channels (red), fed in turn by 7 contained-reach cascades (purple). 
The arching dome of the fan forces the easterly alluvial channel to 
flow up-valley for awhile before meeting the principle flood-plain 
stream (orange).

To my surprise, the cobbles in the raw, braided channels were 
granitic. Normally, I associate granitic rocks with low productivity 
and retarded tree growth. Checking the geology on my tablet, I 
discovered a Cretaceous pluton of quartz monzonite on the hill to 
the northeast. But this tumble-down parent material doesn’t directly 
underlie Karl Lane’s big trees, The granitic cobbles rolled onto the 
the canals looking for an alternate crossing. At the first prospective jumping point, he 
crouched, hesitant, and lamented “If only I was a couple years younger!” 

47

55 Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 

About a quarter 
of these

Laetiporus conks 
were the texture 

of firm tofu—
prime for the 
garlic & butter 

pan. Yum! 
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fan from upslope. Undoubtedly, the roots of these 
pillar-trees reach deep down into a mix of more 
nutritious rocks and sediment. 

The fan forest for the most part feels to me like 
“young old growth,” something we see a lot on 
alluvium of the northern Tongass, where increased 
hydrologic activity in the Little Ice Age “reset” many 
forests. Tree crowns are pointed and clean, Trunks, 
although large, show hints of the regular whorled 
branch stub patterns of first-generation, open-grown 
trees (panos 42, 55). Many are probably on the order 
of 300 years old; few are really ancient. In some 
locations, density is exceptional, with 40-factor spin 

UnIDed mushroom at the edge of Kanalku fan. Gills have 
the chanterelle branching structure, but it’s not in any of 
my guides. Googling “chanterelle” in combination with 
“velvet” or “brown” didn’t yield any convincing hits. You’d 
think a shroom with this distinctive a cap would be easy to 
identify.  

counts of over a dozen “in-trees,” probably exceeding 
150,000 board feet per acre. We hadn’t remembered 
to pack Bob’s laser rangefinders and couldn’t measure 
tree heights, but I’m guessing many were in the 200-
foot class. As we continued east across the toe of the 
fan, spruces got slowly larger and the forest more 
majestic.

The majority of our alluvial spruce Landmark 

41

Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 
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Paddling to Karl’s trees

It was fun to see the reaction to this giant-tree fan by 
guys who’d grown up in Angoon, never suspecting such 
arboreal majesty in their own back yard. The cross-
Admiralty lowlands are not famous for exceptionally 
large trees. 

Logistically, however, this is not an easy destination. 
We were only able to pull it off with a good skiff and 
pilot, and thanks to the generosity of the weir team 
who lent us their skiff on the lake. How could an 
adventurous Angoon resident or intrepid visitor get to 
Karl’s big trees?

In some ways, Suzie’s amphibious travel strategy 
seems well matched to the Angoon tidal labyrinth. 
The featherwieght raft is a huge advantage over bulky 
canoes or kayaks on land, ending the need to make 2 
trips over the portage trails—at least for those on short 
outings or willing to pack light (freeze-dry meals, etc).
The down-side is reduced seaworthiness in the tidal 
bottlenecks.1 You need patience (to wait for slack), 
good maps and charts and the experience to read 
them, and preferably some river-running background, 

1  The groundtruth trekkers would probably disagree: http://
www.groundtruthtrekking.org/ 

in case your tidal-timing calculations are a little off. 
It occurs to me that for someone like me, more 

comfortable bushwacking than in class III rapids, 
there’s a great way to see a remote part of the labyrinth 
with minimal exposure to rowdy currents. You could 
reach Karl Lanes big trees from Angoon with a pack raft 
like Suzie’s. After a leisurely paddle into Wankageey 
(Favorite Bay), pack up the raft and bushwack NE half 
a mile to a little T-shaped fault-lake. At the end of that 
lake is another half-mile portage. Kátlx’ (Kanalku Bay) 
presents 3 miles of safe paddling. Then, there’s the weir 
trail (1 mile) and a final 1.3-mile paddle on the lake. 

Unlike us, tree admirers should set aside a full day 
to explore Karl’s Giant Tree Valley. It’s also wise for solo 
travelers to go before or after salmon runs to reduce 
the odds of unpleasant encounters. There are few 
landmarks back on the alluvial fan, and even with our 
fairly high-tech GPS & 3D air-photo navigational aids, 
we couldn’t tell how far we’d penetrated (only a third 
of the fan!) until back in the bunkhouse, downloading 
the track. Lacking such devices, simply leaving yourself 
enough slack to get lost and relocated a few times 
should get you into the big ones.

If anybody actually follows these directions, and 
finds the motherlode of silo-trees, please send me some 
pictures! 
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Forests have tall understories of devil’s club, 
salmonberry and grey currant, probably averaging 
higher than d5 bushwacking. I’ve only seen a few 
as open and fern-dominated as this Kanalku fan 
forest, mostly d2 to d3 (46). Maybe the openness has 
something to do with granitic material in the upper 
soil strata? Aesthetically, the unproductive understory 
only enhanced the spatious feeling of this mega-stand.

We were somewhat challenged navigationally 
because the high-res Birdseye imagery on our Rinos 
cut off at the head of Kanalku Bay, leaving us with 
only muddy, 30-meter-pixel imagery behind our GPS 
position. In addition, we had lovely aerials on my 
Samsung tablet, but no GPS position,10 and a great 3D 
picture of the fan in the slide viewer, but few clues to 
show our location within it. Also, time was running 
out. We’d be lucky to get back to Angoon by 8pm 
as it was. Canopy texture in the viewer suggested 
largest trees were at the far end of the 120-acre fan, 
10  Back in Juneau, I learned more about off-line navigation with 
the tablet. Also, Bob is getting more proficient with customized 
uploads to the Rino, for areas where Birdseye imagery is 
weak.  

46
View east across the Kanalku fan toe, sloping smoothly to the right (south). Sheild fern (Dryopteris) dominates. Few 
smaller, second-generation trees, supporting the hypothesis that this is a first-generation, “young old-growth” forest.  

but that was clearly out of reach. We wouldn’t know 
how far we reached into the fan until downloading our 
tracks onto orthoimagery back in Angoon. Bob and I 
consoled ourselves with the knowledge that we could 
return with the other half of the crew after trading off 
with Neary, mid week.11

Our turning point was a nice ~8-footer (51). 
Standing by it, we could see others equally large in the 
distance, and it was hard to turn back. As I indicated 
in footnote #1 for this day’s notes, our top Admiralty 
LT stand is at Chaik, in a place Karl Lane almost 
certainly was well acquainted with. Three of the trees 
in that forest are larger than the individual in photos 
51 & 53. If Karl considered Kanalku “the biggest,” 
that suggests we turned back a little too soon. 

11  Unfortunately, the guys were double-booked. The hook&bullet 
show claimed them on the 18th and 19th. That was fine for Bob 
and me personally, giving us a long-awaited chance to run to 
Whitewater. But I really wish Albert and Roger could have seen Karl 
Lane’s giant spruces. Maybe next year?
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20120817 Wankageey (Favorite 
Bay)

01

SS Favorite coming to the seine. Fishing nets hauled as 
boat approaches. Photo from Alaska State Library.

The Steamer Albatross visited Killisnoo in 1898 to document 
fisheries resources, activities and facilities. More on this follows 
in a sidebar, noting that the smaller steamers Favorite and 
Louise still fished within Kootznahoo Inlet. They tended traps 
like these (Figure from Moser, 1898) as well as setting their 
own seines. Location of the trap in “Kootznahoo Inlet” is not 
specified, but Wankageey is likelier than in the tidal currents of 
Eey tlein. Do any of the piling bases remain? 

Today was our last with Calvin and Mike, before 
trading them off for Albert and Roger. We had to 
met John Neary at 3pm before he flew home, so 
didn’t have time for an ambitious expedition. Bob 
still wanted to show the guys a flood-plain channel 
(having been diverted by big trees in Kanalku 
yesterday).  Studying the USFS channel-type 
layer for the Angoon tidal labyrinth, we began to 
doubt the “contained” classification for the stream 
entering the head of Wankageey (bay on the edge;  
Favorite Bay)1 It sure looked like a roomier flood-
1  I wish I could report that the bay’s English name stemmed 
from “favored” status among its Deisheetaan residents. But as 
with Favorite Channel off Juneau’s Glacier Highway, it’s actually 
an IWSN (important white ship name). The Favorite was an 80-
foot steamer who traded and fished for the herring reduction 
plant at Killisnoo. At least she intimately knew her namesake 
bay—more than can be said for most IWGNs. But it was the 
Favorite who carried plant superintendent Vanderbilt to Sitka 
requesting Naval assistance in 1882, returning with the Corwin, 
who bombarded Angoon. Merriman armed Favorite with a 
howitzer, which she turned on her employees’ village. Then 

plain channel to us on the orthophotography, and several 
folks who’d walked it agreed. This important stream has 
no name on either the T&M12 maps, or any USGS or 
other maps in my collection. ADF&G’s catalog shows 
she “went up Favorite Bay after they burned the village and got all the 
people’s canoes and chopped them up.” (version 1, de Laguna, 1960, 
p.168)    

Foreground of this scene is all grass high marsh that has probably replaced most of the sedge low marsh 
(more ecologically valuable) that probably dominated here a century ago. (Isostacy sidebar, 
below) But that’s pure speculation. Estuary mapping, from autumn air-photography 
and a couple days’ ground-truthing, would make a great future 
project for the ACA watershed crew.  

ASL-P1-545
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pink, chum, coho and dollies a mile up the stream, 
and a barrier in a sharp, v-notch dogleg at 2 miles 
above the mouth.

Another reason for choosing Wankageey was the 
ongoing discussion of an airport for Angoon. This 
is the largest community in Southeast that still lacks 
a terrestrial runway; all access is by ferry or float 
plane. In 2009 I trained the botanical and wildlife 
teams for the Utah-based SWCA consultant group 
assessing 3 alternate runway locations. Two of these 

Herring removals from 
“Killisnoo Lagoon” 
(= Favorite Bay?) 

by the Killisnoo 
reduction 

plant.

http://www.backwater.org/herring/history/Killisnoo.html

are on the far side of Wankageey, and would require 
a road, wrapping around the bay and crossing the 
principle inlet stream that drains all the land north of 
Tsaagwáa Shaanák’u, Tsaagwáa’s old woman (Hood 
Bay Mountain). Basic natural history is fine. But 
Bob and I also want to ask the ACA guys questions 
relevant to Angoon’s future. Wankageey features a 
presently hard-to-reach bay-head stream that would 
change profoundly with road access. What are the 
likely impacts, and how should Angoon balance those 
against the costs and benefits of a runway? Nobody I 
talked to in Angoon (or John Neary) had heard much 
about the current status of this assessment. I emailed 
Spencer Martin, project lead for SWCA, before the 
trip but still (Sept 2012) haven’t heard back.

We headed down Wankageey in Pearl, and 
anchored at the beginning of the mudflats. Walking 
southeast toward the stream, we traded off between 
the high-marsh grass belt (01) and well-trodden bear 
trails just inside the forest. The morning was filled 
with the chucklings of foraging geese, a potent sound 

Color infra-red satellite 
imagery from SWCA 

airport assesment. I’ve 
overlaid proposed access 

roads and one of the 3 
runway clearance zones. 

The supposed “1919” 
clearcut does not show on 
the following 1926 oblique 

aerial, so must actually 
have been cut afterward. 
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Eagle carcasses
Twice, on the bear trail just inside the forest on the 
northeast shore of Wankageey, we found the carcasses 
of mature bald eagles, presumed shot. When I 
mentioned them later to Donald Frank, he was already 
aware that someone had been doing this. He asked me 
to send him coordinates of the carcasses, to pass along 
to USFWS enforcement in Juneau. In his opinion, this 
behavior won’t stop until someone is held responsible.

I typed our GPS lat-longs (decimal degrees) into 
Google Earth, which registered the photopoints above.

Not all bones were present in both carcasses, but 
it was 2 individuals because there were separate sets 
of leg bones. Photo 03, above right, is the first eagle. 
Photos 06 and 07 are the head and talons, respectively, 
of the second carcass, found 100 yards southeast of the 
first. Head and talons of the second eagle were 10 yards 
apart. White tail feathers were present near both birds, 
so I’m pretty sure each was an adult. Decomposition was 
too advanced (no decay odor) to show bullet wounds, 
but the close spacing of the 2 birds is pretty suspicious.  

Bob and I took the opportunity for an anatomy 
lesson. I tried to snap a featherweight humerus (thickest 
of the wing bones) to show the guys the crisscrossed 
struts providing maximum strength with minimum 
loading. Even by leaning it against a log and kicking 

03

07

06

with my boot, I couldn’t break it—amazing strength-
to-weight ratio! The femurs (06), by contrast, were 
as heavy as mammal bones. I guess the legs of an 
eagle must absorb more shock than the wings, and are 
thus more dragon-like in heft. Maybe they also serve 
as “ballast.” Calvin is Eagle moiety but doesn’t collect 
feathers when Ch’áak’ comes to such sad demise.  
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for me.2 Calvin said only one guy in Angoon is a 
serious goose hunter—the science-spanish teacher 
Jim Parkin. As far as I could determine from my days 
caretaking Asx’ée, twisted tree (Eagle Beach, north 
of Juneau), the hunting of residential geese (Branta 
canadensis fulva) lies more in the realm of sport or 
ceremonial observance than subsistence, where catch-
per-unit-effort actually matters. These long-lived 
birds remember with the first blast on opening day 
that it’s time to abandon their summer live-&-let-
live relationship with humans, and shift into warier 
avoidance. After that opening volley, few of the 
resident subspecies are taken, and hunters await the 
passage of naive migrants (mostly B.c. parvipes, the 
lesser Canada). 

As we headed down-bay, it became clear to Bob 
and me that our goal of reaching the stream was 
unrealistic, so we shifted gears, instead adopting the 
Discovery naturalists’ approach on field outings with 
students—of letting the country suggest the subject 
matter. Today, that meant sleuthing the little stuff—
abandoning hydrology and turning to Sherlockian 
puzzlers. I usually preface these encounters with 
a bunch of questions. That can be intimidating to 
folks without answers, especially if a little macho is 
percolating, but by now Calvin and Mike knew we 
weren’t trying to set them up for embarrassment. 
2  I don’t hear goose music enough these days, living in downtown 
Juneau. During my 12 years at Asx’ée (Eagle Beach scout camp) it 
was an almost daily soundtrack, taken for granted.  

05 04

If I don’t ask questions, I never learn where my 
companions are starting from, conceptually.   

At photopoint 05, Bob found a classic browny 
rub tree, leaning over the trail—a ~10-inch diameter 
hemlock, polished smooth on the ocean side. My 
inset shows coarse, reddish hairs adhering to a pitch 
pocket about head-height on an average human. This 
is probably where bruins pause for a shoulder rub. 

Yesterday on the Kanalku fan, we noticed a rich, 
pleasant aroma in several locations—just by taking 
one step forward or backward, you’d move in or out 
of the scent cone. At first, Suzie and I assumed it was 
Bob’s chewing gum. He denied this, and said he’d 
been trying to pinpoint the source of this odor for 
years. Today, Calvin finally drew our attention to a 
rather common, corky-textured toothed mushroom 
in the hedgehog group (04). I tried to break off a 
piece to examine more closely and couldn’t—it’s too 
tough and rubbery. Most striking, however, is the 
odor, noted by several internet sites as fragrant and 
persistent. Hard to describe it: not floral but not musky 
either. I’m not sure I’ve ever seen this mushroom in 
the Juneau area, but Bob has smelled it (or something 
closely related) in many places.  Perhaps it even 
emits that odor from underground hyphae, without 
necessarily fruiting or showing at all above-ground?

So we now have a name for Bob’s mystery odor: 
Hydnellum aurantiacum. 

Photo 08 is where we abandoned our attempt to 

Hydnellum aurantiacum
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08
reach the inlet stream, turning back at 1pm in order 
to meet Neary by 3. Tide was rising. Here at the 
head of Wankageey, grass high marsh prevails and 

sedge low marsh is reduced to narrow belts along the 
sloughs and stream channels. I hesitate to estimate 
the extent of Wankageey’s high or low marsh from 

My NW-facing oblique from the August 2005 
flight captured part of the Wankageey salt marsh. 
I suspect the pale green is Lyngbye sedge low 
marsh, and the richer greens are grass high 
marsh. Needs ground-truthing, though.
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By late June the sedges 
begin to lay over, flatting 
in the tidal currents, while 
grasses remain standing. It’s 
indicative of sedge’s lower 
fiber content, one reason 
grazers prefer it to grass 
earlier in the season.   

View west from head of Wankageey 
across lowland forest toward 
Chatham Strait. Sedges spread 
clonally, explaining abrupt transition 
from thick turf to bare mudflat.
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Shorezone’s chopper was 
barely skimming the treetops 

when they shot the head of 
Wankageey. White umbels 

of cow parsnip show the 
transition from salt marsh to 

uplift meadow.  

From Moss et al (1989): “A fish weir near the head of 
Favorite Bay is made of >670 upright stakes exposed 
in the bank of a tidal channel at the +1.6 ft tide level. 
The weir extends  >100m N to S. The oldest stake, 

3,230 years BP came from the S end of the bay. One 
from the N end was 2,170 yrs BP. Great range in dates 
suggests people used this location over a long period, 

possibly extending the weir northward in 
response to shoreline shifts.”  
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either the color infra-red or Google Earth imagery 
(Eagle carcasses sidebar) without knowing month of 
year, and reach of latest high tide. Certainly, though, 
there’s enough sedge here to support a lot of bear and 

10
goose grazing, and probably winter root-grubbing for 
the honkers. My 2005 oblique aerial, banking low 
over the the bay head, caught the stream entering at 
the southwest corner. On August 10th, when this was 

USN 220965 1926

Low-tide view NNE over Wankageey. 
Cropped portion of 1926 image by 

US Navy. Future reservoir lake in left 
foreground. No logging had yet taken 

place on far shore, in area mapped on 
preceding CIR ortho as “1919” clearcut.

Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 
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11

10

taken, sedges and grasses were hard to tell 
apart. By mid September the sedges are turning 
pinkish brown while grasses remain green. 
That’s the time we need to shoot some vertical 
aerials here, and in the other large salt marshes 
around Angoon.    

In 2009, I traversed the mapped “1919” 
clearcut with the SWCA crew, and concluded 
it was narrower than the polygon I’d created 
by tracing the map in Rosenthal et al. (1973). 
At that time, although the extent was vastly 
exaggerated, I had no reason to expect 
inaccuracy in the date. But US Navy photo 
220965 clearly shows that no fresh clearcutting 
had yet occured here. 

Too bad we didn’t have time to do some 
tree coring here. With enough sampling we 
could almost certain determine exact year of 
the logging. Panorama 10 was taken from the 
coastal bear trail, showing strong hemlock 
dominance. Stumps are in surprisingly 
undecayed condition considering their age.3 

3  See comment on freeze-thaw action in caption to photo 
19, Naltóoshgán journal, 0819. Long-lasting stumps 
indicate less severe winter conditions than on sites closer 

Understory is still shaded, and sparse blueberry cover 
presents little impedance to strollers: bushwacking mostly d3.

At photopoint 11 we found another skull, and asked the 
guys to tell us what happened. Ultimately, we decided this 
was a mature dog of labrador skull shape (domed forehead, 
short snout). Not a old dog; carnassials were still sharp. Tidy 
entry hole just above the right eye socket, and no exit at 
back of the cranium. Probably just a light 22 pistol, used to 

to the mainland at this latitude.   
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dispatch a pet or nuisance town dog, led up-bay for 
privacy. Back in the late 1970s and early 1980s, when 
I hung out a lot in Hood Bay, feral dogs were common 
and hunters routinely shot them. Those wild dogs 
were smart, however, and didn’t tend to get shot in the 
front of the head—instead running at the first sight of 
humans. I asked the guys if Angoon still had an excess 
dog problem, and they said yes—neutering’s more hit 
or miss than the .22 solution.     

At the southeastern end of our hike I found more 
golden chanterelles than I’ve seen in the rest of my 
life altogether. It was pretty traumatic, because we 
were now boogying townward to meet John, and 
being a honkey, I get uptight when people are waiting 
on me. Couldn’t help it, though; goldens are probably 

Golden chanterelles (Cantharellus cibarius) are high in 
vitamin C & potassium and among the richest sources of 
vitamin D known. Their insectides are harmless against 
humans but deter arthropods. Perhaps that’s why even 
chipped and split old caps like these were still untouched 
and delicious. Bessette’s 1992 culinary guide says the 
golden is perhaps the most sought-after and flavorful 
chanterelle, and many chefs consider it on the same short 
list of gourmet fungi as truffles and morels. It commands 
high prices in both restaurants and specialty stores. (so 
there, Ron)

The poisonous look-alike jack-o’-lantern (Omphalotus) 
has unforked gills and yellow-orange interior flesh. The 
yellow-orange color of chanterelles is confined to their 
surface; interiors are white. Omphalotus also glows in the 
dark. The first time I collected golden chanterelles at Eagle 
Beach, fearing they might be jack-o-lanterns, I put them 
in a dark room and stared at them for several nights in a 
row—half convinced they were flourescing. I never screwed 
up the courage to eat them. 

the premier shrooms on the Tongass,4 and I see them 
less than once per year around Juneau. I started filling 
a grocery bag, stopping maybe 6 or 8 times, knifing 
off the finest ones, then trotting after my buddies. I 
soon had many meals worth. Wierdly, nobody back in 
Angoon would eat them with me. (Bob’s not a shroom 
guy).

I was so busy gathering that it never occurred to 
me to get a photo of them. Fortunately, Mike took this 
nice one that shows how some of them were hiding 
under Rhytidiadelphus triquetrus mosses.

For the grand finale of our “bones walk,” we 
stumbled upon a delicately articulated skeleton, half-

4  Back at the bunkhouse, when I said this, Ron Howard, a fungal 
gourmet, said some would beg to differ—morels were superior. I 
find that comparison spurious since morels’ foothold on the Tongass 
verges on mythological. 
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Test yourself 
on this en-situ 
carcass and 
skull inset, 
then read the 
text below. In 
addition to the 
corpse itself, is 
there evidence 
of other critters? 
Can we guess 
the victim’s last 
meal?
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melted into the duff, complete right down to the 
toes (12). In our hurry, we leaped over some of 
the steps I’d normally take interpreting the find 
with students. We reviewed the mustelid family 
by size, and asked Calvin and Mike what this 
was, who killed it, who ate it, how long ago, and 
if any other animals had been using this site. 

As for what it was, this little member of the 
weasel family falls within the size range for 
mink and marten. I’d’ forgotten exactly how 
many cheek teeth each had, but remembered 
marten sported an extra premolar behind the 
canine. (PS from Juneau, 9 upper teeth per 
side = marten, 8 = mink, confirming ours as 
mink.) I also remembered that mature mink 
had pronounced sagital crests like this one, 
while marten had more smooth-topped crania, 
with a pair of shallow step-up lines marking 
upper attachment of the temporalis muscles—
those lines converging with age but never (?) 
really welding to become a sagital crest. The 
Wankageey cranium was not at all like marten 
skulls in my old collection. 

Whatever killed this mink didn’t consume 
it. I almost wonder if it wasn’t plinked and left 
to rot, like the eagles. Fly larvae were probably 
the principle flesh-cleaners, leaving even the 
thread-thin ribs hanging from their vertebral 
attachments. That the mink died in a squirrel 
midden is probably just coincidence—note the 
bracts and nibbled cone cores. But the pile of 
mussel shell Bob noticed off the distal end of 
our carcass might once have been in its gut. 
Hmm, is shell-crushing why mink need more 
skookum sagital-crest jaw-muscle attachments 
than marten?

Trailing behind, Mike and I stopped to 
examine a scat on the beach trail. I can’t 
remember what kind of scat it was. What I 
do remember is Mike leaning close over it, 
impressing me with the intensity of his scrutiny. 
Turned out he wasn’t even looking at the scat—a 
spider hiding under it was more interesting. 
Mike recognised this species well—though not 
its name—from a large pale mass—food or eggs, 
he figured—carried in its front legs. If threatened 
by a looming finger it (father? mother?) would 
drop the egg-mass. But when the threat had 
passed, the 1-cm parent quickly returned to 
embrace its offspring again. 

Mike’s a born naturalist.
On the float-plane dock, waiting for the 

others, Mike took me into an empty, urine-soaked shelter 
to see the mud-nest of a barn swallow family whose 
development he followed all summer (15). Of the original 
5 chicks, all survived to sit on wires outside, tended by 
glossy adults. I told him what I could of the amazing globe-
spanning journey of these neotropical voyagers. But Mike, 
at 24, already knew a lot more about Hirundo rustica than 
I did.

Writing these photo-triggered reminiscences back in 
Juneau, I realize there was a theme to Mike’s interests—
something his own life needed more of. He hung out that 
evening with us in the bunkhouse long past quitting time. 
Cool, I thought; this is starting to work.

PS, September, Juneau; Mike missed work for the rest of 
our stay in Angoon. On the last day, Calvin showed me 
a text message  from Mike that came in while we were 
training with the Rinos. 

Hooch haiku.  Sorry Mike. Hope you’re back next year.   

15
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It’s fairly well recognized that land is rising relative to 
the sea throughout northern Southeast Alaska. Uplift 
gives us meadow and parkland on recent tidelands, 
spruce-covered storm berms and wave-carved faces 
separating young from ancient forests. But considering 
how important uplift landforms are to wildlife and 
people, present and past, it’s surprising how little we 
really know about the history and geographic extent of 
this phenomenon. 

In the country of the Yaakwdáat, Xunaa, Jilkáat, 
Aak’w and T’aakú, raised tidelands are unmistakeable.
Today, they contribute heavily to fish and wildlife 
productivity and carrying capacity—and in turn, to 
subsistence and sporting economies of contemporary 
human communities. In Xutsnoowú Aaní, farther from 
deepest ice burial at the peak of the Little Ice Age, the 
land is rising but more slowly. You could easily miss 
the signs if not trained to look for them in places like 
Juneau where they smack you upside the head.

When I first began to take long, solo kayak trips 
in central and southern Southeast, I noticed fewer 
sedges and edible halophytes, but much richer 
intertidal animal life. Bears fattened on purple shore 
crabs that huddled in dozens under mid-tide rocks. 
These and other delicacies were absent to the north, 
where cold, silty fresh water still polluted the warm, 
clear, salty sea. 

My take-away message from these north-south 
contrasts in marine productivity and diversity has been 
rather simplistic.1  the north-south schizm seemed to 
me a pretty fair trade—one that might have applied 
to pre-contact human cultures as well as natural 
communities of the land-sea interface. 

In the south you had an intertidal smorgasbord. 
In human terms, this is probably where we smuggly 
pronounced the table set when tide was out. But 
camping south of glacial rebound is a pain in the 
butt. Zero rebound means immediate transition from 
highwater mark to hummocky, brushy, stick-in-the-
shoulder-at-2AM ancient forest.

In the north, fish and invertebrate pickings were 
scantier, but campsites were flat and roomy on former 
beaches, now restful mossy mattresses under tight-
roofed teenaged spruce forest. And the north is more 
lushly endowed with large tidal estuaries. As a camper 
I avoided these hotspots in deference to Xóots, 

1 For “simplistic” read “begging for elaboration and data-
infusion.” 

Isostacy in Xutsnoowú Aaní
Ice giveth, and ice taketh away

but they concentrate terrestrial-marine production 
and exchange, and would have been essential to the 
northern Tlingit in a shorecrab-challenged sleet-in-
august environment.

Right?
Well . . .
I’m beginning to think my neoglacial clock was a 

little off. This back-peddling—the perennial course-
adjustment of excitable naturalists—comes from more 
careful perusal of Frederica DeLaguna’s classic Story of 
a Tlingit Community, redigested while assembling this 
Angoon journal. 

First, Frederica reminded me that population 
estimates for the Tlingit were very low compared to 
Aleut, Haida and Tsimshian. None of the villages she 
excavated in Xutsnoowú Aaní had more than a half 
dozen or so houses. Comparing pre-contact populations 
in northern and southern Southeast is more difficult. 
But even today, a glance at a map of Southeast villages2 
suggests the harbor-studded south is more welcoming 
to subsistence and a friendlier scale for paddlers.     

And when we step back into pre-contact times, we’re 
entering the Little Ice Age. That means today’s inviting 
uplift beaches with their nagoonberries, rice root and 
naturally rock-free canoe drags, were non-existent.

Think about cultural implications of the opposite 
of glacial rebound. Even during Whidbey’s 1794 
circumnavigation of Admiralty, half a century after 
advancing glaciers paused and began to retreat, the 
land was still subsiding relative to sea level! Vancouver 
(working from Whidbey’s confiscated journals, 
subsequently lost) wrote that Whidbey reported several 
places

“where the ocean was evidently encroaching very rapidly 
on the land, and the low borders extending from the base 
of the mountains to the sea side, had, at no very remote 
period of time, produced tall and stately timber; as many of 
their dead trunks were found standing erect, and still rooted 
fast in the ground, in different stages of decay; those being 
most perfect that had been least subject to the influence 
of the salt water, by which they were surrounded on every 
flood tide; such had been the encroachment on some of 
these shores, that the shorter stumps in some instances at 
low water mark, were even with or below the surface of the 
sea.” 

Of course, glaciers do provide a few goods and 
services to humans taking their sustenance from 
the watershed. Sleeping seals can be killed in berg-
choked bays. And ice tends to discourage competition 
from other clans.3 But it’s dying glaciers with their 
rebounding beaches who are most generous to biotic 
and human communities. In 18th-Century Xutsnoowú 
Aaní, with 8-month winters and sinking beaches, who 
could blame crabby clanhouse hít s’aatí for pulling 
stakes each generation or 2, in search of greener 
pastures? I wouldn’t have lasted a year. 

 

2  In this comparison it’s best to disregard largest cities such as 
Juneau and Ketchikan, since their high populations have little to 
with nearby resources. 
3 Greg Streveler tells me he and Wayne Howell have struggled 
to understand why the Chookaneidí—according to oral tradition 
corroborated by geomorphological interpretation—chose to 
settle on an outwash plain of the advancing ice, in decades prior 
to their eviction by a looming, storm-magnet glacier that calved 
into Icy Strait when Whidbey rowed by in 1794. What resources 
(or fears?) led them to Chookanhéeni, grassy creek?  

Young spruce invading raised tidal meadow in Chayéek, arm 
goes way up inside. Digging by xóots exposes germination 

sites. 
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We were surprised to learn that our ACA team was 
needed to fill out the fly-tying and casting workshops 
by Ken Coates and buddies.1  Ken feels that learning 
to cater to fish-based recreation is the economic 
salvation of Angoon (he expressed appreciation for 
our supporting natural history instruction—sure to 
help these young guys in their quest to become better 
informed servants to wealthy lodge patrons). Bob 
and I aren’t pitching salvation or servitude, just an 
inquisitive relationship to nature that—judging from 
my own life—is apt not to make young Angoonians 
rich. So, if I can’t offer riches, who am I to question 
big bucks in sporting tips? 

Besides, I was behind in my data-downloads and 

1  When Bob inquired later, he learned that Cal, Albert and 
Roger, being paid to do so, were actually the only attendees at 
the training, helping to explain why our loss of them was non-
negotiable. 

Above: From bunkhouse window looking NW to tidal 
bore churning up the inlet. I’d never seen one of 
these. Not that impressive in this picture, but it blew 
my mind. Below the bunkhouse the inlet roared like 
a river. Here’s a case where a short movie clip would 
tell the story better. 

Right: Whenever I feel like I’m getting a little 
too addicted to techno-toys, hanging out with 
Bob reassures me that I’m actually a Luddite by 
comparison. Here’s his bed at the FS bunkhouse, 
where he was prepping his arsenal for a training day 
(postponed by Ken!) with the ACA crew. 

I brought the Discovery digital projector to 
Angoon, and we had several good map sessions with 
the ACA guys, throwing orthos and oblique aerials on 
the wall of this bedroom. 

01

20120818 Down day; Killisnoo Island
journaling. No surprise; in spite of our ~18-hour work 
days, it’s impossible to have a field day as rich as 
the Kanalku tree hunt, and do justice to it that same 
evening on the computer. So I’m rarely upset to be 
given an office catch-up day (though it does seem 
poorly timed under blue skies with temps in the 70s!). 
I only regretted not spending it with the ACA guys.

Another good reason for a computer-holiday: I 
haven’t had a chance to hang out with my tech-guru 
Bob in quite awhile, and in consequence needed 
an infusion of new programs and protocols. We 
had several good sessions in Donald’s office at the 
bunkhouse, where we borrowed his cable (no wi-fi 
to go on line). As partially described in Appendix 
8, Ground-truthing technology for field and office, 
we almost completely revamped my procedure for 
pre-field GPS-uploads, naming and linking photos 
to tracks, and assembling panoramas. We also set 

Note actual sunlight coming through window! High-risk 
for scandahoovians, so we mostly stayed inside!

02
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the stage for migration of my paper-oriented journal 
(this 2-page spread, for example) to tablet format. 
Next time you get one of these, and read it in bed on 
your iPad or Android tablet, you’ll click on, say, the 
preceding 01 shot of the tidal bore, and a little movie 
of roiling water will play in the image window.

Brenda Campen invited us out to her place on 
Killisnoo Island this evening, followed by dinner at 
Whaler’s Cove. Our concession to the sunshine, after 
geeking out in our cave all day, was to turn down 
Ken’s offer of a ride, and walk the road to the ferry 
terminal, where we caught a ride to Killisnoo from the 
resort’s shuttle skiff.

Bob and I helped Brenda install gutters on her 
cabin overlooking Ts’axweil Noowk’ú crow’s little 
fort  (Table Island) from high above the beach on the 
south side of Killisnoo. It shows well on the following 
1926 oblique aerial, and shorezone image 1538. I 
remembered that Madonna Moss’s paper (1992) 

US Navy stereopair of 
Killisnoo Island and 
Harbor in 1926. Can 
be viewed in 3D with a 
stereoscope. For broader 
context, see following 
historical series. The 
apparent rise halfway 
through this scene is 
an artifact of the seam 
between 2 pieces of 
the trimetric photo 
assemblage. I tried 
unsuccessfully to blur the 
seam with Photoshop’s 
rubber stamp tool.

In 1878, the Northwest 
Trading Company 
established a trading 
post and whaling station 
on Killisnoo, employing 
villagers to hunt whales 
(and leading to the 
infamous bombing by USS 
Corwin in 1882). Whaling 

was a flash-in-the-pan venture, bankrupting the company 
by 1885. 

NWT sold to the AK Oil & Guano Co, who fished 
herring, much lower than whales on the food pyramid, 
thus slower to exhaust. Their reduction plant was visited 
by Moser on the Albatross a decade later, and described 
in its heyday in the following sidebar. On June 8, 1928, 
a fire destroyed most of Killisnoo, causing many Natives 
to move back to Angoon. Alaska Oil & Guano Co finally 
closed in 1930, after a surprisingly long run for a resource-
extraction venture. By then, herring were down to dregs 
(preceding annual-catch chart.)

included this tiny island in a list of “Southeast Alaskan 
Ethnographic Forts Yet to be Identified (table 3) Bob 
told me an amusing story about napping on Ts’axweil 
Noowk’ú after a tiring run from Lem on Pearl. Brenda 
says whenever she sees people on the beach at crow’s 
little fort, she feels invaded; that’s her island. In that 
turfiness, which I well know from my backcountry 
hermit days, she’s carrying on a proud tradition.

03 04

Heron launches from lagoon, recently 
cleared for better views from 
roadside. In recent years, 
Juneau great-blues have
become tamer than 
this, but I’ll bet
Angoon herons
are still plinked.

Willow is generally rare on Admiralty (deer 
ice-cream). But the Angoon roadside—a dicey 

hangout for hooved 
stewpot candidates

—has lots of 
Salix 

sitchensis.
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Northeast over Angoon ferry terminal up 
the creek draining Kadus.áak’w, little lake 
on it. If I correctly understand the map in 

Thornton (2012), this northernmost section 
of Killisnoo Harbor was Kadas’ X’ayík, sound 

of hailstones hitting the ground. 

Whaler’s Cove was patented in 1882, the 
year of the bombardment, one of the first 

USS claims in the state. Today’s owner, 
Dick Powers, began to build here in 1970. 
A 3-day, full-guided fishing package runs 

$2,750 plus tax. Compare the small spruces 
to the older second growth on Brenda’s side 
of the island (photo 1553, next page). Few 

were present on the 1948 aerials.   
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Brenda’s cabin has a great view through partially limbed trees, but is tastefully hidden 
from the water. You can see part of it, just left of center-photo. All of the forest in this 
scene is mature, closed-canopy second growth, but stereo examination of the 1926 
aerials (preceding) and whole-island views in 1948 indicate a lot of remnant old growth 
in the interior. Logging history on this island has been more complex than indicated in 

Rosenthal et al, 1973, which shows just 2 clearcuts, in 1850 
and 1880.   

Dominating the view from Brenda’s cabin is 
Ts’axweil Noowk’ú, crow’s little fort, (Table Island). de Laguna 
considered this a probable fort island. The 2 forested lobes of 
the island are on opposite sides of a contact between marble 

and volcanic bedrock. To the southeast, 1.3 miles away, is 
Daasaxákw, sand bars around it (Sand Island).
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1898: Albatross at 
Killisnoo
By naval commander Jefferson Moser of the 
USS Albatross for the US Fish Commission 
[minor edits & deletions by RC]

“Killisnoo is on the NE side of Kenasnow 
Island close to Admiralty, a regular calling-
place for the Pacific Coast Steamship 
Company. It has a post-office, store, 
government school, and Greek chapel. In 
1890 the regular population was 79. The 
Alaska Oil and Guano Company is located 
here, extracting oil from herring and 
converting the refuse into guano. Incidentally 
a few salmon and herring are salted.

1880 Messrs. Spuhn & Vanderbilt of the 
Northwest Trading Company established 
stores for trade with natives. One was at 
Killisnoo, an old Hudson Bay Company 
station.

As herring were plentiful in the inlet at 
Kootznahoo, an experimental plant was 
installed in 1882 for extracting oil. Proving 
successful, it was gradually enlarged to 
present capacity: 1,800 barrels of herring 
in 24 hours, or 350,000 gallons of oil, 1,500 
tons of guano, and 1,000 half-barrels of salt 
herring for the season. In 1884 the guano 
plant opened. 

The steamer Dolphin, with a crew of 18, 
cruises interior waters for fish. Steamers 
Favorite and Louise operate in the inlet with 
scows, using 3 purse seines, 125 to 150 
fathoms long, 12 fathoms deep, 1/2-inch 
stretched mesh. The Favorite is 42 tons with 
crew of 16 including fishermen: 6 whites, 9 
natives, and 1 Chinese cook.

The white fishermen are paid $50 a 
month, and board; native fishermen get 
$1.50 a day, or practically $45 a month, and 
while board is not stipulated they practically 
get it. Laborers generally have $1 a day. 
Boys are paid 50 cents a day. A good native 
fisherman or laborer makes about $200 a 
season. The factory operates from July 1 to 
December 31.

A 200-pound barrel of herring contains 
700 to 800 fish. The oil goes largely to 
San Francisco, New York, and England, 
used for tanning, soap manufacture, and 
adulterations. A considerable portion of the 
guano is sold in Hawaii.

During spawning season herring furnish 
no oil; in June, when their food appears, 
they begin to fatten, and a barrel of herring 
then furnishes about half a gallon of oil. Oil 
increases until early September, when a 
barrel yields about 3 gallons. By December a 
barrel furnishes only 2 gallons.

The herring of SE Alaska are small, but 
in season are rich in oil and of delicious 
flavor. They’re locally found in immense 
schools, some years in smaller numbers, 
in fact almost disappearing where formerly 

abundant, and appearing in localities not visited before, only to 
return after several years to former feeding grounds. Herring are 
food for other fishes, in turn following their bait—small crustaceans 
occurring in some places in myriads.

In April the herring come to the shores in countless numbers 
to spawn, depositing eggs in the sea grass, rock weed, and on 
the bushes hanging in the water [?!]. At this time Indians plant 
hemlock twigs at the low-water mark, soon covered with spawn, 
gathered in canoe loads. The spawn adheres to the twigs in 
grapelike clusters, sometimes called “Alaska grapes,” consumed by 
natives in large quantities, fresh or dried, cooked, and for winter 
use. Usually it’s eaten with rancid oil, the sauce for all delicacies, 
even berries.

For many years the inlet at Kootznahoo has been the favorite 
resort for herring, though lately they seem less abundant [gee, 
wonder why]. Great numbers school on northern Kuiu and at times 
many are taken in the vicinity of Juneau. Cetaceans, halibut, king 
salmon, and other fish follow the schools and consume immense 
numbers.

The Indians use herring only when present in their waters, 
curing none for winter food. In catching them for their own use 
a long stick or pole with a large number of sharp-pointed nails is 
swept through the water, with a paddle-like motion, impaling the 
fish on the nails. At the end of the movement the pole is brought 
over the canoe, given a shake which detaches the fish, and then 
thrust into the water again. In this manner a canoe load is quickly 
made.

The redfish [sockeye]* and humpbacks salted here are 
purchased from Indians, who take them with seines in the small 
streams in the vicinity [principally Kanalku, I imagine], the redfish 
from mid-June to early-August, and humpbacks from July 15 to 
August 15. Kings and cohoes are taken entirely by trolling. An 
ordinary salmon hook, baited with fresh herring placed lengthwise 
over the hook, is used. Best results are obtained near schools of 

Plates from Moser’s report. What are lumps in foreground of photo below? 
Bagged guano?
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Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 

USN 220965   1926
WNW to Killisnoo Island by US Navy. 
Future reservoir lake in left foreground. 
Small patch cuts in foreground were 
probably cabled east into Wankageey.

herring; kings seem to follow them. In 
April and May they’re plentiful enough 
for local consumption. Salting begins 
in June, continued throughout July and 
August, or until the herring run in such 
large numbers that all the force must 
be employed in making guano and oil. 
The king salmon, however, continue 
abundance and are taken, though in 
diminishing numbers, until January. 
Codfish are found in the vicinity of 
Killisnoo, but not in paying numbers. 

Only very general information could 
be obtained in Killisnoo in reference 
to the salmon streams in the vicinity, 
and an investigation of the localities 
will be necessary to determine their 
importance.”

*RC: On their 2 subsequent Southeast 
tours, the crew of Albatross stopped 
in again at Killisnoo but had nothing 
substantive to add except accountant’s 
figures. I wonder if Angoon folks, having 
watched all species of fish decline 
from over-use by commercial facilities, 
decided to keep mum about the hard-
to-reach Kanalku sockeyes, and other 
secret runs better not commercialized 
but nurtured instead for local kwáan 
consumption. 
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ASL-P1-258
Vincent Soboleff photo (ND) looking NNW from Killisnoo to 

Xutsnoowú across Wooch Géide Tliséet, getting so fat it’s coming 
together (name explained below). The caption on vilda.alaska.

edu says these are barrels of herring oil, but that’s pretty hard to 
believe after reading Moser’s report, which explained that a barrel 

of herring yielded at best 3 gallons of oil.

ASL-P1-355 
Vera Soboleff on dead whale at Killisnoo(ND) 
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According to  the dated 
clearcuts map in Rosenthal 

et al (1973), the west end of 
Killisnoo was logged in 1850, 
and the rest in 1880. That’s 
clearly simplistic; there was 

doubtless continuous cutting 
even of the regrowth for 

timbers and fuel. Note the 
taller, pale crowns. Stereo 

examination shows complex, 
2-aged structure, with 2nd-
entry patch cuts and lots of 

unlogged residuals. 

Twenty years after the Killisnoo 
fire, only a few of the larger 
ruins were detectable. Brush 

(paler than conifer second 
growth) was taking over the 

village site. Canopy more 
uniform than in the 1920s.   

Arrow is my best guess for 
Brenda’s place; we didn’t GPS 

our walk today and I’m judging 
from where we met her on the 

beach, 0819. She’s probably 
between the 2 cleared lots. 

The Killisnoo clearcut is now 
~130 years old, and will remain 

in the closed-canopy, foodless 
condition for another century 

unless thinned.  

Symbols for Tlingit 
place names retained 
here and on 2005 
image.

Wooch Géide Tliséet 

The pass between 
Killisnoo Island and the 
big island is Wooch Géide 
Tliséet, getting so fat it’s 
coming together. You’d 
never in a million years 
guess what this name 
means. Perhaps I should 
take that as a caution 
against casual Tlingit 
place-name speculation 
(something I rarely 
resist).  

Have you struck 
out yet? Okay. . . 
Wooch Géide Tliséet 
is from the story of a 
Dakl’aweidí shaman 
at Tsaagwáa (Hood 
Bay). He traveled on 
the back of láx’ sandhill 
crane, to K’uxdzeitk’í, 
marten’s small ladder, 
(Kootznahoo Head). 
If you’re dubious, it 
won’t help to learn that 
they weren’t flying, but 
traveling under water (I 
know! On a crane?!)

En route, láx’ and 
the shaman came up 
for air (touch of realism 
I guess, cause who’d 
believe they could 
hold their breaths 
from Tsaagwáa to 
K’uxdzeitk’í!) inside 
Killisnoo, at the channel 
called Wooch Géide 
Tliséet. DeLaguna’s teller 
of version 2, p 141, says 
the name means:

“‘it was getting so fat it 
was getting narrow’ The 
bird named that place. 
(Since the whaling 
station was established 
at Killisnoo after this 
event, the informant 
thinks that the people 
thought of that name 
then, when there would 
be whale grease on each 
side of the channel.)”

Wow. Imagine 
coagulated whale fat 
coating the rocks on both 
sides of this pass, so 
thickly you could picture 
it sealing, like a fatty 
artery! Of course, the 
crane’s name presumably 
pre-dated the 1878 
whaling station, but let’s 
not get too left-brained 
about this.  

Chatlkoowú FD (1960):  “Raven 
cooked a halibut here and the 
[white] rocks represent the 

remains of his meal.”
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20120819 Naltóoshgán (Whitewater Bay)
Last year, I received an email from Emil Tucker, a Forest Service hydrologist in Petersburg, 
with an attached 1964 Field & Stream article by Ralph Young, a famous bear guide. Ralph’s ode 101
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to a defiled watershed was published just after logging 
in Whitewater Bay that so outraged conservationists, 
sportsmen and Xutsnoowú Kwáan that the third long-
term Tongass timber sale was cancelled. Partly from 
that just-say-no momentum, the island named for 
British naval administrators grew steadily in fame, 
and was ultimately designated Wilderness:    

“When I visited Whitewater Bay a year later the ruination of 
the beautiful wilderness, of the watershed, and of the wildlife 
habitat was beyond belief, exceeding anything that we had 
predicted. I was there during a period of rainy weather, and 
the stream that empties into the bay, one of the major salmon 
producers in southeastern Alaska, was a raging torrent of 
muddy water that discolored the bay water a mile from shore. 
I returned later that fall with my camera, but even the color 
pictures I took do not tell the full story of the rape of this 
unique wilderness and the death of a great salmon stream.”

Emil wanted to know what became of Young’s 
“raped” watershed.

“I’ve long had a fascination for the Southern Admiralty 
timber harvested watersheds, but with all the other priorities 
I can’t seem to gin up a project that has made the internal 
funding cut.  I’m interested in that tributary (and the rest of 
that basin), if I could find it, how it has fared 40 years after 
logging.  That’s why I’m writing—this has your sleuthing 
naturalist style written all over it. Anyway, take a look and see 
if this interests you at all—and if it does, let me know how I 
can help.”

I was pleased but not surprised that Emil was 
wondering about Ralph Young’s paradise. Whitewater 
Bay has been near the top of our Ground-truthing 
wish-list for several years. Here’s part of my reply:

16 Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama. 

“One the basic findings of our Ground-truthing Project has 
been the resilience of what we call the “hammered gem” 
watersheds1. Whitewater has been pointed to as one of the 
places where logging somehow tipped a watershed into a very 
bad place. Bob and I are interested in visiting these reputed 
worst-case scenarios to see if they’re indeed qualitatively 
different. 

Aside from lost majesty (the giant stumps) it’s hard for me 
as a naturalist to point to fundamental losses. Usually they 
still swarm with pink and chum spawners, which are of 
course the bread&butter fish for all the critters keyed into 
salmon. The real ecological (as opposed to esthetic) damage 
is probably too subtle for most conservationists to see or get 
much interested in. Talking with folks like John Hudson and 
Rick Edwards, I imagine the hyporheic zone gets massively 
rearranged for awhile, for better and worse.  Any thoughts?

Emil responded:
“On the fish & fish habitat side we’re starting to look at 
channels not just as supporting anadromous or resident 
fish but to try and model the respective roles of different 
channels to different species, different life stages, and over 
the course of the year.  In natural systems the relative value 
of an individual reach will cycle over time—and under the 
disturbance of timber management we may certainly select for 
some species or life stages over another.  Our base hypothesis 
is that riparian harvest selects for pink and chum over coho 
through the development of a simpler, more open bar channel 
prime for spawning rather than a complex wood-dependent 
system with deep pools that favors the overwintering of coho, 
but we know that is an oversimplification. We see and are 
measuring a lot of in-stream fish movement that is tuned to 
food availability, stream stage and time of year.  Hopefully 

1  For background on the “hammered gems” idea, see Carstensen 
2010. 
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16

we’ll be able to summarize this work in a way that speaks to 
the complexity at the watershed scale. 

We’ve spent a lot of time with Rick Edwards and Di Johnson 
over the last couple of years as they’re trying to measure 
differences in hydrologic retention, which I think to be the 
reach-scale measure of hyporheic exchange.  I haven’t got 
a feeling for how sensitive the measures are in the channels 
we’re studying, but the curves are really interesting to look 
at and speculate about.  I think again we need to stratify 
the channels a bit in order to understand their roles. Large 
mainstem channels that rearrange tons of sediment are 
different than small tributaries or even side channels though 
all play roles as anadromous habitat.  We tend to focus our 
work on limiting factors, and we haven’t really focused on 
hyporheic exchange being limiting (e.g. in oxygenation and 
egg development as in CA,OR).  I suspect you’re correct 
that the hyporheic zone is changed considerably as a stream 
channel destabilizes through lack of wood input, but I haven’t 
tried to dice up our existing data with that in mind as there are 
many variables at play here.”

As recently as 1998, I paddled through Shrimp 
Bay on northern Revilla, turned brick red by sediment 
flushed downstream from active logging. It happened 
despite USFS stream buffers, apparently inadequate 
on days with more than an inch of rain. The sight of 
Whitewater—logged wall-to-wall and right to the 
stream banks—must have been shocking for years 
afterward to those who’d known and loved her. 
Similar stories were told of the destruction in Peril 
Strait, where “logging in the 1950s and early 1960s 
created so much sediment it changed the shape of 
estuaries.”  (Durbin, 1999). Bob and I have visited 

most of those Peril estuaries within the past decade, 
and find them to be awesome fish and wildlife habitat. 
They’ve also matured esthetically. Except for natural-
looking (but anthropogenic) heron-lagoons, and linear 
berms draped with plump red alders jutting into the 
marshes (remains of access roads), it’s pretty hard 
to guess these green, pastoral bay heads were mud 
blowouts, half a century ago.

So whenever a conservationist or biologist speaks 
about irreversable damage to the finest Tongass 
fish streams, we ask where we should go to see it. 
Probably the most common reply is “you need to see 
Whitewater Bay.” But when we asked who had been 
upstream lately, we could find no first-hand reports. 
Like “salmon in the trees,”2 the lasting devastation of 
Whitewater is apparently one of those battle-cries that 
people just take on faith.3

2  Much as I admire Amy Gulick’s 2010 publication by that name, 
I lament the title, and my failure to convince her editors to change 
it. Epiphytic fish is a catchy concept that sells books and wins 
campaigns. But in coming decades, science will probably show that 
salmon nutrients are fairly irrelevant to tree growth rate on alluvial 
surfaces. 
 
3  Before our trip, KJ Metcalf told me he went into Whitewater 
with a friend a few decades ago. He described classic post-logging 
conifer doghair, with jackstrawed down logs. At one point the 
slash criss-crossed a stream, and as he stood on logs, far above 
the water, a bear bellowed directly below him. The combination 
of gloomy forests and irate bruin did not leave KJ with pleasant 
memories of Naltooshgán.
    After our trip, I asked KJ more precisely where this happened, 
because doghair conifer sounded like upland succession, not the 
aldery alluvium we experienced. He was in the southern watershed, 
Til’heeni, which we didn’t explore. My 1998 color infra-red stereo 
slides do suggest more conifer there, perhaps not surprising since 
the stream is not mapped as flood-plain but mixed control. More 
thoughts on Til’heeni follow at the end of today’s notes.  

View ENE across Ralph 
Young’s “Trumpeter Cove.” 

Summits 3190 and 3320 on 
Admiralty’s spine fall away 

beyond to equally productive 
forests in Eliza Harbor—also 

logged in the 1960s. Unique, 
stair-stepped landforms are 

Tertiary volcanic terraces that 
weather into nutritious soils 

in the alluvial bottoms. Entire 
foreground of this scene is 
second growth. Following 

maps show dates of logging 
(and caveats about errors). 

Southern Admiralty volcanics 
sidebar, following, has 

subalpine close-up on 
Summit 3190.   
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August 19th dawned clear and calm. We couldn’t 
work with our ACA guys because they were still 
double-booked with the sportfishing clinic. Last 
night at dinner, over jovial applause for kill-tally-
by-species from competing teams of Whaler’s Cove 
fish-warriors, Bob told Brenda Campen we were 
contemplating a run to Whitewater. “Then you’ve got 
to see Neltushkin village,” she urged. Not only that; 
she would guide us there personally. We arranged 
to meet Brenda on the beach below her Killisnoo 
cabin in the morning. About 8:30 AM we cast off 
from the float-plane dock, and shot fishtailing out of 
Kootznahoo like a cork from a bottle.4 Brenda stood 
waiting in the low-tide boulders with her day gear.

Whitewater Bay is not a typical IWGN (important 
white guy name). Like Soapberry and Bearpass 
mountains (geology sidebar, below), it’s at least an 
overture toward name-as-story. But it was rebaptized 
by gunboat commander Richard Meade, not a popular 
guy in Kake,5 and for that reason alone we should 
seek its real name. According to Jimmy Johnson, 
Deisheetaan, born 1880, the bay—as well as the 
beloved village on its northern shoreline—was 

4  Although we exited at roughly low slack, corrections here are 
mystifying to me. Don’t think I’d like it here at peak flow! 
5  Naming Shanáx Aaní “Saginaw Bay” after Meade’s deadly vessel 
is about as culturally sensitive as calling Pearl Harbor “Hirohito 
Cove.” 

originally called Naltóoshgán (G&H, 1946).6 This 
is one of the few Tlingit place names not given an 
english translation in Thornton’s new book.7 I’m just 
speculating here, but perhaps the reason is that few 
of Goldschmidt & Haas’ informants in 1946 were 
Aanx’aakhittaan, the clan who claimed the bay. 

Two large watersheds empty into the head of 
Naltóoshgán, and we would only have time to explore 
one of them today. The Ralph Young stories appear 
to be about the northern valley and its swan lagoon. 
What Bob most wanted to see—to fairly compare 
Whitewater with other hammered gems we’ve 
surveyed—was a broad alluvial valley with lacing 
flood-plain channels. Are they dewatering? Killing 
spawners? Trapping fry? Have they flushed out all 
their legacy wood? Is the understory a biological 
desert? Judging from our stereo-photos, the best place 

6  This conflicts with Thornton (2012), p 208, which identifies 
Whitewater Bay as “Naach’uhéen. But since no source is given, and 
Naach’uhéen is apparently the name for just one of Whitewater’s 
streams, I’ll stick with Jimmy’s designation for the bay. 
7  Ralph Young’s 1964 article says Neltushkin means “the good 
place.” His opening paragraph described trout fishing before the 
logging with Frank Dufresne in “Trumpeter Cove.”  Apparently that 
was Ralph’s name for Whitewater’s narrow-mouth lagoon. Ralph, 
Frank and Corey Ford caught and released over a hundred trout 
that day, none under 16 inches. He didn’t say what kind, maybe 
because Dolly Varden were looked down upon in those days as 
salmon-predators, to be turned in for bounty rather than released, 
and his angling readership might have lifted their sporty noses. It’s 
also suggestive that the lagoon may once have been a wintering or 
stopover site for swans. I can’t find “Trumpeter” or any other name 
on modern maps. 

Tlingit place names 
and translations from 

Thornton (2012). 
Coded for tree size and 

date of logging.  
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Above: An 1898 US Coast & Geodetic Survey chart of Whitewater Bay by Lt. Comdr. 
EK Moore, USN. Scanned from Orth (1960). A clearing and lodges were mapped at 
Naltóoshgán, still an occupied village. Impressive density of lead-line soundings.  

Inset: Marine chart for shoals outside lagoon. Did logging sedimentation have lasting 
effects on bathymetry here? I overlaid the recent chart and transferred soundings (red, 

above). They vary by only a fathom or so from measurements more than a century ago. 
It would also be nice to know about sedimentation within the lagoon, but both maps 

show it so shallow that mariners deemed it “off the chart.”   

Right: Rich diversity of low-tide-critters were anchored to exposed bedrock. Sea 
anemones are long-lived. I googled Tealia crassicornis. Some aquarium specimens “are 
known to still be flourishing 50 years after collection.” (http://www.marlin.ac.uk/biotic/
browse.php?sp=4232) So this flaccid, football-sized anthozoan may have lived here in 

the 1960s, when Naltóoshgán hemorraged. Is it a survivor of temporary burial?  

03

to answer these questions was about a mile up Naach’uhéen, the flood-plain 
stream entering Ralph Young’s lagoon.

The entire northern side of Whitewater Bay was logged—in the 1920s, 
according to some maps, but judging from Navy photography, more likely in 
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location: Whitewater Bay
re-take date: 20050810 
observers: RC, DA, JS
photo source: Geometronics 
date: 19290623
photographer: US Navy 
ID# FS T03
subject: logging, uplift
re-take by: Richard Carstensen
time: 1447 
elev: ~2000 feet 
bearing: 97o

GPS N: 57.24o W: 134.60o

camera: Panasonic FZ10 
lens: 35mm, 1/200,  f4 

Naltóoshgán retake
In 2005 and 2006, Kathy Hocker and I were engaged in the Repeat Photography 
project, finding and re-taking a variety of ground- and air-based images 
throughout Southeast Alaska. On a flight with John Schoen, 20050810, I had a 
chance to retake this Navy shot from June 23rd, 1929. Here’s some of what I 
noticed from the comparison.
 
Ralph Young’s articles aroused national indignation over the destruction of 
Whitewater Bay. But the pre-1960 Whitewater Bay where Ralph loved to fish, 

and bring his bear-hunting 
clients was already nuked! 
Til’heeni watershed, next 
door to his “Trumpeter Cove,” 
was stripped to the beach in 
the 1940s (following 1948 
stereo pair) Would sportsmen 
have reacted so strongly 
had they known the 1960s 
clearcuts were just one more 
installment in the progressive 
deforestation of this 
hammered-gem watershed? 

Monument records 
show a 1500-acre clearcut, 
supposedly dating to 1926. 
It extended from the beach 
to over 1000 feet in some 
places on the north side of 
the bay. The 1929 aerials 
show that in fact this logging 
had only just begun (A). My 
re-take clearly picks up the 
boundary of this cut, which 
must have been completed 
sometime after the 1929 
shot. Likewise, at B, there’s 
just a small opening where 
the database shows a larger 
“1924” clearcut. And on the 
south shore, only a portion 
of the “1920” cut existed in 
1929. 

My re-take agrees, 
however, with the eventual 
extent of this clearcut as 
shown on the DOQ.

Compare site D on the 
1929 and 2005 photos. Small 
spruces colonized uplifting 
tidelands here. Much larger 
ones (“wolf trees”) form a 
fringe outside the 1942 cut. 

19290623

20050810

the 1930s (Naltóoshgán retake). My maps of logging 
extent are very crude, traced from coarse-scale 
polygons on the Admiralty foldout in Rosenthal et al 
(1973). Although vertical extent may be exaggerated, 
this was an amazingly large clearcut for the times. 
Chainsaws didn’t come into use until the 1940s, so all 

of this was done with hand saws, probably cabling the 
logs down to barge-mounted A-frames.    

We entered and found easy walking (d2) in level, 
mostly log-free understory of mosses and ferns. A 
residual pitch tree (10) is rapidly healing-over the 
wound. I don’t think the scar is very old.
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111

15

91

View NE at T’ooch’ X’áati  (Black Point) to summit 3383 in right distance. Arrows indicate height of 1930s logging. 

Views of second growth on the north side of 
Naltooshgán. Photo 111 shows vertical extent on 
the mountainside. Most regrowth is probably fairly 
scrubby (15). Spruces on favorable sites are growing 
2 feet per year (91), but such patches were quite 
unusual in the portion we traversed. In both cases, 
understory is depauperate and moss dominated. It 
could be another century before these places grow 
much deer food. 

Photo 18 is in a brushy gap, with good light 
response by devil’s club and blueberry. Bob 
documented this because it illustrates what could be 
achieved by gap cutting on his upcoming project at 
Kennel Creek.

Photo 19 is one of the larger stumps, cut from 
springboards 9 feet above the ground. Small stumps 
were completely rotted or unrecognisable as logged. 
This is pretty good preservation for stumps on the 
central Tongass. I’ve seen them similarly intact at 
this age (~80 years) on Tàan (POW), but freeze-
thaw action of ice into cracks in the wood usually 
seems to cause quicker disintegration at these more 
northerly latitudes. 

1819
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10

Above: Our track and photopoints. 
Retake sidebar has caveats about 
logging dates. •  Right: Log raft in 
the lagoon in 1965, from Rosenthal 
et al (1973)

08

We cut across a point named Shan.ooxú (old lady’s teeth.) On the 
zoomed-out scale of Thornton’s maps, it can be difficult to determine 
exactly which feature the place-name dots apply to.8 

Lagoon section  The lagoon is extremely shallow, as can be seen 
on the Google Earth imagery, above, and even more clearly on 1996 
orthophotography at a lower tide. Note the shoreline logging road in the 
1965 oblique, toward the end of the logging episode. This road is now 
overgrown with red alders, judging from the aerials. It probably offers 
lovely strolling similar to where we picked it up above the old bridge 
(28, below)

For the most part, our approach was in the forest, but several 
times we dropped down to the beach for better views. At the head 
of the lagoon, where Naach’uhéen enters, is a grassy meadow (21). 
Silverweed and umbel species are common here, and the turf is well 
aerated by browny diggings. Tides still cover this high marsh, or else 
there’d be uplift spruces. 

We found no roads in the 1930s second growth. Logs were skidded 
8  The “teeth” could possibly refer to a molar-like point at the entry to the salt chuck. 
At least it’s molarish from the air. Whether that would have been noticed by land-bound 
Aanx’aakhittaan is doubtful (perhaps the view from L’úx Yadaa—Table Mountain)?
    I know—I should have learned by now from the story of the submarine sandhill-crane-
riding shaman that speculation about Tlingit place names is really winging it. But how 
can you pass up commenting on old lady’s teeth?

Axe marks on a culturally 
modified tree (CMT)

For description in text, 
Naach’uhéen is divided into 
4 sections: 1) lagoon; 2)

narrows; 3) apron; and 4) 
flood plain. 
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21

straight down steep, south-facing slopes to the water. This 
older, upland logging definitely caused serious, long-term 
losses to what must once have been 4-star winter deer habitat. 

Narrows section  In the background of photo 21 is a 
bedrock-constricted section of Naach’uheen. Here we found 
footings to the principle 1960s bridge, and on the north side, 
remains of a large borrow pit. Once we got on the logging 
road, as anticipated, we found delightful strolling under a 
mature alder forest (28). It was like the miles of d2 walking 
we’ve enjoyed on “decommissioned” roads in hammered 
gems along Peril Strait, Kuiu Island, Prince of Wales, and 
Sea Otter Sound. Most of these haven’t seen motorized use 
in decades, and have become favored bear corridors9. In 

9  Alders colonize roadsides while trucks are still active. These close over 
the roads on abandonment, often precluding alder on the central roadbed, 
because this “disturbance species” rarely germinates in its own shade. Bear 
traffic usually maintains a nice trail down the middle.

26Bob filming a swarm of Naach’uheen pinks, holding in this deeper reach.

29

Naach’uheen is fordable in this reach at the lagoon head

Showing Brenda a 
collapsed stringer bridge
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Shan.ooxú, old lady’s teeth, the 
point before the gut draining  
Young’s “Trumpeter Cove.” 
The charcoal black is Tertiary 
volcaniclastics (photo 08, Tvc in 
following bedrock descriptions).  

Naach’uhéen, just below the 
narrows, at the head of the lagoon.  
These spruces have all come back 
since logging in the 1960s. Pinks 
were holding here (photo 26) on our 
late August visit.
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Gut below the lagoon at low tide. Local 
knowledge required to take a boat through here.  

Til’héeni, dog salmon creek, is the 
southerly of 2 hammered watersheds at 
Naltóoshgán. In the foggy distance are 

2 bedrock “lips” that show well in the 
following 1948 stereo pair. Emerging from 
between them, Til’héeni descends over an 

alluvial fan, explaining, I think, some of 
the difference in reforestation compared 

with Naach’uhéen. Blueish-green 
vegetation is beach rye, probably on a slug 

of logging sediment.   
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28

our second summer of 
Ground-truthing, we 
began to travel some of 
the more accessible roads 
by 4-wheeler. I was still 
recalibrating my sense of 
beauty, and couldn’t quite 
see past the giant stumps to 
the thriving delicacy of the 
deciduous forest. But Bob 
was way ahead of me. He 
joked that Cathy and I should 
rent a 4-wheeler and take a 
month-long vacation in one 
of the hammered gems. We 
didn’t exactly follow his 
advice, but I did later explore 
Kruzof with Cathy for a 
week of 4-wheeling invasive 
plant surveys. 

Like horses on the 
American plains, or cedar 
canoes in Alaska, 4-wheelers 
on Tongass timber roads 
are karmically-risky mile-
eaters—effortlessly gobbling 
lots of wild country, 
addicting their riders to speed 
and power. I soon learned 
to love the 15-mph blur of 
elegant white-barked alders, 
leaning gently over roads, 
shading out the reed canary 
grass foolishly seeded for 
roadbank stabilization. If 
more greenies recreated in 
hammered gems, instead of 
fleeing always to pristine 
leftovers, no SEACC 
member group would have 
looked the other way while 
the last pumpkins of Tuxekan 
and Logjam disappeared 
down Viking’s maw.

Another reason you 
gotta love those roadside 
alders—growing like weeds, 
shedding nitrogen by the ton 
into soils and streams—when 

text continues after sidebar
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Southern Admiralty volcanics
The following is adapted in part from Geology and life: 
Connections between the living and non-living world—
my article for the Spring, 2011 issue of Discoveries. 
(www.discoverysoutheast.org) 

My Landmark-trees “wish-list” of places to visit numbers 
in the hundreds. That list contains reports of giant 
spruce in virtually every bay on southern Admiralty. Is 
there something special about its geology? 

Low-elevation carbonates (e.g. Dm) occur sparingly 
through the central “midriff” of the island, but don’t 
explain the distribution of these more southerly large-
tree forests. The bedrock underlying southern Admiralty 
is geologically recent (age of mammals) volcanics, 
stacked up into gargantuan “staircases.” The “treads” 
have scrubby forest or peatland, and the “risers” are 
moderately productive. Down in the river valleys, 
however, exceptional spruce and hemlock can be found. 

Volcanic rocks originate as molten magma, extruded 
as lava onto land or sea floor before cooling. Lava 
varies in viscosity, or stiffness, according to its silica 
content. Basaltic flows (Tb in our southern-Admiralty 
example) are thin and fluid, building landscapes of low 
relief. Andesite (Ta) is intermediate, and rhyolite (Tr) 
is highly viscous, supporting steeper landforms. Thus, 

the Wilson Bay lowlands are largely basaltic, while the 
staircased highlands are either andesitic—L’úx Yadaa 
south of Whitewater Bay (Table Mountain; pink triangle 
on following map; pano 01)—or rhyolitic—as in the 
headwall of Naltóoshgán’s southern Til’héeni watershed, 
and probably Peaks 3190 & 3320 to the north as well 
(red triangles on map; pano 16).

Within this spectrum of viscosity, lowland basalts 
may produce the finest soil for tree growth. According to 
Kruckeberg (2002), basalt weathers rapidly compared 
to, say, granitics or metamorphics, eroding freely along 
joints into rich clayey soils, basic and spheroidal. The 
famous pineapple fields of Hawaii are flat tracts of well-
drained inter-montane “red dirt” (from iron oxides) 
weathered from basaltic parent rock. Here in Southeast, 
my 4th highest-scoring Landmark Forest acre is on 
Chaik Bay alluvium (Qa) weathered from basalt, a 
notable “outlier” considering that the other top-scoring 
sites are all south of Frederick Sound.

Volcanic landforms are easier to see in the highlands. These 
ponds are on the shoulder of summit 3190, at the head of 
Naach’uhéen. At the scale of the following geology map, almost 
no lakes show in the volcanics; large lakes develop where 
resistant rock such as the Thayer Lake granitics held fast 
against glaciers trying to reduce the country “to grade.” What 
doesn’t show until you zoom in like this are the thousands of 
little ponds on treads of volcanic staircases.  
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“Restraint” was not in the vocabulary of Southeast 
Alaska’s Euro-American pioneers. We always took 
the best first—a pattern known as high-grading. You 
can be sure the black splotches on my map were 
Admiralty’s finest forests—exceeded in majesty only 
by unmappable beach-fringe pillars the handloggers 
plucked even earlier, one-by-one.

Rocks exposed on Naltóoshgán’s beaches (08) are 
volcaniclastics (Tvc). The more widespread unit Tv, is 
not necessarily different; it’s simply mapped in less 
detail. “Undivided,” to geologists, is sort of like “sp?” 
to a taxonomist who’s willing to identify to genus but 
not species level.

 
In the mapped abbreviations, capital letter is the 
geologic age. T = Tertiary.

Tv Undivided volcanics (Tertiary—Oligocene): 
Volcanic rocks, undivided. Basalt and andesite; 

subordinate white flow-banded rhyolite, and mafic 
to felsic volcaniclastics. Intercalated lenses of fluvial 
gravel and conglomerate. Andesite and sedimentaries 
include coal.

Tvc Volcaniclastics (Tertiary): Felsic volcaniclastic 
deposits, clast supported, unsorted, and massive. 
Clasts are almost entirely volcanic. Deposits include 
debris flows, airfall tuff, and clast-supported water-laid 
deposits. Massive deposits are unsorted, angular clasts 
in deposits to 30 m thick. 

Tb Basalt (Tertiary): Basal flows of the Admiralty 
volcanic pile are basalt, as are the late dikes that cut 
all volcanic phases. Medium to dark gray basalt flows 
and breccia. Massive flow breccia of intermediate to 
mafic composition at Whitewater Bay. Massive, bench-
forming meter-scale cooling units. 

01 View south to L’úx Yadaa (Table Mountain) from Shan.ooxu. Palisades of Tertiary andesite.

L’úx Yadaa “was identified as another Flood refuge site 
that was not to be ‘fooled around’ with, as this would 

bring the rain or fog.”
Thornton (2012)
(see de Laguna

note, next page)

View east over the South Arm of Tsaagwáa (Hood Bay) to Soapberry and Bearpass 
Mountains on the divide with Pybus Bay. Entire scene is mapped Tv—Tertiary volcanics. 

The new Thornton map is well endowed with coastal place names, included here with translations. 
But the highest Tlingit-named feature is the staircased ridge separating valleys at the head of the arm: 

Kayáash Ká, on the platform. Thornton explains that Tlingit names focused on used places; scenic 
skyline features appealing to Euro-sensibilities often went nameless. Orth (1967) claims that Soapberry 
Mountain was a “local name reported in 1962 by USFS. ‘It was named by local Tlingit Indians because 

they picked soapberries nearby.’”   To my knowledge, the nearest Sheperdia canadensis—a boreal 
species—is in Glacier Bay. Could this be a mis-translation? As for Bearpass, Orth says: “a migrating bear 

trail is located on the flank of this mountain.”
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Bedrock units 
coded in the yellow
to-orange spectrum 

are geologically recent 
volcanics (Tv, etc), roughly 

contemporary with the 
leaf-fossil sedimentaries (Tk) 
of the Angoon tidal labyrinth. 

A useful way to think about 
these rocks is that they’re ours. 

That is, the Tertiary bedrock was 
emplaced here (granted, before glaciers 

diced it into an archipelago). Older 
bedrock units to the north (K, Tr, PM, D, 

SO) drifted up from tropical latitudes, and 
tell us little about what once lived here. 

clearcuts
mapped
in black

Tr Rhyolite (Tertiary—
Oligocene): Rhyolite, rhyodacite, 
and related siliceous extrusive 
and intrusives. On Admiralty, 
white, massive and flow banded 
with sparse quartz and feldspar 
phenocrysts. Forms dome structures 
that intrude Ta. 

Ta Andesite (Tertiary): Andesite 
and other intermediate extrusives. 
Flows and breccia. Massive, bench-
forming meter-scale cooling units, 
with lenses of water-laid gravel and 
conglomerate. 

Tk Kootznahoo Formation 
(Tertiary): Fluvial nonmarine 
sandstone, shale, and conglomerate. 
See description in Bedrock geology, 
Appendix 3.

From Hood Bay northward, rocks are 
older. (Tr: Triassic; PM: Permian/
Mississippian) These are mostly 
described in Bedrock geology, 
Appendix 3. Other units crop out at 
Herring & Pybus bays: 

Trhb Breccia and conglomerate 
(Middle to Late Triassic): On 
Pybus dolostone, Hyd breccia has 
unsorted angular blocks of limestone 
and dolostone in calcareous matrix. 
On Pybus chert, clast-supported 
chert pebble-cobble conglomerate 
with calcareous matrix. 

PMcs Argillite, chert, and 
graywacke (Permian to 
Mississippian): Includes 
Cannery Formation of Pybus Bay: 
argillite, chert, graywacke, tuff, 
conglomerate, limestone, and basalt, 
commonly interbedded, deposited 
as turbidites. Graywacke beds to 5 
m thick with volcanic and calcareous 
fragments. Limestone in beds to 
50 cm thick. Pillow basalt and tuff-
breccia form sections up to 100 m 
thick. Total unit thickness >500 m.

*Finger-pointing and “I-thou”   Suzie 
the I-thou Xóots-philosopher might be 
intrigued to hear that “Bad weather is 
caused when foolish youths climb to the 
Flood refuge mountains or even point 
a finger at them.” (de Laguna, 1960, 
referencing  L’úx Yadaa, & repeated in 
other contexts). In 2002, I asked Lydia 
George if finger-pointing at mountains 
was still thought impolite or karmically 
risky, and her answer was similar to 
Donald Frank’s in regard to hot-foot trail 
walking; i.e. it’s more about emotional/
intellectual respect than actual behavior. 
I respect bears, but do I really respect 
mountains?
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we liquidate the last of our thousand-
year-old cedars we’ll realize red alder’s 
the only tree we grow fast enough to 
undergird resilient, Mom-&-Pop scale 
wood-working industries. Wes Tyler 
would use more alder and less cedar 
if we helped grow his market, and 
improved his access.  

Apron section  Our route then 
traversed a long alluvial apron above 
a meadow we never had time to 
investigate. From the aerials, I’m 
pretty sure those are braided palustrine 
channels in richly dissected peatland. 
It looks like lovely habitat, with 
anastomosing meanders, and stringers 
of wolf trees on the levees. 

I refer to the section up-slope from 
these marshes as alluvial apron because 
it’s several merged fans. A few south-
flowing streams have incised several 
feet into the apron material (32), 
indicating the post-logging aggradation 
phase has passed, and channels are 
stabilizing, carrying less sediment. 
We didn’t walk these fans uphill from 
the road, but aerials suggest there’s a 
stronger mix of spruces with the alder 
up there. 

The road berm has created 
opportunities for beaver to backwater 
large ponds on the north side (38). 
In the absence of human cross-slope 
berms, this doesn’t happen on sloping 
alluvial fans. We waded through ankle-
deep water on parts of the old road, so 
this is probably as high as beaver dams 
can reach.   

Flood-plain secion  At photo 42 we 

42

32

38
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crossed a dry, secondary channel mapped as a flood-
plain reach in the USFS channel type layer (orange 
on preceding route map; I converted it to dashed as 
a reminder that it carried no water during summer 
low flow). It would be nice to learn about the annual 
cycle of flow through all these channels, and how it 
compares to the original, pre-logging stream dynamic. 
I’ll return to this question, with comparison of the pre-
logging 1948s. 

From the dry channel, we continued east about 
300 yards across the flood plain. Stumps here (43) 
were large enough to have required springboards, but 
we’d see bigger ones upstream and to the south, later 
in our loop. A few nice spruce have colonized since 
the logging. That’s about a 24-incher in photo 43. But 
spruce don’t overtop the alders dramatically enough in 
this section to ruffle the very smooth canopy texture 
on 2005 aerials. 

Bob and Brenda were walking ahead of me when 
we got to the mainstem of Nach’guheen. I saw Brenda 
back up, and looked beyond her to where a medium-
sized, dark brown bear was wading in a foot-deep 
spawning riffle, 30 to 40 yards away. It was pacing 
energetically, hunting dog salmon, and hadn’t seen 
or smelled us. I moved up beside Bob and began 
shooting with the 200mm. Bob had only his tiny 
point-&-shoot, because when he turned on his heavy 
36-meg DSLR this morning on the beach, his batteries 
had been dead. That camera had only a wide-angle 
lens for stream and forest photography, though, and he 
later admitted for this bear encounter, he’d been better 
off with the little waterproof back-up. (His other 
backup was a .50-caliber S&W magnum in a shoulder 
holster)

There was no detectable breeze. It seemed like 
the thing to do was stay close together so when bruin 
finally saw us, there’d be a pack of humans, and little 

got it!

spawners in the riffle

oh oh, coming toward us

43
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gravel bar
lunch counter
~25 yards 
away

hmmmm, he’s 
a male

chance it would try to out-macho us. I took about 
30 photos, of which 17 were worth keeping. Most 
of the spawning reach was overhung and shady, and 
my first hand-held 200mms were a little soft. The 
bear paced upstream, then turned back down, never 
looking in our direction. It singled out a fish, made 
a splashing sprint, and pinned it against the gravel. 

Carrying the chum by the tail, bruin started for 
a brightly lit cobble bar under a gap in the alders. 
That brought it within 25 yards—about as close as 
any of us wanted. It faced our direction but never 
detected us back on the shady road berm; probably 
the only thing moving was our shutter fingers.

During the 126 seconds we watched it 
(determined later from my photo EXIF data), I 
never tried to determine whether this bear was male 
or female. Later, on some of the gravel bar shots, 
you can see a penis. Holding down the head of the 
salmon with his left fore-paw, he chomped the anal 
fin and ripped upward, then stood there chewing on 
the tail section. This raised his head into the light.

And also elevated his nostrils into our sluggishly 
advancing scent cone. He reacted instantaneously, 
whirling and galloping across the creek, up the far 
bank, disappearing into the alders. I’m not sure he 
ever got a visual fix on us, or needed to.

Whew! Gunalchéesh Xóots, for that awesome 
2+ minutes! Sorry, though, to interrupt your meal. 
We went down to check out the remaining two 
thirds of the chum, its gills still flexing on the wet 
stones. Bob speculated this young-to-middle-aged 
adult was used to deferring to a bigger boar, and 
that his retreat-first-think-later reflex was well-
honed default behavior. In hopes he could quickly 
return to finish off the chum (and in concern his ego 
might be lobbying for a second round), we decided 
to head upstream and find another sunny gravel bar 
for our own lunch.

Alongside the main stream there were lots of 
cobbly overflow channels. In the quiet water were 
little dollies and cohos. Some of the pools were 
connected to the stream; others not. In a prolonged 
dry spell those isolated pools dewater, killing fish, 
probably more often now than when this flood 
plain was anchored by larger trees with deep, intact 
root systems. But I can’t guess whether drought-
mortality means overall loss to fish production. 
With reduced control by large wood, this flood-
plain section is a more dynamically braiding 
system, with more frequent and vigorous overflow 
events. There are consequently more shallows 
where a bear can chase down a spawning pink or 
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Trophies from hammered gems
LaVerne Baier, a bear researcher with ADF&G, also guides 
brown and black bear hunters. I asked recently how 
important it is for his clients to hunt in pristine wilderness. 
He said only about one in 10 bear hunters cares much about 
that. Hunting clearcuts or old roads is fine, as long as they 
get their trophy.

In other words, F&G kill statistics by watershed (~VCU) 
are less biased than other assessment methods toward 
intact old-growth or roadlessness. They tell us where guides 
have learned they can consistently produce brown bears. 
Of course, other factors such as convenient anchorage can 
influence a watershed’s popularity, but whatever you may 
think of trophy hunting, these kill numbers do offer insight 
into carrying capacity for brown bear.

If Whitewater’s pink and chum runs suffered lasting 
impacts from logging, this watershed should rank pretty 
low for browny kills, right? Let’s compare Whitewater to the 
hundreds of watersheds across the Tongass where brownies 
are potentially hunted. 

Flanders (1998), says the overwhelming majority of 
Southeast’s top browny watersheds are on Admiralty. 
Although Whitewater Bay probably didn’t recover to its 
present status during Ralph Young’s lifetime, it now ranks 
8th on the island. Whitewater yeilds more bears than even 
pristine systems like Tsaa T’ei Héen (Admiralty Cove), where 
coast guard hunters sometimes book the cabin for the entire 
spring bear season.

Aside from Admiralty Island, only Chichagof’s Sitkoh 
Bay and the Tenakee-Neka portage VCUs (both also heavily 
logged) deliver slightly more brown bear kills annually 
than Whitewater. Not a single Baranof Island watershed 
out-produced Whitewater. If we were to plug the Sitkoh 
and Tenakee-Neka hammered-gem VCUs into this table 
(remembering to code them red, for highly impacted) in 
their rightful place above Whitewater, our beleaguered 
Naltooshgán would rank 10th on the Tongass. 

Another insight emerging from perusal of the resulting 
top dozen bear-producers of Southeast Alaska is that 5 are 
hammered gems (red, by our coding) and all but 2 have 
had substantial logging. (pink)

Debateably less complicated and more useful than bear-
kill statistics in the evaluation of watershed productivity 
would be plain old escapement figures for pink salmon—
the bread and butter attractant for those brownies. 
Unfortunately, Whitewater is not among the VCUs for which 
ADFG provides annual estimates. Scanning their list for 
escapements over 100,000. I found 13. Again, about half 
(6) of them were hammered gems. Some, like Staney, 
Klawock and Harris on Prince of Wales Island, are among 
the most famously nuked watersheds of the Tongass. 
Granted, there’s more to watershed health than raw 
production. Staney, for example, experiences occasional 
spawner die-offs when the overwidened and undershaded 
streams dewater. But I wouldn’t be too quick to describe 
the hammered gems as “low biological value” as in the 
TNC-Audubon Marxan model for VCUs within biogeographic 

Number of Admiralty brown bears killed by Value Comparison 
Unit (VCU) between 1985 & 1994. From Flanders, ed (1998). 
VCUs in bold red are hammered gems. Pink VCUs had 
substantial logging (black on preceding map of S Admiralty) 
     Last column shows TNC-Audubon score for overall 
“biological value” (Schoen & Dovichin, 2007). Tier 1 is highest 
value; tier 4 is lowest. This score is so heavily influenced 
by road-miles and logging acreage that other values are 
overwhelmed. Hood, Eliza and Whitewater would have scored 
even lower, but TNC had no record for road mileage. Where 
records did exist—Hawk, Kathleen, Winning—the watersheds 
sank to tier 4: lowest biological value.  

provinces. The best predictor of a low-value score in 
their model is VCU road mileage and acres of logging. 

Presence of a lot of brown bear—the continent’s 
apex terrestrial omnivore—is a pretty good indicator 
of a high-functioning watershed. Imagine a river 
valley anywhere in the lower 48 capable of sustaining 
a kill-rate of 18 brown bears per decade. It would be 
world famous; anti-hunters would chain themselves in 
protest to the parked SUVs of browny permit-holders.    

It’s baffling to me how any of the watersheds on 
the chart above could be scored “lowest” or “next-to-
lowest” biological value. Agencies and conservation 
groups still use the leftover-biased Audubon-TNC 
model to prioritize investments—initially to identify 
triage candidates for wilderness campaigns targeting 
pristine leftovers, but more recently for restoration-
worthiness. Isn’t it time we came down out of the sky, 
and funded scientists such as Emil Tucker, to take a 
harder look at what’s really happening on the ground 
in hammered gem watersheds like Naltóoshgán?

VCU name bearkill rank aud-tier

1820 pybus 51 1 1

170 gambier 51 2 1

1710 hood 39 3 1

1720 chaik 32 4 2

1800 eliza 28 5 2

1790 herring 21 6 2

1280 hawk 19 7 4

1730 whitewater 18 8 3

1480 kathleen 15 9 4

1330 admiralty cove 13 10 2

1770 tyee 12 11 1

1410 winning 11 12 4

1460 wheeler 11 13 1

1560 mole 11 14 2

1390 southern glass 9 15 2

1750 wilson 9 16 2

1810 little pybus 9 17 3

chum, fewer deep pools for rearing coho and dolly fry, 
or spawners seeking cover. 

Bob scanned the channels for legacy wood, trying 
to guess how the stream would shake out in a tier-2 
survey. Fifty years after the logging, there are still 

some nice pieces of wood. No really big logs; those 
were skidded out in the 1960s, and the massive in-
stream columns of pre-logging days have probably 
rotted, or were flushed down by the initial chocolate-
milk gully-washers. 
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dang! 
hominids!

meal interrupted. Sorry!

But there is mid-sized coniferous wood, 
more durable than the fast-rotting alders that 
are fairly useless in terms of fish-cover. The 
log in photo 51 anchors a still-water side-
channel. Bigger logs embedded cross-wise 
in the gravel create plunge pools in pano 54. 
We find these legacies from the pre-logging 
forest—some of them rejected, low-value 
trees—in most streams cut during the early 
days of industrial-scale logging. 

It raises the question of what will replace 
them once they’re gone. Can enough of 
today’s young streamside spruces grow and 
fall in time to bridge the coming logless 
century? Probably not. So far, Bob and I 
agree with the preceding hypothesis in Emil 
Tucker’s email; logging has selected for open 
bar channel spawning habitat for pink and 
chum, to the detriment of rearing coho. If I 
had to pick an iconic “loser” in the aftermath 
of no-buffer  riparian logging, it would be 
coho salmon.

But like Tàan (POW) deer, who will 
probably eventually suffer from upland 
logging, when canopies close over and winter 
foods are shaded out,10 Naltooshgán cohos 

10  Remember, these alluvial alder forests will never 

lunch-break dipper55

catching our
scent . . .
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51

54

Moderate quantity 
and size of legacy 

wood. Nach’guheen 
can’t flush it 
downstream.

have not yet paid full price for loss of large-tree old-
growth. To put off, or permanently evade, that day of 
reckoning, some managers are experimenting with 
thinning of alders on post-logging riparian sites. 
The goal is to release Sitka spruce, deemed poorly 
stocked on cutover streams like Nach’guheen. So far, 
Bob and I have been disappointed by alder thinning 
projects we’ve surveyed. It doesn’t appear spruce are 
benefiting. We suspect they’ll come back fine, on their 
own schedule; nothing managers have done so far 
promises accelerate that.

Above our lunch site, and at several other places 
along our loop through the flood plain, we noticed 
close canopy. Spruces are so widely spaced that there will always 
be plenty of light to the understory. Alder succession could be 
seen as an effective natural, low-cost alternative to wildlife 
thinnings.  

small stumps, cut more recently than the 1960s. We 
figured they had to be fairly old, assuming thinning 
was prohibited after Wilderness. (Later, Bob learned 
the thinning was post-transfer, overseen by Mark 
Laker in the 1990s.) 

Another factor in long-term prospects for fish 
such as coho that overwinter in the stream is nearby 
availability of deep palustrine channels. These show 
well in the 2005 Google Earth imagery (following). 
We were unable to ground-truth these, but I’ve traced 
the obvious ones in yellow. With stable, overhanging 
banks and low velocity, palustrine channels make a 
good complement to the flashier but more nutrient-
rich, oxygenated, deciduous flood-plain reaches. 
We’ve seen this channel diversity in other logged 
watersheds, such as Fish Bay in Peril Strait. Channel-

Arrows show 
plunge-pools 

created by 
embedded logs 

from previous old-
growth forest.
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Comparison of the alluvial-apron 
(left) and flood-plain sections 

(right) of our walk on 1948 and 
2005 photography. 

type diversity buffers resident and spawning fish from 
what could otherwise be an overabundance of wide, 
shallow riffles. Pink and chum don’t overwinter 
as fry and are less dependent than coho on winter 

conditions. But they could suffer more egg mortality 
in the shallow post-logging channels, especially 
during winter low flow. These are species- and season-
specific questions that Emil’s letter recommended 
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59

1948 stereopair 
of Nach’guhéen 
(N) and Til’héeni 
(S). Tree height 
and density is 
easier to judge 
in 3D. Note wide, 
bare, channel 
from alluvial fan 
upslope, shown 
with red arrow 
on preceding 2D 
version. 

Compared to 
Nach’guheen, 
Til’heeni has a 
great deal more 
upland surface, 
some of which 
has come back in 
conifers. 

Last half 
mile below the 
V-notch canyon is 
a fan; not a level 
flood plain. 

addressing in places like Whitewater Bay.
At photo 59 we found a concentration of large 

stumps. Comparing this area to the pre-logging 1948s, 
it appears to have held one of the densest patches of 
large trees. Other notable patterns (labeled on 2005s) :

1) Bowtie-shaped patch of spruces colonizing the 
upland mound—exceptional in a sea of flood-plain 
alder. (Higher percentage of this in Til’héeni.)

2) Area of poor regrowth laced by palustrine 
channels. Beaver exacerbated delayed reforestation, 
but in the process, created fine habitat for many 
species. A similar example of a “beaver coup” 
following 1960s logging can be seen on Juneau’s 

Montana Creek near Community Gardens—some of 
Mendenhall Valley’s finest fish, songbird and mammal 
habitat. Under NWI classification this would be PSS 
(palustrine scrub shrub)     

3) More overhang on channels. In developing the 
before-&-after pair (1948 vs 2005) I traced channels 
on the 2005s, then overlaid them unaltered onto the 
1948s, not to imply lack of migration, but to facilitate 
comparison. In the pre-logging old-growth scene, 
Naach’uhéen’s principle channel (the one running 
through the bear’s fishing riffle) was wider, with 
exposed bars bracketting the stream. On the 2005 
photo it’s harder to see today’s stream through the 

Good cover of summer forage plants for grazers, but 
low berry production and almost no winter browse.
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67

70

encroaching alders. What explains 
this change? Do high flows now 
disperse through more of the side 
channels, reducing peak flow 
through this primary channel? 
Or is peak flow itself reduced, 
perhaps dispersed downward into 
subsurface sediment? 

As we looped around clockwise, 
we wondered if we‘d see the 
bear again. Sure enough, he 
reappeared, 220 yards south of 
our first encounter (64). This time 

he showed less alarm, staring for several seconds before 
moving off. We apologized and moved south to a yazoo 
channel hugging the valley wall, then turned NW. Thirty 
minutes later, as we approached the main channel, now 
300 yards away from the first encounter, Bob got a heavy 
whiff of bear, and told us to be ready. That time I didn’t 
see him, but Bob got a third glimpse. Studying these 
GPSed encounters on the map, it seems pretty obvious 
the bear was “seeing us out” of his domain, and also that 
breeze direction (imperceptible to us at the time) was 
from the northeast, explaining why it took him so long to 
detect us initially. 

Winners and losers  Scanning down the list of 
Admiralty’s 15 mammals (Appendix 10), my guess is 
that by trading large-tree riparian old growth for alder, 
carrying capacity for most has increased within the VCU 
scale. I wouldn’t venture to guess about total mammalian 

Two scenes showing diversity of brush 
development in the 50-year alder 
forest: devil’s club, salmonberry and 
grey currant (Ribes bracteosum). 
Although the alder forest has much 
greater cover in the shrub stratum 
than equivalent-aged post-logging 
conifer forest, actual fruit production, 
important to bears, is mostly 
restricted to openings like these. 

I suspect, but can’t prove, that the 
previous, gappy riparian old growth 
produced more of these favored bear 
fruits. If so, how significant was the 
loss? One commonly hears that bears 
shift off the streams into the slide 
zones as the pink and chum runs 
decline, especially targeting grey 
currant. But do they also eat a lot of 
berries “for dessert” at salmon time?

In places we saw a lot of uprooted 
skunk cabbage. These are long-lived 
plants, and some—like the Tealia out 
on the beach—may have been alive 
to witness the felling of the great 
spruces. I doubt they’ve declined 
substantially.   

64

Ribes, Scirpus, mixed brush beyond.
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biomass.11 
This supposition is based in part upon recent 

experience camping for a week in the center of an 
avalanche fan on Sweetheart Lake. The fan was 
dominated by Sitka alder. Shrub and herb understory 
resembled Naltóoshgán’s red-alder flood-plain. 
Each night when the lanterns went out we were 
immediately over-run by gazillions of Keen’s mice. 
I’d always assumed alder was optimum mouse habitat, 
but never enjoyed such tactile confirmation. Hanley 
and colleagues (pubs 1996-2006) have measured high 
densities of mice and voles in post-logging alder. That 
probably translates to higher densities of mustelids, 
as well as raptors and owls.(Screech and pygmies 
vocalized in the Sweetheart fan every evening.)  

Alder is second choice for beaver after willow and 
cottonwood (both nearly absent from the ABCs), but 
they prefer it over conifers for food and construction. 

11  Some conservationists have cautioned us to sit tight on the 
hammered-gems-resilience idea, because it contradicts accepted 
wisdom and appears to cater to advocates of logging-as-we-know-
it. First, “accepted wisdom” is an oxymoron: wisdom is skeptical 
and evolving. Second, we cater to nobody—not jobs-or-owls high-
graders, not pristine-leftover campaign leaders. Ground-truthers 
don’t own truth; but they should at least be open to whatever the 
woods reveal.   
 

80
Herbaceous summer forage increases for beaver after 
logging, as well as increased opportunity to key dams 
off roadbeds and bridged or culverted trib crossings 
(38). In strongly conifer-dominated landscapes, 
logging may offer net gain to beaver and their 
commensal community of mammals, birds and fish.  

So then who among Admiralty’s 15 mammals 
might be losers? I’m embarrassed to admit I can’t 
think of any; it does make me look like a chainsaw 
salesman. Obviously, the flood-plain alder is lousy 
winter deer habitat, but so was the large-spruce-
devils-club forest that preceded it. 

Hmmm, how about vertebrate losers? Brown 
creeper? Pacific-slope flycatcher? In terms of 
life-strategy, those who lose to logging should be 
specialists who benefit less from productivity pulses 
than from the lack of pulse—from multiseasonal-
multiannual stability that comes with deep community 
antiquity. Most inhabitats of northern rain forest are 
generalists; specialists like spotted owls and red tree 
voles drop out with increasing latitude.  

It would have been fun to explore the marshy 
section on our way out, but also easy to get dead-
ended by beaver channels, and we still wanted to see 

109Til’heeni estuary. Flat-topped andesitic terrace is 1500 feet. Next page shows view to left. 

PS 2018: I later developed these ideas on alluvial logging impacts in a presentation to the Wildlife Society. It’s 
archived on Discovery Southeast Vimeo as Focus & breadth: science & natural history in SE AK. 
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View SE from Shan.ooxú, old lady’s teeth, looking up Til’héeni, dog salmon creek, the southern 
watershed of Naltóoshgán. This view picks up to the left of pano 109 on preceding page.  
Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama.
    Note textural diversity in left distance: a layer cake of logged and leftover forests. There’s 
probably a lot more doghair conifer second growth in Til’héeni than we saw at Naach’uhéen, 

because flood plain is typically narrower or absent. Whether that translates to 
longer-term fish impacts would make a good study.   110

Naltóoshgán village. Back on the road, I shot a stand of spruce 
(80). Its photopoint on the preceding 2005 image is a good place 
to calibrate to the difference between spruce and alder canopy; the 
latter is smoother and paler.  

As we approached the gut draining the lagoon, Bob peeled off 
on an attempted short-cut across Shan.ooxú, old lady’s teeth, to 
fetch Pearl and shorten our hike a bit. A mistake, he later said—

tough bushwacking. He’d have been faster on the trail. 
Brenda and I walked the shoreline out 

most of the way. 
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110

The light was beautiful as we rounded the point, 
looking for Pearl. Setting sun accentuated forest 
shadows, making it easy to tell young from old, 
spruce from hemlock. We couldn’t ground-truth 
Til’héeni, but I’m glad we got these parting shots. I’ve 
since scoped the watershed from different angles and 
photo-dates, trying to guess the reason it may have 
responded differently to logging. 

Back at Angoon, I asked Donald Frank to compare 
the 2 Naltooshgán valleys. Most village hunters 
favor Naach’uhéen. They report bad encounters with 
bears at Til’héeni. As soon as your deer is on the 
ground, says Donald, the bears start homing in on 
it; this is less of a problem in Naach’uhéen. Maybe, 
the Til’héeni bears are more pissed, because logging 
failed to turn their streams into cafeteria riffles?   

As elsewhere on Admiralty the supposed dates for 
logging turn out to be wrong on closer examination. 

Hillslope logging in the left mid-distance of this 
photo was reputedly in 1942. But on the preceding 
1948 stereo pair this slope was still unlogged, as 
was much of the valley to the east. 

Notice in that stereo, and Shorezone photo 476, 
that a pair of lip-like ridges run down the center 
of Til’héeni valley, and the main stream squeezes 
through them. Between emergence from those 
“lips” and the beach, slope is perceptible in 3D. 
What you’d assume to be flood plain from the 2D 
aerials is more likely an alluvial fan. Judging from 
1998 color infra-red stereo slides, I’d say almost 
half of that fan has come back in conifer. This jives 
with KJ’s memories of doghair conifer (footnote 3)

On the previous map of our track, lower 
Til’héeni is classified “mixed control” in the USFS 
channel type layer. This reach definitely begs for 
ground-truthing.    
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Naltooshgán village  Bob plucked us off the 
beach at 7 PM—just enough time for a quick 
visit to the ancient village site. As a linear-
minded, western-style naturalist, I try to be 
a little choosey about the word “ancient.” 
In the world of trees, “ancient” comes up 
as I finger those big, tight-ringed, cavity-
centered yellow-cedars, whose central annuli 
melt teasingly away, obscuring forever the 
century of their birth. Turning to travels of 
two-leggeds, “ancient,” for me, probably 
presses against what elders intend by “time 
immemorial.”  

T&M12 says the “original” settlers 
in Chayéek and Naltóoshgán (Chaik and 
Whitewater Bays) were the Ganaax.ádi, 
a great southern clan, ancestral to both 
the Aanx’aakhittaan and Deisheetaan. 
The Ganaax.ádi lived in Chayéek and 
Naltóoshgán in ancient (or at least pretty 
darned old) times, before the founding of 
Aangóon. Emmons (Hope & Thornton, 
2000, p. 132, 135) considered Ganaax.
ádi the founding clan of the entire Raven 
moiety—who entered Southeast via Nass 
River. In their migrations, at one time 

118 Switch to facing pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama.

121

Above: View of Shee’s (Baranof’s) high peaks 
from Naltóoshgán beach. Snow that falls there 
is precipitation that doesn’t reach Angoon and 
Naltóoshgán; the blessed rainshadow effect, with 
a side benefit of the most spectacular skyline of 
the Archipelago.

Left: Archeologists have investigated this line of 
pits, and concluded they were probably for food 
storage. I think Brenda told us there was one 
per clan house.
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116

View NW along Naltóoshgán 
landing beach, cleared of rocks 

for safer canoe-dragging. 

or other they lived among nearly all the southern Southeast 
villages. They take their name from Gaanax (safe or sheltered), 
since repainted as Port Stewart, inner Cleveland Peninsula.1  

Although the Ganaax.ádi were among the founding clans 
of the Xutsnoowú Kwáan, they gradually ceded places like 
Sitkoh Bay to other clans. Notice, on the following time series 
for downtown Angoon (0821 journal), that the only 2 Ganaax.
ádi sites have question marks, indicating an ancient house and 
women’s fort no longer deemed among the village’s active clan 
houses.

Naltóoshgán was the main village of the Ganaax.ádi, but
“was abandoned when the group moved to Aangóon and then later 
reoccupied after a feud prompted the Aanx’aakhittaan to resettle there.” 
(T&M12, p 108)

Jimmy Johnson, quoted earlier, remembered seeing tribal 
houses at Naltóoshgán as a boy. He was born in 1880, so that 
would have been about a decade before the 1898 chart by 
Moore, when at least 3 houses were apparently still standing. 
Moore mapped a clearing I tinted yellow, also clearly evident on 
1948 Navy aerials, following. The 1898 chart doesn’t indicate a 
second clearing, north of the village, which I tinted pink. That 
northwest-facing clearing was present in the 1948 stereopair. 
1  IWGNs: Stewart is another Vancouverism (his chief mate); Cleveland 
honoring Grover.  

Crop from Moore’s
preceeding 1898 
chart. Yellow & 
pink tints are mine, 

de Laguna’s sketch 
from her excavations in 
gardens and cache pits in 
1950. Frederica felt this 
site “appears to be the 
oldest in the [Angoon] 
area.”  Note Moore’s map 
is more correctly
proportioned. 
Village was in 
southern half of
the cove.
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DeLaguna’s “steep hillside” is in middle distance. Switch to facing 
pages mode in Acrobat Reader to view this 2-page panorama.119

Maybe it wasn’t associated with the village, but with 
logging that later happened here?

de Laguna saw Naltóoshgán at about the time of 
the Navy photography (archeological sketch above): 

“The former village is still marked by a few dilapidated 
houses, overgrown garden patches, and cache pits, and by 
what appear to be the pits of older houses. The site is on a 
narrow flat with a steep hillside behind, which would have 
forced a concentration of occupation within a relatively 
small area. There is an excellent stream of water near the 
northwest end of the cove. On the rocky point beyond the 
stream are painted a red circle with dot in the center, and a 
red comma-shaped figure. We dug 2 test pits in the old garden 

plots near the western end of the site. In the first, the top 18 
to 20 inches consisted of humus, gravel, fire-cracked rocks, 
etc. Below this was a layer of crushed shells, 6 to 10 inches 
thick, which rested on a hearthy deposit. The second hole 
revealed 75 inches of alternating layers of shelly midden and 
thin lenses of beach sand. Interruptions of the strata indicated 
a hole had once been dug, subsequently been filled with more 
midden. [Probably] it had accumulated in the pit of an old 
house; We also sank holes in the bottoms of two modern cache 
pits near the eastern end of the site. [RC photo 116?] The 
original bottoms of these caches were 64 to 68 inches below 
the present surface, dug through middens that 40 to 72 inches 
deep. These older deposits consisted of thin layers of shell 
separated by thicker layers of sand. The cache pits themselves 
contained boulders, rotted wood, tin cans, fragments of iron, a 
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faceted blue glass bead, and a broken cannonball. Occupation 
was intermitent allowing for accumulation of sterile sand 
layers over successive strata of refuse. The sand may have 
been washed down from the hillside, washed up by the sea, or 
possibly, in some cases, have been brought by the people as 
clean coverings for the doors of their houses. Only extensive 
trenching across the entire flat could determine relationships 
between the various strata of the deposits. 

There are said to be smokehouses at or near the head of the 
bay, but we did not try to explore this area. A Decitan man 
told us of salmon-impaling stakes (probably across the mouth 
of the stream at the head of the bay), which are supposed to be 
quite old.

A solid wall of vigorous spruces fronts the landing 
beach today (116, 117). None were present in 1948. A 
look at whorls (pano 119) confirms they’re growing 
over a foot per year on well-drained, culturally 
enriched soils, full of shell midden according to 
Frederica’s test pits. The mossy turf resembles a 
tended golf course, typical of many reforesting village 
sites where tightly interlocking tree crowns discourage 
vascular vegetation. In the dimming evening light I 
had to brace my shots against tree trunks.

Brenda led us quietly through the village. I 
haven’t visited enough of these places with elders, 
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Looking over the north 
spit of Naltóoshgán cove. 
In distance is Kaak’wtaan 

X’aa, male sea lion’s point.
White median strip is 

pulverized shell.  

I manually stitched 2 Shorezone photos to get this panorama, taking a few liberties with the overlap area in center. 
We came ashore and entered the forest at the arrow. Creek comes out on through a gap in spruces on the left. 

Seems pretty obvious from this low-tide photo that the best canoe drag is at our landing 
place. Another lovely beach in the right distance is more protected from northerlies. 

In Travels in Alaska, John Muir wrote a vivid description of villagers (Aanx’aakhittaan 
or Teikweidí?) who fed and welcomed him here in 1879. His description was 

geographically vague, but companion S. Hall Young explicitly referenced “Neltushkin,”  
and said there were 30 people in 2 clan houses. I’ve quoted both JM & SHY in 

Early visitors to Angoon, 0821 journal, below. 
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2005 imagery. Comparing 

our route to the 1948 stereo 
closeup suggests the most 
recent clearing was just 
north of where we came 
out. Trees on this image 
do appear smaller in that 

location. 

but working with Áak’w Kwáan 
culture bearers I’ve begun to realize 
how invested such shrines can be 
with observance and propriety. 
Exuberant kids and white-folks—in 
one memorable analogy—are “like 
a bunch of dogs,” sniffing graves, 
breaking taboos, awakening sleepers. 
But maybe, as with hotfoot trails 
(0815), it’s not so important in the 
21st Century whose ghost, in what 
language, we formally address. 
Rather, just slow down a moment, and 
ask what “ancient” signifies on this 
ground. 

Undated oblique from USFS archives. Last 
cabins still standing. Compare tree size to 

2009 Shorezone oblique below. 

~1960?
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Close-up stereopair of 
Naltóoshgán in 1948. 
Pink-tint is my best 
approximation of the 
extent of logging, 1 
or 2 decades earlier. 
Following stereo zooms 
out for a context view.

Imagine returning 
to the birthplace 
of your maternal 
Aanx’aakhittaan 
grandmother. An 
oozing stump-field 
extends from her 
grave up to 800 feet 
above sea level, in a 
bay whose real name 
was overwritten by 
the man who shelled 
2 Kake villages into 
oblivion. 

You’ve never heard 
of Field & Stream, or 
catch-&-release. You 
never play with living 
food, or cash-in on the 
solace of Wilderness.

From whose gods 
would you plead for 

123

Bob digitally honoring a 
hotfoot trail with raised-
wrist salute. To Ground-
truthers, the only taboo is 
not to notice and share. 
In foreground are Tiarella, 
Galium, and electrified cat’s-
tail moss (Rhytidiadelphus 
triquetus), the putting-green 
diva of spruce-redeemed 
cultural sites. 

If Auke Beach is 
Rome, Naltóoshgán is 
Stonehenge.

In the 1920s, if you 
believe the clearcuts 
map, or more likely the 
1930s (Naltóoshgán 
retake sidebar) and 1940s 
(stereo, following) the 
rowdy dogs had quite a 
romp. From Kaak’wtaan 
X’aa (male sea lion’s 
point) to Shan.ooxú 
(old lady’s teeth), the 
entire friggin hillside 
surrounding the sacred 
village site was hacked 
down and dragged into 

1948
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1948 stereopair of 
the wider context 
of Whitewater Bay. 
Supposedly north-side 
logging was 1920s, but 
it took much longer to 
complete. Above Kaa 
Shaayí X’aak’ú (Sand 
Point) slopes were 
stripped only a few years 
before these photos. 
Another recent triangular-
shaped clearcut 3000 feet 
to the east is the result of 
cable-skidding, probably 
down to a barge-mounted 
A-frame. In stereo, some 
of the darker forest 
within my pink-outlined 
clearcut—such as Sand 
Point itself—is seen to be 
taller, remnant old growth. 
If that was cut after 1948, 
then it took more than 
20 years to completely 
log the northern shore of 
Naltóoshgán.  

117

the bay. From the Depression through World War 
II, there was much to sadden the Aanx’aakhittaan, 
but this affront to their ancestors—and to what may 
have been the finest winter deer forest in Xutsnoowú 
Aaní—probably felt apocalyptic. It exceeded previous 
scales of clearcutting around Angoon by an order 
of magnitude (pano 111). It seems to me its wildlife 
impact will long outlast that of the subsequent logging 
up-bay that so enflamed conservationists, and lingers 

still in public imagination as the tipping-point debacle—
Field & Stream’s irreversible ruination of Whitewater 
Bay.

Bob fetched Pearl from her anchor as no-see-ums 
suggested departure. The parting itch only underscored 
what a sunny, flatwater welcome “the good place” 
had extended us, from the moment we stepped onto 
the beach at Shan.ooxú. Goodbye Naltóoshgán, sweet 
ghost. It was good to finally meet you.

1948
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USN 220968   1926

US Navy photo looking 
SE up Chayéek, arm 
goes way up inside, 

in 1926. At this 
elevation the volcanic 

terraces terraces show 
especially well. Inset 

faces ESE, but is useful 
for comparison of tree 

growth on islands. 
Today, Chaik has 

exceptional acreage of 
low-marsh sedges. On 

the B&W 1926 image, I 
can’t distinguish sedge 

from mudflat. 

2005
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Thornton (2012 ) says Chaik was 
“settled by the Gaanax.adi, who reportedly 
dwelled here before Aangóon was founded. 

The first permanent settlement was said to be inside 
Village Point, and it was here that the name Xutsnoowú may 

have first been applied. Another name, Yeil Gaawk’u, raven’s little 
drum, was later associated with this site, or perhaps one farther inside 

the point below a fort called Jigayaa Noow on a rocky outcropping.”
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se09_kk_02726

Tanchwusxeek, fish jumped and kept them awake, Cannery Point  in Tsaagwáa, harbor seal ice flows, (Hood Bay). This 
point, facing another reaching out from the opposite shore, creates a constriction in the  North Arm  that both dampens 

waves and retains a freshwater lens in winter, sometimes resulting in sea ice. Of the many cabins for cannery workers 
along these beaches, few remain. But a large residence and dock have been built on private land a quarter mile west. 

As at Naltóoshgán, and Chaik Bay’s Village Point, above, all the forest in this scene is young growth.  
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Tlingit names, ice ages
Skiffing home from Naltóoshgán, we passed Tsaagwáa 
(Hood Bay) where I learned to hunt in the early 
1980s. Tsaagwáa means harbor seal ice flows. 
T&M12 suggests this refered to berg ice, drifted down 
Chatham from 100 miles to the north:

“During the so-called Little Ice Age, and perhaps before, 
icebergs from Glacier Bay and elsewhere choked northern 
Chatham Strait and would collect in Hood Bay, where 
harbor seals (tsaa) hauled out on them, thus inspiring the 
name. The name refers especially to the South Arm of the 
bay.”

T&M12 evokes the Little and Great Ice Ages (~250 
and 15,000+ years ago, respectively) to explain other 
names in Xutsnoowú Áaní aside from Tsaagwáa. For 
Sitkoh Bay (from sit, glacier), T&M12 correctly (but 
irrelevantly?) explains the valley was carved by a 
Wisconsinan-aged glacier, then continues:

“Glacial ice probably also clogged the waters of Chatham 

USN 220970   1926
View ENE up the North Arm of 
Tsaagwáa (Hood Bay). When de 
Laguna visited Angoon in 1950, 
about half the town wanted to 
relocate to the Cannery area, 
“which was purchased by the 
Angoon Community Association. 
On the small point just above it 
was the site of a former village 
called Tanchwusxeek, fish jumped 
and kept them awake. . . In 1950, 
when land was being cleared to 
build more cabins for the cannery 
workers, some stone objects 
(mortars?) were found here.” 

Strait during the so-called Little Ice Age (700-225 years 
ago). The oldest Deisheetaan stories about Sitkoh Bay begin 
with the phrase aan galakú, meaning “at the time of the 
flood,” perhaps corresponding to the warming of the glaciers 
and consequent rise in water levels (and flooding) that 
occurred at the end of the Wisconsin Ice Age. Thus, Sit’kú is 
both a very old name and a very descriptive one.”

A popular after-dinner game perhaps sheds light on 
life-expectancy of oral tradition. You whisper something 
in the ear of the person to your right, who passes it to 
her right in the same manner. The last person in the 
circle speaks the message aloud, giving everyone a good 
laugh over the fragility of unwritten communication. 
Granted, preliterate cultures evolved measures to 
prolong the lives of stories. But 10,000 years of oral 
continuity (~500 human generations) is hard to take 
seriously.

Okay, so how about the Little Ice Age? I ‘ve no doubt 
some icebergs from Glacier Bay drifted down Chatham 
in the mid-1700s, but why they’d concentrate in Sitkoh 

USN 220966   1926
View east along the steep north face of Tsaagwáa 

Shaanák’u, Tsaagwáa’s old woman.  (Hood Bay Mountain)
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Above: Incipient sea ice near 
junction of the north & south 
arms, Tsaagwáa (Hood Bay), 
December, 1980. Marty Peale 

photo.

Below: Looking east over the 
head of North Arm, August, 

2005. Kéex’ Kwáan Geeyí, Kake 
people’s bay (Pybus Bay) is 

beyond the 1600 foot bump in 
middle distance. 

or Tsaagwáa’s south arm is unclear.1 Here’s an 
alternate, ground-truthed, hypothesis. In the winter 
of 1980-81, Marty Peale and I camped for a month 
in the North Arm of Tsaagwáa. On the morning of 
December 4th, 1980, temperature was 18oF. Breeze 
died overnight. I’d heard both arms iced up, but this 
was a 30-yr-old white guy’s first experience with 
bay-spanning sea ice:  

“The [north] arm was completely iced-in, except for 
a 4-foot-wide lead at water’s edge created by the 
rising tide. Poled canoe to cannery crescent where 
the lead ended, so I abandoned the canoe and hiked. 
. . Something was stuck out on the ice—either a seal 
or sea bird, white & half bloody. Group of 5 ravens 

30 feet away, waiting for 
it to die. Eagles cruised 
the ice looking for more 
unfortunates. Sky serene 
and cloudless.”  . . . . 
[journal, Dec 10th:]  “Family 

of 7 seals out on the ice ~3-4-4 [pre-gps topo-
location; mi2 3, over 4, up 4] off the point before Cufflink Cliffs. Walked to 2/3 mile 
without alarming them. One disappeared so they’re right beside a hole, or long 
crack. 

If windless 18o December temps brought haul-outable sea ice in the balmy 
1980s, such ice was probably the norm in the frosty 1700s.  

Tsaagwáa: harbor seal ice flows. 

1  Greg Streveler says that judging from beach deposits and explorers’ journals, 
movement of bergs from Glacier Bay was mostly westward, into Icy and Cross Sound. 
He doubts more than stray bergs made it to Tsaagwáa in the Little Ice Age. 

2005
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20120820 Tsaagwáa Geeyí 
(Salt Lake)
Today we hoped to penetrate as far as 
you can get by skiff into the Angoon tidal 
labyrinth. This was country given to the 
Teikweidí by the Deisheetaan. It was another 
chance for Bob and me to be in the field with 
Donald Frank—and learn from him about 
Windy Smokehouse. ACA crew members 
joining us were Calvin, Albert and Roger. 
This was our first full day with Albert and 
Roger, as they’d been detained on the 18th 
and 19th by the sportfishing workshops.

I’ve never taken the canoe trail across 
Admiralty, but a good deal of the summer 
trails work by the ACA watershed crew has 
been in this interior portion of the island. 
To begin today’s journal, I figured it might 
be useful to ACA—and educational for 
me—to create a watershed hillshade map 
for this key recreational corridor. Ideally, 
this should be available for cross-Admiralty 
paddlers not only as a paper map, but as a 

View NE over 
Davidson to 
Hasselborg Lake.
Cretaceous 
granitics in 
foreground; 
more productive 
Permian 
carbonates 
beyond.  

Geo sidebar, 
p 8, has 

USGS unit 
descriptions
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smart-PDF with layers that can be turned on and off, 
viewable on a tablet or smartphone, and showing your 
position through the device’s onboard GPS. I’d enjoy 
working with ACA and USFS to make this available 
for download on their websites. 

My map shows both the active USFS rental cabins 
and all of the older shelters marked on topographic 
maps dating to the 1940s. Most of those, of course, 
have melted into the moss, but should be fun for 
historically-minded adventurers to seek out. Similarly, 
my map distinguishes the principal portage trail 
connecting Salt Lake to Mole Harbor (via Davidson, 
Guerin, Hasselborg and Alexander Lakes) from the 
many spur trails that link to other destinations for the 
intrepid paddler.

Since stream direction is anything but intuitive 
in the low-relief Mitchell-Hasselborg Til Lowlands 
Subsection (Appendix 1), I’ve added a few blue 
arrows. One would expect the watershed divide 
between the Angoon tidal labyrinth and Seymour 
Canal to be roughly in the middle of the island, but it’s 
actually in a 600-foot pass only 1.5 miles from Mole 
Harbor. Notice, also, that Davidson and Guerin Lakes 
must first drain east to Hasselborg before swinging 
around and emptying southwestward into Salt Lake 
via Hasselborg Creek. 

Careful comparison with contour lines will reveal 
that the pale white borderline separating VCUs 
(value comparison units) does not always follow 
the watershed divide. VCU is more of a manager’s 
layer than a true hydrologic system. As for bedrock 
geology, refer to Appendix 3 for detailed descriptions 

Tidal limits on Hasselborg Creek, just above Salt 
Lake. Unusual amount of alder in the flood plain 

suggests a very active flood regime. 

of these units. These color codes help explain many of 
the higher peaks and ridges, such as Thayer Mountain 
(Cretaceous quartz monzonite) and Botany Peak 
(Devonian marble) 

Thornton (2010) gives no Tlingit names for any 
of the lakes on the canoe chain. That shouldn’t imply 
lack of pre-contact importance, because this must 
have been a trading corridor between Xutsnoowú 
and Áak’w Kwáans, and whoever preceded them, 
as well as a productive trapping area in winter.1 
Clan territories as mapped in Goldschmidt & Haas 
(1998) show Mole Harbor as Áak’w L’eeneidí, and 
everything from there westward to Mitchell Bay as 
Xutsnoowú Teikweidí. But the statement by Billy 
Jones (p 151) indicates that claims were more subtle 
and fine-scale than that:

“Thayer Lake belongs to Teikweidí. Distin and Davidson 
Lakes belong to Deisheetaan. Hasselborg Lake also belongs 
to Deisheetaan.”

Donald explained to us that the long-ago 
transfer of the head of Angoon tidal labyrinth from 
Deisheetaan (his clan) to Teikweidí was in repayment 
for an accidental killing. On first examining the 
clan maps, I assumed that gave Teikweidí strategic 
control of cross-island trade with Áak’w Kwáan. 
But if the Deisheetaan held rights to most of the 
lakes, maybe that wasn’t the case. Donald agreed 
with my speculation that in the old days of heavy 

1  Lack of remembered Tlingit names on the lakes chain, may, 
however, reflect decline in use of this area during the 20th Century. 
Allen Hasselborg’s presence at the far end of the traverse probably 
had a dampening effect on travel through this area.  
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carved canoes (no birch bark!), portaging the 
1- to 2-mile trails would have been herculean. 
However, spruce dugouts were probably built 
en situ, and staged for travelers wherever trails 
connected to the major lakes.     

While I’m on the subject of the lakes chain, 
and information of interest to voyageurs, this 
is a semi-logical place to insert the kind of 
information Suzie would have appreciated, had 
she not decided to hitch a ride for the last leg 
of her journey to Angoon. The key phrase from 
the Coast Pilot description, from a paddler’s 
perspective, is that slack “lasts only a few 
minutes.” Certainly makes you wonder about 

the name “Stillwater 
Anchorage” (another 
legacy from our 
dangerous friend, 
Commander Richard 
Meade). Even in a 
skookum boat like 
Pearl, the currents 
whip you around 
disconcertingly at 
Point Bridge, whether 
running with or against 
the tide. Maybe 
experienced river 
paddlers would feel 
comfortable in those 
currents, but not me.

Seems odd the 
USFS website assumes 
paddlers, like motor 

Calvin & Donald  
in the Magnum; 
Rodger and 
Albert in Pearl

01

Velocities in Angoon tidal 
labyrinth

Following is an advisory for paddlers 
from the USFS website, drawn from 
the Coast Pilot:

At Village Rock, the currents have 
a velocity of 5 to 8 knots; and at 
Passage Island, as high as 7 knots. 
Rapids begin at Village Rock and 
continue until well past Rose Rock. 
From Pillsbury Point to Point 
Bridge the current is very swift, 
probably reaching 10 knots, with 
much boiling and swirling, the worst 
place being at Point Bridge. This can 
be passed only at slack water, which 
lasts only a few minutes. Through 
all the narrow channels leading into 
the various bays the currents have 
great velocity, and they should not 
be attempted in any kind of a boat 
except at slack water.

13

Donald unloading at 
Yéil X’anaaxgwál’
raven’s mooring
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View north up Yéil Eeyí, 
Raven’s tidal current (The 

Falls) at low tide. Yéil 
X’anaaxgwál’, Raven’s 

mooring, is the foamy shore 
on the right. Shorezone flew a 

loop around this bottleneck. 

View southeast  through the 
same area. Boaters often anchor 

in the lagoon on lower right. 
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16
Panorama NW from 
Yéil X’anaaxgwál’, 
raven’s mooring, to 
Yéil Eeyí, raven’s tidal 
current. From here we 
transfered to the FS 
skiff. 

se09_kk_01707se09_kk_03719
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View southwest 
through  Yéil Eeyí, 
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craft, will take the standard, firehose route through Point Bridge, and 
doesn’t mention the safer, if more convoluted “backdoor” route through 
Angoon’s tidal labyrinth. Perhaps they’d rather risk capsized than lost-
in-the-maze navigators. I paddled this in 2009 with JoAnn George, and 
have added the western portion of the “backdoor route” to the topographic 
map in red. Thornton (2012) gives no Tlingit name for this area but de 
Laguna’s map (1960, p 37) labels it “Inside Baby Pouch.” On 20090623, 
we still needed to haul out and wait for low slack in the narrows I labeled 
“patience pass.”  

Donald, in the lead, showed us where to pull in below Yéil Eeyí, 
raven’s tidal current (The Falls). USFS keeps a light skiff cached above 
these reversing tidal rapids. Bob and Roger traded off carrying a 10-horse 

19

View NE to Botany 
Peak, 2940 feet, named 

by Allen Hasselborg 
“because the mountain 

always had a most 
unusual flora, consisting 

of many species of 
plants, some of which 
are rare in other parts 

of Alaska.” (Orth, 1967) 
I can only assume the 

flora includes calcicoles 
responding to  Devonian 

marble (Dm). 

Nice, eh? Kind of like the 
Tlingit way of naming. 

25
Whaler’s Cove guide with 
about a dozen anglers. 

16
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27

Hasselborg Creek 
estuary. I didn’t 
check if this was 
sedge or high-marsh 
grasses. Exceptional 
abundance of alder 
(compare preceding 
oblique aerial). 

outboard around the corner 
to this skiff. We also had 
a canoe and Bob’s kayak. 
Calvin and I rode in the 
skiff with Donald while 
the other 3 guys paddled. 
Fantastic weather; not often 
you can ride in a skiff in a 
t-shirt. I photographed the 
surrounding mountains, not 
realizing until I got back 
and studied the maps and 
orthophotos that these were 
famous peaks I’d wanted to 
see for decades: Botany Peak 
(19); Yellow Bear Mountain 
(53). 

The Tlingit name for the 
terminal lagoon at the far 
head of tidal penetration 
into Xunyéi (Mitchell Bay) 
is Tsaagwáa Geeyí (harbor 
seal ice flows). The name 
on USGS maps is less 
poetic: Salt Lake. At the 
end of yesterday’s journal 
notes I included thoughts 
on another place named 
Tsaagwáa—Hood Bay. 
There, my interpretation 
is that the ice flows were 
not glacier-calved icebergs 
rafted down Chatham, but 
rather sea ice, that even 
today forms in places where 
a bay constriction induces 
freshwater to form a stratum 
above saltwater. Another 
necessary catalyst is a cold 
night with no breeze to ruffle 
the surface, which obviously 
favors small, protected 

My track and photopoints on 
1996 ortho. Teikweidí place 
names from Thornton (2012).
The mapped 1917 cut is 
probably fairly accurate, but 
the “1924” cut doesn’t show 
on following 1929 stereopair.  

I’m unclear about the 
distinction between 
Tsaagwáa Geeyí and 
Xunyéi.áak’u. Are 
these simply alternate 
names for the same 
cove? 

FD (1960):  [at  Yéil Eeyí] 
“according to one version 

of the story of Daaxaatkanadaa, 
a war party from Wrangell was 

drowned. . . There was a hole in the 
rocks below the falls, apparently of 
mysterious origin and deeper than 

a man can reach with his arm. . . a 
huge fish trap was fastened to a pole 
set into this hole. Coho and sockeye 

attempting to jump up the falls would 
tumble back into the trap.”  
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JoAnn George’s reconstruction of Windy Smokehouse, from Rennick et 
al (1991). View is to the east across Tsaagwáa Geeyí, with the mouth of 

Hasselborg Creek on the right. Compare with my 2005 oblique, following, 
which shows a circular lagoon (anthropogenic?) 

in about the same position 

53

View east to Yellow Bear Mountain, 
3050 feet, named in 1925 by HJ 

Coolidge “after a bear I got there 
whose hair was almost all a

light sandy yellow color” 
(Orth, 1967). Maybe 

not an IWGN, but
too close to 

trophyism
for my 
taste.
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NNE over Hasselborg Creek estuary and Windy 
Smokehouse. Spruce can be told from hemlock by 
color and texture. Note circular lagoon that JoAnn 
included in her illustration, which also shows on 

following 1929 stereo pair. 

harbors with minimal fetch. Tsaagwáa Geeyí, in the 
heart of the Little Ice Age, would have been an ideal 
location for sea ice formation.  I’ll bet folks could 
even walk on it at times. (Granted, the name of the 
fish camp here was Windy Smokehouse, but it must 
have had its quiet moments, as we experienced today.)

JoAnn George created an oblique view of Salt 
Lake Fish Camp, published in Rennick et al, 1991: 

“Charlie [Joseph] remembers canoeing up the Hasselborg 
River from the camp on Salt Lake to catch sockeye salmon. 
‘We had like a trap at the falls for the salmon. Gee we would 
get lots in a short time, fill our canoe. We would come to the 
camp, soak the fish in a pool overnight, then cut them for 
drying and smoking.’ . . . Potatoes and other root vegetables, 

31

Steep-sided blackwater lagoon, just inside 
the forest. I can’t come up with any “natural” 

mechanism for pond formation on this 
site. Bob agrees it felt anthropogenic.  

introduced to the Tlingits by the Russians, were grown in the 
garden.2 A pit kept food cool and safe from animals. The camp 
was originally located up Hasselborg River near the falls . . 
. The site was abandoned because it was not windy enough 
to properly dry the fish, and was relocated to Salt Lake. 
Archaeologists have located the falls camp, and estimate it 
was abandoned as long as 1000 years ago. Thus the Salt Lake 
camp could have been used for a millennium. 

 I’m particularly intrigued with JoAnn’s drawing of 
the lagoon. I’ve been noticing a lot of these at cultural 
2  Recent genetic sampling by Elizabeth Kunibe suggests Tlingit 
potatoes may be related more closely to South American than 
Russian varieties. Was their cultivation—like tobacco—a pre-
contact skill among some clans? I suspect that, as with other 
Northwest Coast nations, the Tlingit were more “agricultural” than 
anthropologists initially recognised. (Deur & Turner, 2006) 

From Moss et al (1989): 
[Windy smokehouse] “contains a circular pond, 
probably built or modified by site occupants, 
that held fish prior to processing. Samples from 
an older shell midden dating to 960 and 750 
years BP indicate the site may have been used 
intermittently since at least AD 1000.”
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Stereopair for Tsaagwáa 
Geeyí and Windy 
Smokehouse by the US 
Navy, 1929. According to 
Charlie Joseph, that was 
the last year it was used. 
(Rennick et al, 1991) At 
least 2 buildings can be 
seen on the point in these 
images.

Tide was near high 
slack; no current can 
be detected at Yéil 
Eeyí, raven’s tidal 
current. Moving N to S, 
compare these areas 
with the  preceding 1996 
orthophoto:

1) The lagoon east of 
Boy Scout had few open-
grown spruce in it; today 
the opening is half filled in.

2) Second growth 
marked 1917 was freshly 
cut in 1929, suggesting 
this date is correct.  

3) At Nás’gináx Káa, 3 
men, (Kiuchman Rock), 
the forest was not freshly 
logged; the 1924 date is 
incorrect.

Photo 32: Very old 
crabapple, now overtopped 
by tall spruces. Charlie 
Joseph pointed these out to 
visitors on his 1985 return 
visit. Branch structure can’t 
be seen in this photo, but many turn and droop vertically 
downward.  BC ethnobotanist Nancy Turner told us that on 
Skeena River terraces in Tsimshian country there are relict, 
anthropogenic communities where the upper branches of 
crabapples were partially broken to bend downward for 
easier picking. I wonder if these Xunyéi trees have been 
similarly “trained.”  

3236

sites, and wondering if some were excavated. It’s 
good to have Charlie’s confirmation of the importance 
of these “overnight storage” ponds. 

Inside the forest was another shallow but steep-
sided blackwater pond (31). The edges looked rather 
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35

39 40

raw and “cookie-cut.” This would of course have been open meadow a century 
ago. In addition to pools with tidal flushing, as in JoAnn’s illustration, it would 
have been useful to have other, higher ones with no escape outlets for live fish, 
etc. I wished we had time to investigate the pocket lagoon to the northwest of 
Windy Smokehouse, inside of Boy Scout Island (1929 stereo, above). Donald 
became intrigued with this area when I pointed it out on our stereo slide viewer. 
Looks like a good place to stroll, come hunting season. 

Panorama 35 is fairly typical of Windy Smokehouse. Whorls on the ~century-
old spruce indicate growth of well over a foot per year. Most of the site is shady, 
with oak-fern/moss understory. Thimbleberry patches are common, but probably 
not fruiting much, as canopy closes overhead.  

Although the spruces advancing over the garden site and smokehouse terrace 
are young, we found a few really old trees farther in, while searching for the 
baby-carrier tree, below. Photo 39 shows a deeply furrowed spruce that may 
have stood here for most of the millennium or so of smokehouse activities. I 
wish this tree could talk!

Our next visit was to Boy Scout Island, a name used in Angoon that doesn’t 
show on maps. Apparently there was once a Boy Scout camp here, but that was a 

generation ago, I think. 
We landed on the south, exposed 

side. On the beach fringe there’s a 
mature willow, maybe > 100 years old, 
which is fairly unusual on Admiralty. I 
suspect  it was protected from deer by 

Photo 40: This old spruce is set back a bit 
from the forest edge, and it took Donald 
awhile to find it for us. KJ Metcalf found a 
baby’s packboard here: 

“The old forest edge of a long abandoned 
smoke house site . . . yielded an old baby 
carrier, made from an even older spruce 
root berry basket and secreted in a cavity of 
a tree.”

KJ says it appeared the carrier was 
meant to be worn on the mother’s chest. I 
think it was investigated by archeologists, 
but don’t remember if dates or more 
background details are available.
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44

47

people when small and browsable. We didn’t learn from Donald what relation 
this island had to Windy Smokehouse in pre-BS days. Probably less frequented 
by bears.

On the south, exposed side of Boy Scout Island is a textbook wave-carved 
terrace from times of higher sea level (47), much resembling the beach-fringe 
uplift landforms throughout Juneau, where rebound rate is thought to be 5 to 10 
times faster. It’s particularly puzzing to find it here, deep into Tsaagwáa Geeyí 
where I don’t imagine there was enough fetch to push up large, escarpment-
carving waves. Even more puzzling; this escarpment wraps around onto the 
protected north side. Am I misinterpreting it?

The forest on the island’s central platform is very even-aged, probably 
from about the same period as the stand on South America Island (48). Mostly 
hemlock, with a few larger spruces. This contrast shows well on the 2005 

58

Albert & Roger between Windy Smokehouse and Boy Scout Island
Female common mergansers 

are distinguished from red-
breasteds by sharp transition 
from red to white on throat. 

Very tame (habituated) in 
this high-traffic area.
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62

Above: Another 2005 
oblique view, this one 
looking NNE over Boy Scout 
Island. Darker, taller spruces 
form bands along the island 
and shore beyond, like 
the raised edges of a coin. 
Inside this rim is very slow-
growing, smooth-canopied 
hemlock forest. Notice in 
the right distance that these 
hemlocks are only half as 
tall as the darker, younger 
spruces that have invaded 
the little pocket lagoon since 
1929. 

Left: Bob shortening our 
exit hike a few yards by 
slipping through The Falls at 
high slack. Quite a contrast 
from 4 hrs 20 minutes 
earlier (pano 16). Both 
kayaks loaded for the trip 
home to Juneau. (We also 
grabbed the USFS canoe, 
returned to Angoon).
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48

oblique aerial.  The young hemlock forest—on both 
BS Island and Admiralty itself to the north—must be 
on a pretty unproductive surface because the canopy 
texture looks scarcely different on the 1929 stereo 
and the 1996 orthophoto. In both cases, texture is so 
smooth you can hardly make out the individual tree 
crowns. 

On pano 48, the foreground has recent blowdown 
that snapped trees mostly to the northwest.

We headed out to catch high slack at Yéil Eeyí 
(62). Earlier, we’d loaded everything that needed to 
come out from the South America camp. 

John Neary had scheduled me to fly out to Juneau 
tomorrow via Pack Creek. Bob countered with plan-B. 
Skiff all the way home with him in the late afternoon. 
Forecast was mild, and it would give us time to work 
with the ACA guys in the first half of the day. In 
addition to getting some closeup views of the west 
shoreline of Admiralty, we could learn more about 
downtown Angoon, from guys who’d grown up here. 
And it was also a last opportunity to do some GPS 
training, which had been repeatedly deferred on our 
field trips to date.  

ASL-P1-452

Old Woman Rock, Xunyéi. Don’t know where this one was, 
or if it’s still standing. Smokehouse in background is in 
young forest, probably a cultural site. From vilda.alaska.
edu. No date.
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63

Nás’gináx Káa, three men, Kiuchman Rock. de Laguna (1960) explained: “A group of rocks are said to be 3 brothers, 
a bear and a dog  that turned to stone when an adolescent girl looked at them. Then she too turned to stone. The 3 
brothers are called , three men.  . .  ‘when you see those rocks, you must say . . .’thank you, my supernatural helper’. 
. . . We are dealing here with the concluding incident of the widely know Tlingit story of l’qáyak’w. [FD spelling]. It’s 
interesting that the Angoon people should have transferred the scene of this story from the Stikine River to Mitchell 
Bay. . . The menstruant was the high rocky stack on the narrow point just east of the Teikweidí man’s camp, about 
1200 yard below the falls from Salt Lake [checks in arcmap]. The other characters are presumably rocks on this point 
but could not be identified.”
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03
As we walked by these old houses, the ACA guys remarked that Angoon’s earliest clan houses are actually here, on the 
inside. Tough landing beach though. My subsequent readings on the colonization of Angoon revealed that just about 
everybody has a different take—a different origin story. Harold Jacobs, for example, claims the first clan houses were 
Déishu & Yéil Hít, on the outside. DeLaguna (1960) suggests earlier Gaanax.ádi clan structures near the school facilities.

02

View north to Yát Haat 
Wudá, current going both sides 
(Turn Point), from Angoon 
General Store.

20120821 GPS training 
Cal, Albert and Roger came by in the morning and 
we handed each of them a touchscreen Rino. Bob 
and I took the old 530 Rinos. We began with a group 
rundown of the various capabilities of the devices. 
All 3 guys picked up the commands rapidly and could 
easily see how valuable they’d be in the field. Cell 
phones, facebook, and nonstop tweets are pretty much 
ubiquitous in the villages these days, so there was no 
Luddite technophobia to overcome. We also passed 
out 2 stereoslide viewers with downtown in 3D. One 

was color infrared, 1998 and the other was B&W 
1962. Albert, in particular was fascinated by these, so 
I gave him my treasured 1962 historical pair, in the 
viewer, to share with his friends and family.

Bob and I divided the guys into 2 teams, splitting 
up as we walked downtown from the FS bunkhouse, 
and using the Rinos to keep track of each others’ 
positions. They were quite a hit; Albert quickly 
decided he needed to own a Rino personally. 

Before the trip, Bob had purchased 2 Rino 650s, 
figuring if ACA deemed them useful to their field 
teams, he would pass them along. Probably that will 
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15

18

18  The ACA team recently participated in a black 
bindweed pull in Naltooshgán (Appendices), and evidently 
learned quite a bit about invasives in general. I had no 
clue what this plant was, growing thickly at the edge 
of someone’s yard, but one of the guys (was it Roger?) 
recognized it from a handout; the dreaded spotted 
knapweed (Centaurea stoebe).  

On Alaska’s AKEPIC website this lovely monster has an 
invasiveness score of 86. To put that in context, only 2 
genera in the state score slightly worse: the 3 knotweeds 
and Eurasian water milfoil. Knapweed can produce >20,000 
seeds, and ~30% remain viable in soil after 8 years. 
Any disturbance facilitates invasion. Seeds are dispersed 
by wind, rodents, vehicles, machinery, and aircraft. 
Somebody needs to do an eradication 
here, before this patch gets loose into the wild. Hopefully 
the homeowners will be amenable.

Ironically, considering we were walking with ~$3000 
worth of Garmins, I didn’t waypoint this observation. But 
you can’t miss it (in bloom, at least) walking Kootznahoo 
Road north from the store on the uphill (west) side. I 
plucked a crude position from memory off Google Earth, 
which has great 2005 imagery for downtown Angoon,  If 
you copy the following lat-long and paste it into the fly-to 
window in Google Earth, it will zoom you to the general 
neighborhood:

57.5033 -134.5853
The AKEPIC species description for spotted knapweed is 

at:  http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu/services/AKNHP.cfc?meth
od=downloadDocumentByUsdaCode&documentType=speci
es_bio&usdaCode=CEST8

Usually, a scene like this—
buncha dudes interacting 
with their devices rather 
than each other or 
their environment—is 
a potent symbol of the 
zombification of American 
youth. 

In this case, however, 
you’d be mistaken to 
come to that conclusion. 
Of course, with any device 
you go through a period 
of training, which can be 
rather distracting. But 
once you’re familiar with 
the commands, Rino 
is your portal into the 
untracked wilderness. 

The GPS on your 
dresser is begging you; 
“Dude! Take me outside!” 

have to wait until further collaboration next year, 
as these devices are best used in conjunction with 
Google Earth, ArcMap, Garmin Basecamp, etc, and 
should be part of a more extensive training that we 
didn’t have time for this August. 1

1  Bob returned in late August to spend another week with the 
team in Sitkoh Bay, where they gained more experience with the 
Rinos, daily photo downloads etc.  
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Shark: Wooshkeetaan
(Eagle side)

Bear: Teikweidí
(Eagle side)  

Dog Salmon: a crest for 
both L’eeneidí (Raven) and 
Aanx’aakhittaan (Eagle)

11

12

13

14

Yéil, a Deisheetaan crest. These new touchscreen Garmins are so cutting edge that even 
Baidarkabob was kinda winging it as we ambled through town. For 
example, one feature we haven’t used much is “poling.” You can 
use this to locate your partner, without waiting for him/her to send 
a position by keying the transmit button on the radio, as long as that 
GPS is turned on and poling enabled. In theory, this should allow 
you to find a dropped Rino, if you got to it before the batteries died.

A lot of outdoorspeople and mariners are using GPS these days 
for navigation, but to take it to the next level—interfacing with 
computers, etc—still lies in the realm of geekdom and serious field 
research. It would be really fun to get ACA up to speed with their 
own equipment and protocol, but it’s not the kind of thing you can 
accomplish with, say, a single workshop and device-pass-off. It 
would take a strongly motivated individual or 2, plus a year of hand-
holding (phone calls and email would actually suffice) by Bob or 
me to launch a sustainable “ground-truthing wing” of ACA. If the 
interest is there, we’d both love to help.

On Heen Dei Street, a young carver drove by with his son, and 
rolled down the window to see how the watershed crew was doing. 
The guys introduced us, but for some reason his name didn’t register 
until later. It was Jamie Daniels, Taat Xaa Nii—Night Madness, 39 
years old—clearly already a kind of mentor to these younger men. 
Jamie came to Juneau last March with Joey Zuboff, to speak at the 
Friends of Admiralty Celebration. He carves “Angoon style,” in 
which raven and eagle designs are intermingled. 
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17

I wish I’d asked 
Jamie or Donald for 
background on some 
of the clan crests 
displayed around town. 
I photographed these 
poles individually, to 
research later. The guys 
told me who created 
them, decades ago, but 
I forget his name. A 
master carver from up 
north, maybe Klukwan? 
I love these old, 
mossy, out-in-the-rain 
monuments with just a 
hint of the original paint 
remaining. They’ve 
“seen more” than bright, 
freshly minted originals.

 I’m probably an 
atypical fan of totemic 
art and culture, in that 
English crest names 
go in one ear and out 
the other. If a person 
or carving is identified 
as “dog salmon,” I 
won’t remember that 
tomorrow. But if you 
tell me she’s L’eeneidí, 
that will probably sink 
in. 

09
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Some name derivations

Aangóon town on the portage, isthmus town. First, 
some word meanings from Edwards (2009), to reduce 
confusion: aan has several translations, but in this 
context, means town.  a góon means portage; passage 
across it; isthmus. Misinterpretations can arise from 
the words góon (without prefix a) meaning gold, and 
goon (without accent) meaning spring of water. 
The latter is an important 
distinction because one of 
the Deisheetaan clan houses 
is Goon Hít, freshwater 
spring house. On its narrow 
peninsula, Aangoon is 
under-endowed with 
perennial streams, and 
it’s puzzled me how 
people found drinking 
water in days before 
Stromgren Creek reservoir 
and the water treatment 
plant. So I checked on 
the story behind Goon Hít, 
discovering it wasn’t a real 
spring. New occupants 
noted “how quiet the place 
was, ‘just like a spring’, 
and that is how the name 
came to be known as Goon 
Hít.” (Jacobs, in Hope & 
Thornton, 2000) 

07

20120821 Deep & shallow 
histories of Angoon 
As an illustrator, the quickest way for me to 
understand a family is to draw its pedigree. The 
best way to learn a place is to map it. Towns differ 
little from wilderness in that regard, especially 
when you sense that where Xóots now swaggers 
was once main street, Naltóoshgán, and what honks 
and tweets today may fall silent if oil expires. Good 
maps capture meaningful impermanence. How does 
that play out at Aangóon? 

I’m a beginner at mapping Tlingit history, and 
may have a beginner’s unfulfillable (and irritating?) 
ambition. My vision goes like this:

On the centennial anniversary of the ~1920s 
clanhouse panorama (following 2-page spread), 
a Dakl’aweidí girl curls up with her maternal 
grandma, and some sort of rain-powered Ipad-
like device in a house with Killer Whales painted 
on fresh cedar siding (05), tracing the lineage of 
a canoe-song the girl’s learning, that chronicles 
her clan migration. The tablet is fine-tuning her 
pronunciation of uvular k words, to Gramma’s 
delight. The kid sounds just like Gramma’s 
Gramma! 

They zoom in to the shingles on top of Wooch 
Dakádin Hít, killer whales facing away from each 

text continues in 5 pages

From de Laguna (1960): “In front of the sib houses on 
the west beach can still be seen a canoe landing . . . 
clear lane up the beach. Near high tide is a very large 
boulder, Té, the ‘Anchor for Angoon.’ On this boulder 
slaves were killed at the old potlatches. Some faint 
carvings on the boulder represent faces, allegedly of 
slaves. . . The rock has been shifted from its original 
position because teams of 2 or 3 men from rival sibs 
used to vie with each other in trying to push it around. 
The carvings are all worn off because children are said 
to climb over the rock

10

A beaver led the 
Deisheetaan clan (Raven 

side) to isthmus 
town, and serves as 

clan crest.

other, and ask the tablet to show them every photo of 
this Kéet house in existence, ordered sequentially, back 
to the 1880s. All the neighboring Dakl’aweidí houses are 
coded blue, identifying their relatives, and elucidating 
the shifting alignments of other clan-clusters as the town 
reverse-ages. Pre-electrical, then pre-kerosene decades 
tick backward. When the clan-house slide show dead-
ends on a cracked glass-plate image, they levitate to 
island scale and step into a multilevel moving map of 
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No date on this photo, but the USFS ID# of 179226 puts it probably in the early 
1920s, possibly one of many shot by Charles Flory in his Tongass tours.
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RAVEN MOIETY  (red-to-orange spectrum)  

• Deisheetaan
Dáanaa Hít   silver house
Deishú Hít   end of the road house 
??    village end house  
Goon Hít   freshwater spring house 
Shdéen Hít    steel house  
Tukka Hít   needlefish house
Yéil Hít   raven house  
Yéil S’aagi Hít  raven’s bones house 
??   packed solid house 

• Kak’weidí
Kakáak’w Hít  basket bay arch house 

• L’eeneidí Note redundancy w Aanx.
Aanx’aak Hít  central house
Yanxoon Hít  log jam house

• Gaanax.ádi
??   young tree house  
??   womens’ fort house 

EAGLE MOIETY  (blue-to-green spectrum)

• Dakl’aweidí
Kéet Hít   killer whale house  
Wooch Dakádin Hít   killer whales facing away from each other
Yaa Ayaanasnak Kéet Hít   killer whale chasing seal house
Kéet Ooxú Hít  killer whale tooth house 

• Teikweidí
Shaanax Hít  valley house  
Xóots Hít  brown bear house   

• Wooshkeetaan
Noow Hít  fort house  
Noow Shaka Hít  head fort house  
Xóots Kúdi Hít  brown bear’s head house 

• Aanx’aakhittaan
Aanx Aak Hít middle of village house 
??   edge-around house 
Yanxoon Hít  log-jam house  

Angoon clan houses
To sort out clans, houses and change over time, 
I built a color-coded historical series in GIS 
(facing page). Memory device: Raven-side clans 
are “warm” colors; Eagle-side colors are “cool.” 

Houses are labeled only on the 1948 aerial, but the same 
colored dots are carried over onto the 1980 and 2005 photo-
bases.  Sources: 1) de Laguna (1960) 2) Jacobs chapter in 
Hope & Thornton, 2000); 3) 1983 map of Angoon by the AK 
Dept of Community & Regional Affairs; 4) Southeast map & 
clan/house list. Hope et al. (2003).  
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Where the beaver crossed. 
Outgoing tide. View west. Yéil 
S’igeidí Noow, Raven-beaver fort 
(ANB Hall) in the pass.

Ch’ak’noowu, Eagle fort, locally 
called Cemetery Point, half a 
mile NW of town. These spruces 
were not present in the 1948 
Navy photography.
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View ENE across the isthmus, 
looking up Eey Tlein, big tidal 
currents (Kootznahoo Inlet). Clan 
houses can be identified from 
preceding historical comparison. 

View NNE across the isthmus. Ts’eigeeni X’aak’u, magpie’s 
little point, on the right. The brushy point in center photo 
was the site of a Gaanax.ádi fort, possibly the earliest 
Tlingit structure in the isthmus area.  
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1926

Deisheetaan and old Aangóon  origin 
accounts
Today the Deisheetaan (red dots on maps) are 
numerically the dominant clan in Angoon, so history is 
often interpreted through Deisheetaan eyes. Who were 
the first settlers at isthmus town?  In Hope & Thornton 
(2000) Harold Jacobs gave this explanation:

“Deishuhittaan [means] the end of the trail house people. 
There were 2 men, named Yéil and Láxkeikw, who noticed a 
beaver swimming in salt water. They followed it ashore to a 
point at the end of a trail where they then killed the beaver. 
They decided that this is where they should build their 
houses and moved from their homes at Keitinjee Aan near 
the present ferry terminal to where Angoon is today.1 The 
first house was named Deishu Hít, or end of the trail house. 
The next house built was called Yéil Hít, or raven’s house. . 
. From the first house of the clan, Deishu Hít, the name was 
shortened from Deishuhittaan to Deisheetaan, which they 
are still called today.” 

I’ve identified these first 2 Deisheetaan clan houses 
on the previous 1920s waterfront pano. The following 
Dakl’aweidí Killerwhale sidebars show that clan arriving 
in the 1880s, when Deisheetaan were already in place. 
But when was the Deisheetaan arrival? DeLaguna 
(1960) found that archeological clues were rare, but 
clan oral history combined with published explorers 
journals could support informed guesses. Frederica 
reached different conclusions from Jacobs, which I’ll 
come to momentarily. 

Are there natural-history clues in the founding-clan 
stories, that shed any light on possible prior occupation?

“According to tradition, when the people first came to the 
site of Angoon . . . there were no trees on this peninsula 
and a bear or bears were seen walking around. (DeLaguna, 
1960).    

Although tree-absence might elicit early Holocene 
speculation from time-immemorialists, it’s more 
likely (assuming trees really were scarce or absent) 

1  Other versions, below, report several intermediate homes. 

Crop from first Navy 
oblique in 1926. View 
NW out the isthmus. 
Retakes sidebar, 
part 1, interprets 
broader context. Pink 
arrow on left shows 
smooth-textured 2nd-
growth, probably first 
logged before the 
bombardment, then 
again, after this picture. 
Blue arrows along the 
entry to Eey Tlein, big 
tidal currents, show pale 
brush advancing onto 
cultural sites as they fell 
into disuse. 

Descriptions by FD 
(1960): L’ook Aani, 
coho village (Channel 

Point). “a few dilapidated smokehouses and cabins built by 
Deisheetaan and Teikweidí men, and remains of gardens can be 
traced from here through bushes and woods to top of 60-ft-high 
headland forming north side of point, ~175 yards. A stump with 
~70 rings stands in middle of one plot. . . It was always possible 
to catch cohos on each side of the point.”

Keexitu.aan, town at the end of ?? & Taakw.aaní Shú, winter 
village (Sullivan Point). [the latter designates] “more particularly 
the SE section of the point [belonging to] Aanx’aakhittaan. . . At 
one time coal was mined. . . All of the flat behind the point was 
formerly cultivated. . . a splitting adz was found in a garden, on a 
layer of sand, under 3 feet of earth. . . This would appear to be a 
prehistoric site, though perhaps not a rich one.”
    More FD description follows for Yát Haat Wudá (Turn Point)

deforestation was by prior inhabitants. Soils at Angoon, 
except in some boggy places behind the school, are 
quite capable of growing trees, as preceding ground 
and air photos demonstrate. One needn’t postulate 
immediate prior occupancy, because there’s often a 
delay in spruce establishment, as can be seen below 
the Raven totem at Auke Beach. There, a rich meadow 
and shrub thicket (with nettle!) persists more than a 
century after the last inhabitation at this village. I’ve 
attributed this to simple “meadow capture” in which the 
thick turf physically blocks spruce seed from the mineral 
soil it requires for germination. But on midden sites, 
there may be more to the lagardly response by conifers. 
DeLaguna (1960) added pH to the equation:

“The soil in southeastern Alaska is naturally very sour [i.e. 
acidic, to which conifer seed is adapted. Calcium in shell 
deposits reduces this acidity]. The shells, while encouraging 
the growth of berry bushes, apparently prevent for some 
time the growth of conifers.”   

de Laguna documented the relationship of the 
Deisheetaan to the older Gaanax.ádi clan, who played a 
major role in the settlement of Angoon, but aren’t much 
of a presence anymore. I’ll come back to their story in a 
few pages. 

Dakl’aweidí roamings and residences. As their clan 
journeys back in time the tablet ascends to archipelago 
omniscience, swooping to visit their great-
grandmothers’ homes in bitter-still Tsaagwáa (Hood 
Bay), and the lovely, pre-logging Gúnx, mountain 
shortcut (Eliza Harbor). 

Deeper into grandmother generations, they circle 

their clan’s namesake, a coastal disgorgement of 
mountain-range-piercing Shtax’héen, chewing-water 
river. Dakl’éiwawei.ádi: people who belong to the 
upper end of the sandbar. 

This time-traveling tablet is no alternate-reality 
toy, and its Dakl’aweidí pilots are not video-
gaming; they’re riding the convergence of symbiotic 
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Origins of the Dakl’aweidí  inside sand people (Stikine River 
mouth) 
Codominant with the Deisheetaan (Raven) today in Angoon are the Dakl’aweidí 
(Eagle, dark blue dots on maps). Here’s the FD (1960) historical background. 

Dakl’aweidí ancestors were the Yanyeidi, hemlock people, who migrated to the 
coast down the Stikine River, passing under a glacier.1 Some went to Thorne Bay on 
eastern POW, and eventually to Eliza Harbor on Admiralty, where the first Killer Whale 
House was built. Then they moved to Hood Bay. Here the group split, some moving to 
Angoon, while others, known as the Tsaagweidí, “Hood Bay People” eventually moved 
south to Saginaw Bay in Kake territory. 

Garfield recorded the story of Naatsilanéi, abandoned by jealous brothers-in-law 
on a sea lion rock . . .Later he made the first killer whales of wood in order to send 
them against his brothers-in-law. This is the origin of the killer whale crest. Swanton 
had Naatsilanéi as Tsaagweidí, seal people, a branch of the Dakl’aweidí. . .  Another 
informant said Dakl’aweidí from Haines camped at Deepwater Point (xak’a-’an) in 
Eliza Harbor, out in the open, at the mouth of the bay,2 but didn’t like it because it 
had no shelter, and therefore moved to Angoon. A Dakl’aweidí chief placed this early 
settlement in Eliza Harbor: on Liesnoi Island—Gaanax.adi X’aka.aan, at the mouth. 
Here they built a Killer Whale House with a wooden whale on the roof. The wind blew 
it off. So they said ‘can kit—poor killer whale’ and made a sad song about it. They 
later moved to Angoon which belonged to the Deisheetaan. 

We were told by one man that the Tsaagweidí of Kake used to own both Eliza Harbor 
and Hood Bay, but gave them to the Dakl’aweidí. Another reason given was that 
an old woman of the sib turned to stone on top of a nearby mountain during the 
Flood.3 Still another informant, the Dakl’aweidí chief, said his people originally owned 
only the South Arm of Hood Bay, but that the North Arm was given to them by the 
Deisheetaan chief whose Dakl’aweidí son was killed there by a bear. 

The 1839 census, described below, shows Tsaagwáam identified as ‘Hood 
bay’ for the seat of the “Hoochenoo” people. No mention of Angoon. Were the 
Dakl’aweidí already present in Xutsnoowú Aaní? Perhaps even the dominant 
clan? Thornton (2012) says Chaik’s Village Point (Gaanax.ádi), slightly south 
of  was “where the name Xutsnoowú may have first been applied.”  Were the 
Hood and Chaik “Hoochenoo” lumped in this count of 729 people?

Wooch Dakádin Hít also called Kéet Hít
Compare also the ~1920s waterfront panorama
From Harold Jacobs in Hope & Thornton (2000):

“Archie Bell inherited the house from his maternal grand uncle, Gusht’eihéen4, a 
Deisheetaan yádi. . . father of 4 brothers who built the Killerwhale house around 
1885. This was the first house of the Dakl’aweidí in Angoon. The 2 killerwhales were 
painted on the front of the house at the same time . . . by Archie’s father Yeilnaawú. 
. . Wooch Dakádin Hít means killer whales facing away from each other house. The 
head of this house before Gusht’eihéen and before the 1882 bombardment, was his 
father-in-law Deikeetdeitlein.”

So the Dakl’aweidí converged on Angoon after the Deisheetaan, at a time 
when Government schools, cannery employment and waning subsistence 
resources forced clans throughout Southeast to concentrate in central kwáan 
villages. Prior to this, apparently, the Xutsnoowú Dakl’aweidí lived mostly in 
Hood Bay and Eliza Harbor. 

1  Frederica didn’t mention here that the Yaneidí are today the dominant clan in T’aakú 
Kwáan. That Juneau branch also has a subglacial story, but claims to have migrated from 
Yakutat. I don’t know how to reconcile these versions.  
2  de Laguna’s spelling. I find no name in Thornton (2012). 
3  Does this refer to Tsaagwáa Shaanák’u, Tsaagwáa’s old woman (HB Mtn)? 
4  Name of every hít s’aatí, house master or caretaker of Kéet Hít. 

Below: from vilda.alaska.edu Wooch 
Dakádin Hít & Teikweidí brown bear 
pole beside neighboring Xóots Hít in 

1890. Note window protectors, about 
as high as a standing bear could reach 

(or for some other purpose? Dark, 
vegetation in foreground may be 

stinging nettle, commonly grown in the 
villages for fiber and spring greens.

ASL-PCA-492

Dakl’aweidí & 
Tsaagweidí migrations

These colors 
code for kwánn 

territories; not to 
be confused with  

preceding clan 
colors
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Kéet Ooxú Hít  killer whale tooth house
Color-coding not only helps me make sense of 
spatial relationships—such as Angoon’s clan-based 
neighborhoods—it also helps trace patterns back in 
time. This pedigree for Schgen George, who grew up 
in Angoon and now teaches in Juneau, was generated 
in the genealogical program Reunion. Because clan is 
inherited down the female line, assigning color shows 
how clans move diagonally through the family tree. 
What you’re also seeing in that diagonal color line is 
the path of mtDNA.1 Shgen’s paternal grandmother, 
Lydia, was selected Naa Tláa, tribal mother of the 
Deisheetaan. 

Within the George family, Raven Deisheetaans 
have repeatedly married Eagle Dakl’aweidís for many 
generations. Schgen’s grandfather Jimmie George grew 

1  In Schgen’s case, the diagonal purple line representing 
Dakl’aweidí takes a zigzag. That’s because her mother, the artist 
JoAnn George, was adopted as “sister” into the Dakl’aweidí by 
Schgen’s paternal grandfather Jimmie George. Knowing this, 
you can easily trace the blue Dakl’aweidí line back to Schgen’s 
great-great grandmother namesake, Shkintutan. Because the 
line is not strictly diagonal (mother>mother>mother>mother), 
it’s not the path of mtDNA.
   Now imagine following the above paragraph without resort to 
a family “map.” No wonder people spent the long fire-flickering 
winter nights memorizing songs! Reunion is the ArcMap of 
genealogy. Ironically, they are Mac & PC, respectively, and 
never-the-twain-shall meet.

up at Killisnoo, and was 
almost 40 when that village 
burned in 1928 (preceding 
journal notes 0818), and he
“made the difficult decision 
to enter his maternal uncle’s 
house and leave the modern 
lifestyle that appealed so much 
to him” (Dauenhauers, eds, 
1994)

This family time-map, 
coded same as preceding 
clan-house spatial map, 
helps me navigate as 
Harold Jacobs (child of 

Dakl’aweidí and grandchild 
of Deisheetaan) describes the last of the Dakl’aweidí 
houses built in Angoon—Kéet Ooxú Hít.2 

“Jimmy George, Deisheetaan yádi, . . . last caretaker of 
this house,3 was son of Jimmy Albert, Wooshkeetaan yádi, 
who was son of Kootl’a.áa from Xeitl Hít (thunderbird 
house) in Aak’w Kwáan and was married to Xoonee 
Sháa. Jimmie Albert was also father of Margaret Abbott, 
oldest female of Killerwhale clan, thus called Kéet Tláa 
(killerwhale mother). . . Jimmy was raised by his maternal 
grandparents, Kooshtoowú, Goon Hít Deisheetaan, and 
Shkintután. . .

“Jimmy was told to move into the house by the 
Deisheetaan. The house was in the care of Pete Hobson 
. . .[whose mother] S’eiltín, is not Deisheetaan but is in 
fact Gaanax.ádi, having been welcomed back after her 
ancestors had left years before.”

So here’s another link to the “ancient” Gaanax.ádi 
we encounted down in Naltooshgán, otherwise missing 
from contemporary Angoon. Clan houses are mostly 
passed down the maternal line, but with Jimmy’s 
arrival (and Deisheetaan consent), the Gaanax.ádi 
house passed over to the Dakl’aweidí.      

2  On the preceding before-&-after photo sequence of the 
Angoon waterfront, there’s no Kéet Ooxú Hít in the upper 
image, presumbably taken in the ~1920s. How come?  
3  As of the late 1990s, when this was written. 

As of 2012 I have only ~250 Tlingit 
names in Reunion. Liana Wallace 
(Aak’w, L’eeneidí) and I hope to 
collaborate with Kenneth Lea to 
interface with his massive on-line 
database: http://wc.rootsweb.
ancestry.com/cgi-bin/igm.
cgi?db=klea

sciences: glacial geomorphology, pollen-story, 
benthic archeology, linguistic forensics. Steering 
up the Stikine in 1750 AD, they laugh nervously at 
the ultra-realistic model of a valley-smothering ice 
advance, backward-cringing forests, and gale-driven 
sandstorms. A wolverine gallops across, hurdling 
crevasses on built-in crampons, but their 2-legged 
boreal ancestors are having none of it—still hunting 
sheep and caribou with cousins who’ll soon drift north 

to Klehini River, founding 5 Dakl’aweidí houses in 
Jilkáat Aaní. 

Where do we come from? My own neoglacial 
answer is cool enough (after all, George Washington’s 
buddies knew the Little Ice Age too) but compared 
to the journeys of born-here Alaskans, it’s 
disappointingly devoid of wild meat. I envy the 
Tlingit this where-from question, and the next couple 
decades of surprises-around-each-corner. What with 
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Aanx’aakhittaan  people of the middle of the village house
The 1948 panel of my 3-part clan-house series shows Aanx Aak Hít, mid-
village house, as the only remaining Aanx’aakhittaan structure in town (pale 
blue dots; 2 ruins of imprecise location are shown to the south). Both the 
Aanx’aakhittaan and Deisheetaan were descended from the Ganaax.ádi. 

So in one sense, both the Aanx’aakhittaan and Deisheetaan might be 
considered “home-grown,” originating in Xutsnoowú Aaní, whereas older clans 
came here from elsewhere. But if I’m reading the informant versions correctly, 
the Aanx’aakhittaan are even younger than the Deisheetaan. Swanton 
(1909) said the Aanx’aakhittaan (Naltóoshgán) and Deisheetaan (Angoon) 
separated over internal trouble. Here’s FD’s summary of the origins of the 
Aanx’aakhittaan.

“The Aanx’aakhittaan, people of the house in the middle of the town, are descendants 
of a Deisheetaan woman who married a Haida man, Hatsún, and went to live with him 
at Kasaan.” 

This clan mother eventually left Kasaan when her children were taunted by 
the Haida for being foreigners. Before returning to Angoon, she sent a seagull, 
to inform relatives there of her wish to return. They sent it back welcoming 
her. On the return of Aanx’aakhittaan from Haida country to Angoon, de 
Laguna quotes an informant:

So the descendants decided to come back among the Tlingit here. The Haida built big 
red cedar dugouts. They had 2 of them, called t’aawák, goose, and kaax yadi, sawbill 
duck’s child. . .[merganser] 1

When they were coming right around the point, people could hear them singing the 
songs composed in time with the paddling. The chief said: ‘We must make room 
for them. We will do that by dividing the village in 2. Some of the houses will be on 
one side and some will be on the other side.’ Aanx Aak Hít was built in the center. It 
means house in the center. . . The informant added the first Aanx Aak Hít was built 
at Whitewater Bay. This is also true of the other lineage house belonging to the sib, 
Yanxoon Hít, logjam house.2 He thinks that the Dakl’aweidí were already living in the 
Angoon area at this time. 

Some claim the Juneau L’eeneidí were descended from this Aanx’aakhittaan 
mother. Coming north from Kasaan they went to Juneau instead of Angoon.

[The L’eeneidí have] a branch in Juneau. When the Aanx’aakhittaan were coming back 
from Kaaaan, they stopped around the other side of Point Gardner. They said to each 
other: “Which way are you going?” Some came up Chatham Strait and some went 
up to the Juneau area. The people had a home there and that’s where the L’eeneidí 
went. . .  The Aanx’aakhittaan refer to themselves as the Dog Salmon People after 
their main crest, or as L’eeneidi to emphasize their close relationship to the sib of that 
name at Juneau.” 3  

Thornton (2012) notes the abandoned Gaanax.ádi village of Naltóoshgán 
was “reoccupied” by Aanx’aakhittaan after a feud prompted them to leave 
Angoon. Timing of this reoccupation relative to their exodus and return from 
Kasaan is unclear. Regardless, the Aanx’aakhittaan (and Teikweidí) were final 
occupants of the village visited by Muir in 1879 and remembered by Jimmy 

1  Whidbey remarked on the quality of canoes he saw at Killisnoo in 1794, calling them 
“better contrived, far more serviceable and infinitely neater than any of that sort we had 
seen on this coast.” That’s high praise, considering he’d just been surrounded by heavily 
armed war canoes in Jilkáat Aaní, where presumably the wide-raiding clans were already 
in possession of Haida craft. Does this comment reflect the Aanx’aakhittaan’s Haida roots, 
and superior sea vessels? If so, does their presence in 1794 mess with a chronology 
placing Aanx’aakhittaan arrival after even the fairly recent Deisheetaan? 
 
2 On preceding clan/house tables, L’eeneidí house names are the same as those of the 
Aanx’aakhittaan. These are of course not different houses but simply reflect my attempt 
to include all relevant clans in the tables. The Hope map & tables (2003) lists the houses 
under the L’eeneidí, and makes no mention of the Aanx’aakhittaan. Although clearly 
related, the Áak’w Aaní L’eeneidí are Raven and the Aanx’aakhittaan are Eagle 

3  This version differs from Phillip Joseph’s account (1967) with L’eeneidí origins at Stikine 
River. Can we integrate these versions to include both Stikine and Kasaan origins? The 
comment that “the people had a home there [at Auke Bay]” suggests this Kasaan L’eeneidí 
group were not the first members of the clan in Áak’w Aaní, but joined a previous group 
from the Stikine.  

Johnson in the 1880s (G&H 
98). Maybe they were fortunate 
enough to thereby escape the 
1882 bombardment. 

Do these assembled accounts 
allow us to construct a ballpark 
chronology? Slippery, non-
linear ‘myth time’ makes that 
difficult for any Tlingit clan story. 
But if I may be permitted a 
little Western-style A>B>C>D 
reasoning:

The Aanx’aakhittaan 
(and some Juneau L’eeneidí) 
are descended from the 
Deisheetaan. But the 
Deisheetaan in turn branched 
off from the Ganaax.ádi in post-
contact times (Early visitors to 
Angoon, below). That recent 
Deisheetaan emergence leaves 
little time for their offshoots 
the Aanx’aakhittaan to sojourn 
among the Haida and return.

However, some elements of 
that Kasaan travelog—named 
individuals, even canoes—do 
have a “recent” feel. Could the 
entire Aanx’aakhittaan story 
have unfolded since the mid 
1800s?  

04

Aanx’aakhittaan 
migrations

Paddle on today’s Aanx Aak Hít (pale blue on preceding clan house 
maps and panoramas)

Colors code for 
kwánn territories; 

not to be confused 
with preceding 

clan colors
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Gaanax.ádi  people of Gaanax

As I noted earlier in the journal for Naltóoshgán (0819), Emmons 
considered the Ganaax.ádi (yellow on maps) the founding clan of Raven 
moiety. They claim to have entered Southeast from Tsimshian country, 
coming down the Nass River. In subsequent migrations, the Ganaax.ádi 
at one time or other lived among nearly all of the southern Southeast 
villages. They take their name from a bay called Gaanax, meaning safe or 
sheltered. There are conflicting interpretations for the location of Gaanax. 
Most widely accepted is the bay we now know as Port Stewart. But Gaanax 
may alternately have refered to a lake near Ketchikan. 

Although the Ganaax.ádi were among the founding clans of the 
Xutsnoowú Kwáan, they gradually ceded places like Sitkoh Bay to other 
clans, and are no longer a commanding presence in Angoon.

Here’s Frederica’s account, in a section of her 1960 book called the 
Founding of Angoon (Tlingit spellings updated to match Thornton, 2012):

“The Gaanax.ádi were the original Ravens in the Angoon area, with settlements 
at Whitewater Bay, Angoon and Sitkoh Bay, but no large village. According to 
tradition, they had come originally from the south, from Prince of Wales and Kuiu 
Islands, and were the first people to settle at Tongas. Our informant explained 
that they obtained their name from a lake near Ketchikan—Ganax’. 

Allied with the Gaanax.ádi at Angoon were the Deisheetaan, now the most 
important Raven group in the area. They had lived at a number of small 
settlements near Angoon, before they followed the beaver to Angoon Isthmus, 
and obtained permission from the Gaanax.ádi to live there. They had lived at 
Whitewater Bay before moving to Angoon. The stories of the founding of Angoon 
refer specifically to the settling there of the Deisheetaan, who, in fact, derive their 
name from Deishú Hít, ‘end of the (Beaver) Trail House.’ Garfield’s informants 
specified further that the Deisheetaan were descended from the L’eeneidí, also 
known as the “Dog Salmon People,” who had come down the Stikine River from 
the interior, passing under a glacier.1 They settled first at Eliza Harbor on the 

1  This is closer to the previously mentioned version by Phillip Joseph (1967).

southern end of Admiralty Island, 
then moved to Tyee, where they 
absorbed the local “Kelp People” 
(Gicqwé.di)2 and then came to Chaik 
Bay. Finally the main body moved 
to Kootznahoo Inlet, while one small 
group settled at Basket Bay. One of 
our informants derived the L’eeneidí 
from the Deisheetaan, rather than 
vice versa [compare Aanx’aakhittaan 
migrations, above].

Version 1 The first place settled 
at was Ketanji Aan,3 the big sand 
bar opposite Killisnoo lsland. They 
lived there for years and years. The 
south swell hit it pretty hard, so 
they moved; it was hard to keep 
canoes on the beach. They were all 
living there, the Deisheetaan and the 
Gaanax.ádi. 

Then they moved to Yát Haat Wudá, 
current going both sides (Turn Point), 
and stayed there for years and years. 
But there was too much tidal current 
there. So they moved to Keexitu.aan, 
Charlie Anderson’s place on Stillwater 
Anchorage. Then they moved to 
Kéex’shu.aan, Sullivan Point. After 
they moved from there to Angoon 
they named it Taakw.aaní Shú, 
winter village.4 

There was one old man that had 3 
nephews. They went out in a canoe 

 
2  This is de Laguna’s spelling. I so far 
can’t match this to any existing or past 
clan. I suspect they were not Tlingit. 
  
3  Converted to Thornton’s spelling. 
Translation: place where it continually 
lifts up. It’s tempting to wonder if this 
acknowledges glacial rebound, but as I 
pointed out in the preceding sidebar on 
isostacy, land was actually subsiding in 
the time of Whidbey, and wouldn’t have 
become apparent to casual observation 
until probably the late 1800s.  
4  Until reading this I was puzzled why 
Thornton 2012 has 2 names for the 
same village. Apparently Keexitu.aan, 
town at the end of ?? was its name 
when occupied year round; Taakw.aaní 
Shú, winter village, suggests use only 
in winter (nice SW aspect and wave 
protection). 
 

semantic drift, nobody today really knows which 
lands and waters (or when) those clan songs traveled 
through. But thanks to unrelenting advances in 
genetics, our next-gen Dakl’aweidí grandmother-
hunters will know! Mother-to-mother-to-mother-
to-mother; that mtDNA thread doesn’t dissolve in 
alcohol, or break if daughters are dragged away 
to BIA boarding schools, there purged of mother-
tongues. In 10 years, the women and men of Wooch 
Dakádin Hít may twirl color-coded 3-dimensional 
pedigrees on their tablets, tapping distant relatives and 

watching bloodlines shoot back in time to common 
mothers (mtDNA) and fathers (Y-chromosome), 
exploring relationships to houses, clans, and nations, 
near and far.

The thrill of this quest—where and whom we come 
from—will eventually distract its seekers from the 
first-come crutch of time-immemorial. Tangible time 
is just more interesting. It kicks in when you make 
your clan map, feed it some history, and follow it 
curiously toward the ice.

Gaanax, safe, sheltered (Port 
Stewart), August, 2003.
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Yát Haat Wudá, current going both sides (Turn Point) vilda.alaska.edu  FD(1960): “Although we were told that stone 
axes (splitting adzes) and small bone labrets were found in gardens at Turn Point, we saw only scanty traces of 
midden, but may have failed to discover the most promising area for archeological work.” 

looking for something to eat. They 
saw a beaver swimming in the inlet 
and followed it. It landed here on 
the east side of Angoon Isthmus) 
and went across to the other side 
(where the walk now goes to the 
ANB Hall). There were lots of trees 
here then.5 They followed the 
beaver across and when they came 
to the beach, he was swimming in 
salt water (Chatham Strait). The old 
man followed them, looked around, 
and liked that place. He said: ‘We’re 
going to move here, build our 
village here.’ So they got all their 
families and moved over.

There were 2 men who built the 
village. They could make planks out 
of trees with wedges—planks 3 or 
4 feet wide—great big ones.6 The 
men were Gaanax.ádi. 

[RC emphasis.] Since the 
Deisheetaan take their name 
from the site, they could not 
have considered themselves 
Deisheetaan at time of arrival.

Version 2  There were no trees 
on the point below Angoon, when 
the people came from Killisnoo. 
The village was on the inside of 
Killisnoo, above the cannery, and 
was called ketmtci·’an, named for 
the pounding surf.7 People couldn’t 

5  Contradicts other versions noting 
absence of trees. Sounds to me like 
a pointed disagreement with other 
informants; otherwise, why specify 
abundance of trees in an almost 
universally forested country?
 
6  Local manufacture of planks up to 4 
ft wide demanded clean spruce lacking 
knots, at least 300 years old. Such 
trees have never grown on the isthmus 
itself. They were probably logged from 
karst or alluvium near a beach, split 
on site, and towed to Angoon. I doubt 
the Tlingit split planks of this size until 
the advent of iron tools. But even the 
earliest explorers found widespread 
use of iron in the wealthier villages, 
salvaged from shipwrecked junks, etc.

7  ketmtci·’an (de Laguna’s spelling) 
= Thornton’s Ketanji Aan. The 
translations are different but probably 
probably compatible. Compare footnote 

Gaanax.ádi > 
Deisheetaan migrations

sleep there, so they decided to move. They saw a beaver going across a trail (at 
Angoon Isthmus). The chief of ketmtci·’an said: ‘Nobody kill that beaver.’ So they 
came to Angoon. The vilage at Killisnoo belonged to all the tribes: Deisheetaan, 
Teikweidí, Wooshkeetaan. When the people came to Angoon, the chief of the 
Deisheetaan took the name langucu, referring to the homeless Raven that files 
around everywhere. This was because they couldn’t make up their mind to stay 
at any one place (before?).

Version 3  People were then living at Keexitu.aan, Charlie Anderson’s place on 
Stillwater Anchorage. There were lots of people. . . . The chief was Kaxgucgitx. 

3. 
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Shorezone view NNE over Yát Haat Wudá, current going both sides (Turn Point) on an emptying tide. On the preceding 
undated photo there were no trees on the spit, but active garden rows, and smokehouses. This was once the principle Gaanax.
ádi>Deisheetaan village site. It had good soil, great sun exposure and wave protection, and strategic control of the inlet. “But 
there was too much tidal current there.” (FD, 1960). The Gaanax.ádi>Deisheetaan moved twice more before settling at Angoon.

Smokehouse at Yát 
Haat Wudá, (Turn 
Point) in 1950. From 
deLaguna (1991). 
FD noted the “fixed 
(Russian type) 
screen for smoke 
outlet along ridge of 
roof.” Bottom shows 
interior. B
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From George Emmons (1991): “In primitive times, the only Tlingit 
who fished with hook and line were the Hutsnuwu on Admiralty 

Island, who used an ingenious method of still fishing with herring 
bait on a set line. This was made possible because they lived at the 

entrance of a series of lagoons where herring ran in great schools 
and were followed by the salmon [coho & king]” 

Emmons went on to describe at length the wooden float rig and 
its deployment. This practice, unique to the Xutsnoowú, may help 

explain the strategic value of a village at easy paddling distance 
from the mouth of Eey Tlein. On the point of the next forested 
island up-inlet from Yát Haat Wudá was a village named L’ook 

Aani, coho village, because “you could always catch cohos there.”
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He came here and liked the place. . . There were Gaanax.
ádi living where the school is now. The new people asked 
permission to live here. So they came here. The Gaanax.ádi 
chief was Ánialahac. After a trouble, the Gaanax.ádi went to 
that place down south, Ketchikan.

Although these versions have their differences, 
they seem to agree that the Gaanax.ádi preceded 
the Deisheetaan, at Angoon and probably at the 
nearby villages sites occupied before moving there. 
The following from de Laguna (1960) elucidates 
relationships between these 2 Raven clans. 

“Split between the Gaanax.ádi and the Deisheetaan

At Angoon the Deisheetaan apparently formed a 
subservient and lowclass subdivision of the Gaanax.
ádi. Eventually a split between the 2 was precipitated 
by the infidelity of a woman, a common theme in Tlingit 
stories. The various versions of this event are in essential 
agreement, though each has details not found in the others. 
We can assume the wronged husband was a Gaanaxádi 
man of the Ganax, Women’s Fort House at Angoon,8 the 
unfaithful wife was Wooshkeetaan, and the lover was 
Deisheetaan. The latter was discovered and slain at the 
settlement on Stillwater Anchorage, when the family were 
preparing to move to Sullivan Point. Garfield’s informant 
credits discovery and killing to the husband’s nephew, and 
one of our informants ascribes this to the husband himself. 
In any case, the Gaanax.ádi left the area, surrendering 
their rights to the Deisheetaan; in memory of this they 
carved the picture of ‘copper’ at Sitkoh to symbolize the 
wealth they were giving away, According to one of our 
versions, the issue of which group was to move away was 
settled by a hockey or shinny match between Deisheetaan 
and Ganax women. The Deisheetaan seem to have given a 
big potlatch in order to raise their status, turning the insults 
of the Gaanax.ádi into honorable names.

Here’s from Frederica’s section on Ancient Houses, 
(p 178). Compare with her sketch map (end of section) 
and my preceding historical series:

“When the Gaanax.ádi left Angoon, the Deisheetaan 
acquired the rights to their house sites and house names, 
and in this way obtained Yéil Hít, raven house, then as 
now the most important in the village. We do not know 

8  I first assumed from hearing about the “women’s fort” that 
is was a fort for women. Male occupants suggests some earlier 
story that gave the house or fort its name. 

192

Ruins today at Keexitu.aan (Stillwater Anchorage). FD(1960) said Deisheetaan from Turn Point founded: “log jam 
village [or possibly] inside the mouth of the bay village . . .[in one version] it was hunters from  Keexitu.aan who 
followed the beaver to Angoon. . . [At Keexitu.aan] a man discovered his wife’s lover in a box . . . [leading to] the 
separation of the Deisheetaan and the Gaanax.ádi.  . . A white man, Charlie Anderson . . . purchased the land. His 

garden . . . on a shelf ~30 ft NE of his cabin shows traces of shells in the ground, suggestive of only a 
small camp.”  Most cabins and smokehouses from Turn to Pillsbury Points were Deisheetaan.     

where it was located. The Gaanax.ádi at that time also had 
a fortified house on the point south of the school, called 
Gaanaxcanuwu [FD spelling] fort of the women of Ganax. 
There is now no house of that name. They were living at the 
extreme south end of the town [present school grounds]. 

Frederica dug out the floor of the Young Tree House, 
and found it covered with sand, with carved house 
posts. This suggests considerable wealth and prestige.

“The second old house, wanda hit, was at the site of the 
Aanx’aakhittaan house, and seems to have belonged to that 
sib.”

This refers to the “edge-around” house on de 
Laguna’s sketch map, also identified by the number 
“1” to indicate a transfer from Gaanax.ádi to 
Aanx’aakhittaan.

In 1985, Madonna Moss and colleagues revisited 
de Laguna’s midden in the school area and collected 
shell samples for radiocarbon dating. They yeilded a 
calibrated 14C age of 668 years BP.  Madonna (1989)
concluded that the “Tlingit settlement pattern” was 
therefore much older than de Laguna speculated. I’ll 
defer comment on tenure questions to my concluding 
thoughts in Myth time, genetic time, below.    

Wooshkeetaan people with houses on top 
of one another
After the L’eeneidi, the Wooshkeetaan (green on maps) 
are the largest clan in Áak’w Aaní, my adopted country. 
FD (1960) quoted a member of this clan:

“The Wooshkeetaan used to live up Taku, in an enormous 
house—the biggest in the world. But they were too crowded 
and had trouble among themselves, so some of them 
decided to leave. . . They came down Taku and went all 
over—some to Hydaburg—there are a few there now—and 
to other places. But they all know the same story. 

Garfield . . . identifies the ancestors of the Wooshkeetaan 
as Yanyeidí, like those of the Dakl’aweidí. Both groups 
migrated to the coast where they built a big house, Hít 
Tlein. Later the Wooshkeetaan quarreled again, and 
separated, one canoe going to Tuxekan, another to Kake, 
the third to Haida country, and the fourth starting for 
Freshwater Bay. The last party stayed for a while at Grouse 
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Migrations of the Wooshkeetaan, from stories collected by de 
Laguna (1960). Not until preparing this graphic did I understand 

how complex their story is, geographically. Today, the Wooskeetaan 
do not dominate numerically in any of the still-active towns or 

villages. Instead, they seem to claim the “in-between” lands. But 
look how much green there is on this map!   

Fort on Icy Strait, in present Hoonah territory, where they 
built a house called nu cak’a hit” fort-on-top house, or 
wuck’a hit, over-all house, on a bluff that overlooks the 
stream, idt’u hi’n, jaw-inside river, at the mouth of which 
lived the people who later became the Kagwantan.9 

This village is also mentioned by Swanton as Kaqanuwu’ 
the story which explains the origin of the Kagwantan, 
people of the burned down house . . . Our informants 
identified this place as Kax’noowú, female grouse fort and 

a Kagwantan man claimed it as the 
‘capital’ of his people. We were also 
told that formerly both Kagwantan 
and Wooshkeetaan lived there . . 
. This site is on a rocky point, has 
a shelly midden on top and on the 
flat below, and shows the remains 
of about 4 house pits. Some of the 
Wuckitan moved to Excursion Inlet, 
where they built nu hít, fort house. 
Their descendants moved, camping in 

Funter Bay, Whitestone Harbor, Hawk 
Inlet, and False Bay, eventually, founding takw’ aaní, winter 
village, in Pavlof Barbor in Freshwater Bay. Here they built 

9  Thornton (2012) gives 4 names in the Groundhog Bay area, 
all relevant to the Wooshkeetaan history. I’ll give them here 
with translations, as they may be the new spellings for some 
of these old DeLaguna transcriptions. 1) X’aak’ú T’eik Héen, 
river behind the little point, east of Village Point. 2) Kax’noowú, 
female grouse fort, Groundhog Bay. 3) X’aak Takaadé Dukaan, 
they fight down to the bottom of the ravine, Homeshore area. 
4) Goosh T’ei Héen, stream behind the thumb, Groundhog 
area. 
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From Yát Haat Wudá (Turn Point), the Gaanax.ádi>Deisheetaan moved first to Keexitu.aan 
(Stillwater Anchorage), then to this location at Kéex’shu.aan,  village at end of ?? (Sullivan 
Point). After they moved from there to Angoon they named it Taakw.aaní Shú, end of winter 
village. Of her digs here, FD concluded “This would appear to be a prehistoric site, though 
perhaps not a rich one.” 

Wooskeetaan 
migrations
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crossing Portland Canal, they settled on the mainland coast and adjacent islands, 
but attacked by the Stickeen10 they were again forced to move to southern 
Prince of Wales. They constituted the principle opponents of the Masset Haida 
in the conflict that drove them back again to the coast and islands, while others 
migrated northward. Their relationship with the Haida and Tsimshian is shown 
by the custom of erecting heraldic and mortuary columns, but unlike the former 
people who place them at the doorway passing through the base, they place 
them in front or at the side of their dwellings.11 

de Laguna (1960) gives slightly more geographic detail:
“The Teikweidí came from Prince of Wales and Kuiu Islands, and derive their 
name from that of a small island, Teikw near the northern end of Prince of Wales 
Island.12 The Haida claimed they were their chief opponents at the time when 
that tribe invaded Alaska, and they subsequently fled to the mainland. The 
Teikweidí constituted a large part of the population of Prince of Wales Island 
and moved to Tongass and Sanya at the time when the Haida immigration took 
place, whether that happened peaceably or otherwise.13  Garfield’s informants 

10  Apparent disparity; if attacked by Stikines, how were they “the first?” 
 
11  Preceding photo of brown bear totem, ASL-PCA-492 next to the Teikweidí Xóots 
Hít is free-standing, to the side of the house.
 
12  Goldschmidt & Hass (1998), Table 3, locate Teikw “south of Wrangell,” which 
could be consistent with north-end POW.  The precise location of Teikw is not mapped 
in Thornton (2012), only the comment that the Teikweidí  “were believed to have 
migrated from the Nass River area, at a rocky island called Teikw (not mapped).” Am 
I to gather from the 3 vague references in Thornton, G&H and DeLaguna that the 
location is known but confidential?  
    
13  The Haida began moving north into the Alexander Archipelago about the time 
of the first trans-Pacific Russian expeditions. As for whether their displacement of 
the Tlingit was peaceable, Schurr et al (2012) concluded from recent mtDNA and 
Y-chromosome sampling that “the Haida and Tlingit are genetically distinctive from 
each other.” Does this imply forcible expulsion rather than intermarriage? And does 

Not to be taken too 
literally! This is just a 
conceptual map showing 
some of the suggested 
movements, with places 
mentioned by Emmons 
and DeLaguna. 

FD (1960): “The most 
important Teikweidí house 
is Xóots Hít, Bear house. 
There was formerly a 
house of the same name 
in Whitewater Bay.”

a new Fort House. Still later they 
moved to Angoon. Eventually they 
surrendered their rights in Tenakee 
Inlet to the ‘Aanx’aakhittaan in 
compensation for a murder. One 
of the places occupied by the 
Wooshkeetaan in Kootznahoo Inlet 
was Pillsbury Point. When driven 
away by attack, they went north, to 
Freshwater Bay, to Excursion Inlet, 
and to Battle Creek, the sockeye 
stream behind Strawberry Point in 
Glacier Bay. . . We cannot relate 
this chronologically to the episodes 
in the sib migration story. Swanton 
suggests the Juneau Wooshkeetaan 
were derived from the Angoon or 
Hoonah. 

One anchor point in this 
complex story may be the 
culminating advance of the 
Little Ice Age. Andy Hope’s On 
migrations (Hope & Thornton 
2000) cites Suzie James:

“the Kaagwaantaan, Wooshkeetaan 
and Chookaneidí were all house 
groups from the same clan that 
divided after the Glacier Bay village 
was destroyed by an advancing 
glacier.” 

Perhaps, then we can at least 
date the burned-house story at 
Grouse Fort, and separation of the 
3 clans to sometime after the late 
1700s.

Teikweidí people of Teikw 
(S of Wrangell)
Emmons considered the Teikweidí 
(purple on maps) the oldest Tlingit 
clan. He even appears to have 
placed credence in stories linking 
them and the Haida to Japanese 
and Asian cultural and possibly 
genetic influence. 

“There is a curious belief that the 
[Teikweidí] came from the ocean 
and were the first people to reach 
the outer coast. They settled on 
Dall Island [there joined by interior 
peoples] and this combination 
formed a nucleus from which the 
Tlingit, Haida and some Tsimshian 
here derived.(Emmons, in Hope & 
Thornton, 2000 p 132)

 Emmons cited the story of 
2 sisters, founding lineages of 
Teikweidí Tlingit & “nitch town na 
ha” Haida, and noting that: 

“At death feasts, when descendants 
of the 2 branches meet, the 
Tlingit were given the first place 
in acknowledgement of age. . .The 
Teikweidí (Brown Bear rock house 
or cave people) are unquestionably 
the oldest family here. . . [in 
addition to above claims of Asian 
descent] Some claim they first lived 
on the Tsimshian coast and were 
driven out by the Tsimshian when, 

Teikweidí 
migrations
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said that their ancestors claimed the 
areas of Sukkwan and Kasaan on Prince 
of Wales Island before the Haida came, 
and that the original Bear House was 
at Sukkwan. She also records a myth 
explaining how the Teikweidí near Old 
Kasaan acquired their name at a peace 
ceremony given by the Bears to the Dog 
Salmon, at which the Bears instructed 
people in the proper treatment of dead 
bears. She also gives a Ketchikan 
version of the story of Kats’ the Teikweidí man who 
married a female Bear, which is told by the Teikweidí 
of Tongass and Angoon to justify their claim to the 
bear as a crest.14 

The most important story of the Angoon Teikweidí 
centers around their former settlement at Todd. . 
. The unfaithful wife was a Deisheetaan woman, 
her husband belonged to Bear House [Teikweidí; 
Xóots Hít], and the lover whom he killed to Valley 
House [Teikweidí; Shaanax Hít]. The husband was 
able to recognize his wife because he had put red 
paint on her blanket. After the fight between the 
husband’s relatives and those of the murdered 
lover, the former group went to Chilkat where they 
became the Dagistinaa sib; the lover’s relatives went 
to Whitewater Bay. Both Bear House [Xóots Hít] 
and Valley House [Shaanax Hít] are represented at 
Angoon. 

So Shaanax Hít Teikweidí may be another 
possibility (in addition to Aanx’aakhittaan) for the 
people at Naltóoshgán whom Muir described so 
vividly in the section on Early visitors, below. And 
Thornton (2012) suggests the Teikweidí bear clan 
named the fort at Point Hayes “Xutsnoowú,” brown 
bear fort, adding one more layer to the confusion 
over names involving bears and burnt things. de 
Laguna (1960) traced those Sitkoh Teikweidí back 
to the outer coast, and the aftermath of the attack 
on Sitka:  

Garfield also records the adventures of some 
Teikweidí sea-otter hunters from a camp near Mount 
Edgecombe [L’úx]. People from this camp settled at 
Todd and Yakutat  At Todd they established a fortified 
village in 1804-5 fleeing from the Russians at Sitka. 

it contradict the 2-sisters story about shared origins of 
Teikweidí and Haida? 
 
14  In Canadian Nass River country, the Teikweidí lived 
among both brown and black bears, and their crest at 
that time was probably Xóots. As they swept through 
Southeast Alaska, they lived for a time where only black 
bears (s’eek) were encountered. Seems to me that if their 
time in s’eek country was prolonged, they’d have come to 
re-identify their crest accordingly. 
    Something similar happened to the Kiks.ádi (Helm Bay 
People) frog crest. Almost certainly this was originally 
based on true frogs; both spotted and wood frogs are 
ubiquitous in BC. But when successive generations live 
in places such as Sitka lacking frogs, crest-ID may drift, 
especially where everyone but naturalist-geeks—Euro & 
Native alike—misidentifies toads as frogs.
    Probably, the Teikweidí were mobile and far-trading 
enough that even when living for generations in black-
bear-only country, they’d have remained aware of brown 
bears. But I raise this question as one more way to get a 
handle on migration time depths. A millennium’s sojourn, 
say, in a place where Xóots is pretty irrelevant, might 
cause you gradually to forget her, and to realign your 
crest with the bear in your backyard. 

ASL-P39-0015

Killisnoo canoes arrive at Sitka to attend 
potlatch.  December 23, 1904. Case & Draper

Loading canoes at
Killisnoo. vilda.alaska.edu ASL-P492-II-038

Three photos from the Alaska State 
Library on-line archives. If correctly 

labeled, these dozen sleek canoes 
suggest impressively fast recovery 

from the bombardment of 1882 that 
essentially destroyed the Angoon fleet. 

Lower photos have no date.

ASL-P1-062Yaa Ayaanasnak Kéet Hít, 
killerwhale chasing seal house. 
Painting by Deisheetaan 
artist Kaatleindein.
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Early visitors to Angoon 
Joseph Whidbey’s little fleet of rowboats passed 
through Xutsnoowú Aaní in 1794. A century and a half 
later, working from Whidbey’s journals as interpreted 
by George Vancouver (henceforth GV), de Laguna 
was unable to determine the location of villages he 
described. She concluded that although GV’s “new 
habitations” were inconsistent in several ways with 
today’s Angoon village on the isthmus, there was 
no better fit along this shore of Xutsnoowú for the 
village seen by Whidbey. It was supposedly a league 
(3 miles) SE of Pt Parker, but nobody takes that 
distance seriously because Thayer Creek, the estuary 
in that location, is highly unlikely as a village site. GV 
mentioned a 1/8-mile-wide opening in a bay, with 5 
fathoms depth in the entrance, and a reef extending off 
the southern side.

There’s nothing remotely fitting GV’s bay until you 
reach Danger Point, over 7 miles from Parker Point. 
Unless Whidbey happened to arrive during the brief 
slack tide, it seems unlikely he (and his chronicler GV) 
would have failed to note the world-renowned current. 
Also, Eey tlein is much deeper than 5 fathoms until you 
come all the way in to Turn Point. It seems to me that 
Whidbey bypassed the isthmus, before encountering a 
village fitting GV’s description. 

  Fortunately for us, the naturalist Archibald Menzies 
accompanied Whidbey. His journals were not available 
to de Laguna in the 1950s and 60s, but were later 
published by Juneau’s Wally Olson (1993). Unlike the 
Whidbey account, related second-hand by Vancouver 
years afterward, working from extremely crude charts 
(above), the Menzies description was first-hand. Does 
it shed any light on exactly where the village was? I’ve 

marked several of Archibald’s key phrases in bold, below, 
and assigned them numbers for discussion:

[The Xutznoowú] “had chosen a delightful situation for their 
abode, which was on a commanding eminence on the 
south point [1] of the entrance, where they were erecting 
a fortified village [2], & from its apparent size we were 
certain it could not be intended for less than 5 or 600 
inhabitants. Several temporary huts were strewd here & 
there along shore, but their chief residence at this time was 
in a small Creek [3] behind where they landed, & which no 
doubt they meant to defend with their whole force had they 
found us inclind to hostility. On both sides of the opening we 
saw several little gardens [4] neatly fencd in & apparently 
kept in very good order,  . . .[growing] a small species of 
[chewing] Tobacco . . . On the north side [5] behind these 
gardens we saw what we conceivd to be their tombs. 

Wally Olson, although agreeing with de Laguna that 
the description was problematic, accepted her default 
location at Angoon isthmus town. Because de Laguna 
was well aware of the relatively brief lifetime of the 
isthmus village, and the existence of earlier, alternate 
village locations known in story and from her own digs, 
I suspect she’d have come to a different conclusion on 
reading the Menzies notes. 

Yéil K’wádli, raven’s cooking pot (Killisnoo Harbor), is 
a likelier location for both GV and Menzies descriptions 
in almost every regard except the probably erroneous 
distance from Pt Parker. Let’s just throw that clue out, as 
nothing believable falls within the 1-league range. As for 
clues we should attend to, consider these from Menzies:

1) commanding eminence on the south point  It 
would be pretty difficult to identify a “south point” at the 
entry to Kootznahoo Inlet. Maybe Danger Point itself, 
but it’s too rugged for actual “habitations,” and would 
more likely have been called a west point. A better fit for 
“south point” is Tsax’adaadzaayí Aan, seal’s mustache 
land, which forms the southern end of Killisnoo Harbor. 
Consider GV/Whidbey’s “reef extending off the southern 
side” and his “5 fathom depth,” good matches to the 
“Lone Rk” reef on the following marine chart. Shorezone 
photo 2526 shows active construction atop a ~30-
foot bluff—that may have been Menzies’ “commanding 
eminence.” 

2) fortified village  We have oral reports of a 
Gaanax.ádi “womens’ fort” on the isthmus, but it 
probably never held large numbers of people. A ”fortified 
village” intended to enclose >500 inhabitants sounds far 
more ambitious, and probably refers to the pre-smallpox 
community at Daasakwt’aagaanoow. My position for this 
fort, from Thornton (2012) is only approximate. 

3) small creek  This item alone rules out the 
streamless Angoon isthmus. Better perennial drinking 
water is available in Yéil K’wádli, including both de 
Laguna’s north-side creek described below, and the 
outlet of the lake now serving as Angoon’s reservoir 
(shorezone 2520). John Muir described this creek (quote 
below) in 1879.

4) little gardens  At the time of Menzies’ visit in 
1794, the Tlingit may have only cultivated tobacco. I 

Chart of Chatham Strait, from the Vancouver Expedition, 
compared to a modern topo. In coarse scale, GV’s commissioned 
charts were a huge contribution to NW coast cartography, but 
in fine scale they were just impressionistic sketches, grossly 
inaccurate. Truncated indentations show inlets not pursued. I’ve 
placed an asterisk at what became known as Killisnoo Harbor.
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have my doubts. Stinging nettle is today found on 
almost every old cultural site I’ve visited, and its use 
may have been pre-contact. There’s also evidence that 
Tlingit potatoes may have derived directly from South 
America, rather than via the Russians. At any rate, this 
stretch of beach would soon become known for the 
most extensive potato-gardens in Southeast (some of it 
consigned to the notorious hootch)

5) north side  “North side” fits nothing on the 
isthmus. But in Yéil K’wádli, it could logically refer to 
the beaches northeast from today’s ferry terminal, such 
as the site of Tlaaguwu Noow, ancient fort. 

Frederica de Laguna knew the historical significance 
of Yéil K’wádli:

“Almost due east of the station on Killisnoo Island is 
an open beach about 600 yards long, as measured on 
a straight line between the reefs that bound it. The 
southeastern end of this beach is of sand, and here is 
reported to have been the village of Ketanji Aan, village 
where it continually lifts up. The natives, who were 
unable to translate the name, said it referred to pounding 

In GIS I overlaid a mariner’s chart above a 
1996 orthophoto  and annotated with some 

of the features described by explorers and de 
Laguna. Place names from Thornton (2012). 

Arrows show locations and alignments of 
following Shorezone photos. 

I took some liberties here with 3 separate 
Shorezone images, to show de Laguna’s 600-
yard long stretch of unconsolidated beach. 
Houses on left are on her N-side creek, which 
today shunts sideways and empties in the 
middle of the flats.

Alaska Shorezone 20090721

surf, which prevented people from sleeping, so that 
they eventually moved to Kootznahoo Inlet and Angoon. 
Representatives of several sibs lived here or in the vicinity; 
the Deisheetaan, Teikweidí, Wooshkeetaan and Dakl’aweidí 
were specifically mentioned.1 A middle-aged woman said 
her grandfather told her the last inhabitants of the village 
died of sickness, and since there was no one left to burn 
the bodies, they were simply left in the houses. This was 
probably in the smallpox epidemic of 1836-39.  . . The 
ridges of formerly extensive gardens can be seen along 
the whole beach; here were raised the potatoes for which 
Killisnoo was famous in the last century, traded to other 
tribes. At the end of the gravel north of the sand beach is a 
fine stream of clear water, and another between the gravel 
and the sand beach. . . The rocky point south of the site, 
Potato Point, was once a fort, Daasakwt’aagaanoow, and 
another settlement in the vicinity was called Dákde Yakatan 
Aas.       

1  Odd that Deisheetaan were mentioned as residents at this 
pre-Angoon site, because they’re a recent clan who take their 
name from the isthmus trail. Perhaps the informant only meant 
that ancestors of the Deisheetaan were among the residents at 
Ketanji Aan. 
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se09_kk_02520

View SE to Tsax’adaadzaayí Aan, seal’s 
mustache land. Above is the outlet stream 
from the little lake that now provides 
Angoon’s drinking water. Inset is view NE 
to same, including candidate for Menzies’ 
“commanding eminence.” Preceding 
marine chart shows photo locations.   

 The locations of these settlements are inexact, even on the most recent 
maps by Thornton. But from their descriptions and remembrances we can 
assemble a rough sequence of the movements of Xutsnoowú Kwáan and her 
component clans, and even assign a few tentative dates.

• 1794-1830s  Ketanji Aan in Killisnoo Harbor, vacated by smallpox
• ~1840?  Yát Haat Wudá, current going both sides (Turn Point)
• ??  Keexitu.aan, inside mouth of bay village (Stillwater) 
• ??  seige by Shakes at Daaxaatkanadaa
• ??  Kéex’shu.aan,  village at end of ?? (Sullivan Pt)
• 1860s?  Gaanax.ádi to isthmus site; Deisheetaan origins
• 1867 census notes ‘Hoods Bay;’ no mention of Angoon
• 1882 bombardment
• 1885 first Dakl’aweidí clan house   
A comprehensive source on early exploration of the archipelago 

is the US Senate’s 1904 Boundary Tribunal archives, which collected 
in one document almost all correspondence, published narratives, 
etc, relating to Southeast Alaska up to that time. They’re not 
necessarily arranged chronologically, making searches a little hit-
or-miss. Although the Xutsnoowú paddled to Sitka to trade with 
the Russians even in Whidbey’s day, the first mention I find of 
actual Euro-visits to Xutsnoowú turf is in the 1830s. That’s not 
surprising since the Russians were cloistered in fear of reprisal 

on the outer coast, and the 
British (Hudson Bay Company) 
mainly targeted lucrative beaver 
trade on transboundary rivers, 
eventually elbowing in on the 
Russians at Stachin (Wrangell). 
The rest of the island maze was 
a dangerous no-man’s-land for 
pirate-traders. One letter in the 
Boundary Tribunal collection 
suggests the Peril Strait route 
between Baranof and Chichagof 
Islands may not even have been 
traversed by a Russian vessel 
until 1834, when Zarembo 
took the Chichagoff from Novo-
Archangelsk to Stachin. The 
7-day journey was considered 
fast compared to the outside 
route! Another letter from the 
Russian American Company 
in 1835 instructs their vessel 
Chilkat to stop and trade 
with the “Hootsnoo.” In those 
years, a wave of smallpox was 
ravaging villages throughout the 
archipelago, so trade (at Yéil 
K’wádli?) was likely sluggish.

Father Veniaminov’s census 
of Tlingit groups in 1834 
listed “300 souls” among the 
“Hutsnuwu.” He also noted the 
total Tlingit population of 1833 
had already been cut in half by 
smallpox. No location was given 
for Xutsnoowú settlements, and 
I haven’t learned if Veniaminov 
ever visited Admiralty (probably 
not), or merely collated 
estimates from traders or the 

Left: Locations of these Shorezone 
photos are shown by white arrows on 
the preceding ortho.

Below: HBC estimate of kwáan 
populations in 1839. Sitka wasn’t 
included because that was Russian 
turf. The Xutsnoowú were among 
the most populous kwáans, with a 
substantial percentage of slaves—an 
important indicator of kwáan prestige. 

Continuing south from de Laguna’s long sand crescent are alternating 
ribs of bedrock separated by inviting canoe beaches.  The fort, 
Daasakwt’aagaanoow, was probably somewhere nearby.  

2526
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Xutsnoowú themselves. (Table 4; Emmons & 
deLaguna, 1991).

That estimate of 300 in 1834 was probably 
low, because James Douglas’s census of 1839 
counted 729, more than double the Russians’ 
count from only 5 years prior. Comparing 
total number and slave-to-free ratio to that 
of neighboring kwáans, the Xutsnoowú were 
clearly among the north-coast power-players. 
For location, Douglas listed not Angoon or 
Killisnoo, but “Hood’s bay.”  Almost certainly, 
this was prior to concentration of residents in 
what we today consider the seat of Xutsnoowú 
Aaní. 

In 1867, the year of Russian transfer, 
US General Halleck reported the following 
populations in a survey of the archipelago. 
As in 1839, the seat of the Xutsnoowú on 
Admiralty was Tsaagwáa:

“On Hoods Bay, opposite Pognibsni Straits. About 
800 people in all. Have a bad reputation among 
traders.” 

Halleck’s census was quoted a decade later 
in Morris (1879) who specified 800 “koutznous 
. . . who live near Kootznere Head, at the 
mouth of Hood’s Bay.” I’m uncertain where this 
might be.2

Interestingly, Halleck also listed a 
“Hoodsna-hoo” population on the mainland:

“At the head of Chatham Straits, number about 
700. Some of their people have also been killed 
by American sailors, and Captain Swanson says 
they will seek revenge.”

The only mainland site near Chatham I can 
think of that might conceivably have been 
deemed “Hoodsna-hoo” was the Couverden 
area. It’s probably not coincidence that a 
cove here is named “Swanson” (IWGN by 

2  One possibility is  Jigayaa Noow (Village Point), 
just around the corner from Hoods. We associate 
this today with Chaik Bay, but it’s halfway between 
the 2 bays, and in Halleck’s day, Hood had better 
name recognition, thanks to Vancouver’s indelible 
toponymetry. 

Meade, in 1869). Perhaps these people were Grouse-Fort 
Wooshkeetaan, already self-identified as Xutsnoowú? Most 
European explorers and scribes until Emmons paid little 
attention to subtleties of clan composition, prefering to deal 
with what they conceived as “tribes,” and forcing the Tlingit 
to nominate kwáan spokesmen where before there had only 
been clan and house leaders.  

In 1869, George Davidson on the Lincoln made a sketch 
map of “Kootznoo Rapids” that was later (1875) turned into 
a USCS chart. This may be the earliest Euro-map of the 
Angoon tidal labyrinth.3 His sketch with IWS (important white 
ship) naming convention honors Revenue Cutter Saginaw, 
commanded by none other than Richard Meade. Note also 
name Wyanda Reef, surely for the Revenue Cutter Wyanda 
under Captain White, also prowling the archipelago in 1868.4 

PS, 2014: When I wrote this journal in 2012, I had no 
access to the Meade journals, nor did any of my Southeast-
history advisors: Geraghty, Simard, or Dan Henry. Since then, 
Karla Hart sent me a link to the entire Meade journal, at 

http://books.google.com/books?id=njNUAAAAcAAJ&dq=H
ydrographic%20Notices%201869&pg=PA1#v=onepage&q=H
ydrographic%20Notices%201869&f=false

Meade’s 1869 notes are quoted at length below. The point 
of immediate interest, however, is that the Davidson map 
prominently labels the isthmus “Kootsnoo.” Presumably this 
indicates a town that later became known as Angoon. In a 
settlement’s early evolution, it often goes through a series of 
names, normally reflecting ego-struggles between important 
white guys (Juneau had half a dozen). One of those names 
emerges victorious within a few years. I suspect Davidson 
saw Angoon at about the same stage of incipience as 
Whidbey & Menzies saw Ketanji Aan.

In June, 1875, James Swan visited and reported to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs (Appendix in Morris, 1879, 
p 146). Perhaps his notes bear clues to the timing of first 
Angoon settlement? 

“We found the village regularly laid out in streets, lanes and 
alleys. The houses were surrounded with garden patches planted 
in rows, well heaped up to admit of drainage. Each garden was 
fenced in, [with] strips of bark stretched. . . fence to fence . . . to 
keep off the crows . . .exceedingly numerous and great pests. . . . 
The Indians raise most excellent potatoes at this place. . . . most 
of the tribe were absent on a hunt.”

The gridwork alignment of streets is atypical of Tlingit 
villages, most of whom spread organically along the beach. 
This suggests Angoon was not founded until European 
concepts of village layout had begun to exert an influence. 
Raising of potatoes shows they’d been there at least a few 
years. 

Even if we only assign a single decade’s occupancy to each 
of the 5 villages in the Ketanji Aan-to-Aangóon, series (map, 
preceding Gaanax.ádi section) it puts arrival on the isthmus 
townsite about the time of Russian-to-US transfer in 1867. 

3  Surely Davidson had a local guide; one annotation (in the wrong 
place) says “passage reported to extend nearly to Seymour Channel.” 
Like the Vancouver Charts of nearly a century before, Davidson’s 
sketch is valuable today as a record of advancing geographic 
awareness on the part of explorers, yet very crude in geographic 
detail, with many misproportions. Davidson was the explorer who 
solicited the beautiful map of AK-to-YK trading routes from Jilkáat 
leader Kohklux (1819-1889) and wives. It sure makes you wish 
George had sat down for a few days with Gaanax.ádi sockeye fishers 
from “Kootsnoo,” and captured their mental maps of the Angoon tidal 
labyrinth!  
4  Jim Geraghty has transcribed much of White’s deck log and pocket 
diary.  

United States Coast Survey in 1875, 
by Henry Lindenhohl, from sketch 
by George Davidson in 1869. 
UAF-M0113.
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Considering all of the horrible things perpetrated upon the Tlingit 
throughout the 1800s—disease, alcohol, preemption of subsistence 
sites, outlawing of language and religion, burning of icons, abduction 
of children by schools, thievery by museums, and the occasional 
bombardment—it’s surprising any settlement lasted longer than a 
decade.

Scanning back through material I’ve quoted on sites in Xutsnoowú 
Aaní, we can plug a few more estimated dates into this sequence.  
Concerning timing of the seige of Daaxaatkanadaa by Chief Shakes, 
an Angoon man remembered ruins of this fort from his boyhood in 
the 1870s (FD 1960). That suggests a date of maybe 1850 for the 
siege, consistent with the preceding timeline. It would also fit de 
Laguna’s impression that defenders of Daaxaatkanadaa had access 
to a few Euro trade goods, but had not otherwise changed much 
culturally since pre-contact times.5 

In 1879, a decade after Davidson, the dynamic duo of S 
Hall Young and John Muir traversed Xutsnoowú Aaní, spreading 
the compatible gospels of personal salvation and post-glacial 
emancipation, respectively. Many Alaskans today are familiar with 
Muir’s Travels in Alaska, written in his old age in 1915, but fewer 
have waded through Young’s 1927 autobiography, partly because 
of his offensive condescension, acceptible today only in the most 
evangelical quarters. (Muir was scarcely less racist, but his childlike 
enthusiasm and conservation legacy still endear him to 21st-Century 
readers.)  In my recent studies of Áak’w Kwáan history, I’ve found 
that Muir (1915) and Young (1927) are best read together and 
carefully cross-referenced, just as we can now do with GV-Whidbey 
and Menzies, thanks to Wally Olson. The fact that all these explorer-
authors had attitudes now considered ethnocentric or even vile 
shouldn’t discourage us from reading between their lines for critical 

5  The feuding continued, culminating in the murder of Shtax’héen Kwáan 
elder Toyatte at Wrangell in 1880. 
    Here are a few relevant excerpts from Naval correspondence records (US 
1904): 
    Com Beardslee wrote in 1880: “On the return Lieutenant McClellan stopped, 
as instructed, at Kootznoo, on Admiralty Island, and made it clear to the 
Indians they would be punished if they resumed the war with the Stahkines 
at Wrangell. In promising to refrain, the Kootznoos requested permission to 
whip the Stahkines if they came to their neighborhood, which request was 
granted.” 
   In 1881, Com Glass wrote: “I have succeeded in having treaties made 
between the Stickeens and Hoochenoo tribes, thus ending at last feuds had 
existed for over 50 years.” Subtracting 50 from 1880 would indicate warfare 
going back to around the time of the smallpox epidemic. It seems unlikely the 
seige of Daaxaatkanadaa was that early because it involved the 
Deisheetaan, who would not exist as a clan apart from the Gaanax.ádi for 
several more decades.

historical nuggets.6 
Perhaps it’s not surprising that the 

Muir-&-Young chronicles are harder to 
pin down geographically than Whidbey-
&-Menzies, even though Whidbey 
came through almost a century earlier. 
Whidbey was a master cartographer, who 
found his own way through the island 
maze. Muir-&-Young were essentially 
tourists, guided by the intrepid Toyatte. 
They’ve been effectively put in their 
place by Julie Cruikshank in Do glaciers 
listen (2005). Julie’s map of their 1879 
expedition is captioned “Routes followed 
by Tlingit mariners who transported John 
Muir and S. Hall Young in southeastern 
Alaska.” 

For any given portion of the 
archipelago, it usually pays to read 
Young first. After all, he was a resident 
Alaskan evangelist, who considered the 
entire constellation of Tlingit villages his 
flock. He planned to return, or send back 
envoys; thus his notes typically have 
a bit more geographic specificity than 
Muir’s.    

“Now we were in the country of the most 
feared and hated tribe, the Hoochenoos.7 
. . . Here are yet to be seen remains of a 
stockade on an island in Kotzebue Inlet8 
near the town of Angoon. This was the 
famous fort used in the frequent battles 
of that tribe with other tribes. Many 
stories of massacres and sieges were told 
by our natives concerning this fort; but 
the fort and the tribe have received a 
disgraceful immortality from the fact that 
the Hoochenoo Indians, first of all the 
Indian tribes, learned from the soldiers 
how to make rum from molasses; and this 
was called Hoochenoo and later shortened 
to hooch, and now applied to all kinds of 
home-brew.

There were 3 towns, Neltushkin, Killisnoo 
and Angoon.9 At Neltushkin we found about 
30 natives, living in 2 large community 
houses and staying peacefully at home 
while their tribal relatives were reveling at 
Angoon. The chief, who was a man about 
50, received us and our message most 

6  Frederica might  have benefited from this 
cross-referencing. She quoted Muir visiting 
“‘the first of the Hootsenoo villages on 
Admiralty Island’—either at Whitewater or, 
more probably, at Chaik Bay.” Young (1927) 
specified it was at Neltushkin.
 
7  Muir and Young were guided by Shtax’héen 
Kwáan paddlers. Some were probably among 
clans involved in the feud.
 
8  Kotzebue is apparently a misspelling for 
Kootznahoo Inlet. FD  summarized the un-
dated Shakes seige at Daaxaatkanadaa. It’s 
highly unlikely Young made it as far inside as 
Daaxaatkanadaa. His description is probably 
from hearsay.
  
9  Because Muir’s descriptions, following, do 
not name the first or last village, this list from 
Young is indispensable. 
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hospitably. His wife presided with a dignity and ease I have 
seldom seen equaled. . .

As noted by Young, the first village visited was 
Naltóoshgán. Muir was impressed by family relations 
here, but horrified by alcohol at Angoon. He wrote:

We arrived at the first of the Hootsenoo villages on 
Admiralty Island shortly after noon and were welcomed by 
everybody. Men, women, and children made haste to the 
beach to meet us, the children staring as if they had never 
before seen a Boston man. The chief . . . invited us to his 
house. Some of the curious children crowded in after us 
and stood around the fire staring like half-frightened wild 
animals. . . . in all my travels I never saw a child, old or 
young, receive a blow or even a harsh word. 

The hosting clan, probably Aanx’aakhittaan or 
possibly Teikweidí, served raw turnips as an appetizer, 
then venison back fat embedded in fish oil as a 
preservative, which Muir managed to avoid tasting. 
Fortunately, his

“disgust was not noticed, as the rest of the company did full 
justice to the precious tallow and smacked their lips over 
it as a great delicacy. A lot of potatoes about the size of 
walnuts, boiled and peeled and added to a potful of salmon, 
made a savory stew that all seemed to relish. 

An old woman, peeling the potatoes, repeatedly
thrust one of the best into the mouth of a little wild-eyed 
girl that crouched beside her, a spark of natural love which 
charmed her withered face and made all the big gloomy 
house shine. In honor of our visit, our host put on a genuine 
white shirt. His wife also dressed in her best and put a pair 
of dainty trousers on her 2-year-old boy, who seemed to be 
the pet and favorite of the large family and indeed of the 
whole village. 

This village [Naltóoshgán] was an offshoot of a larger one, 
10 miles to the north, called Killisnoo. 

The next village appears to have been in Killisnoo 
Harbor. It’s odd neither Muir nor Young mentioned the 
whaling station established the previous year (1878).  

Under the prevailing patriarchal form of government each 
tribe is divided into comparatively few families [i.e. clans]; 
and because of quarrels, the chief of this branch moved 
his people to this little bay, where the beach offered a 
good landing for canoes. A stream which enters it yields 
abundance of salmon, while in the adjacent woods and 
mountains berries, deer, and wild goats [sic] abound.

John’s Admiralty goats underscore his status as 
fairly clueless tourist under the wing of Toyatte and 
Kadashan. It also reminds us to take his other supposed 
observations with a grain of salt.

“We spent the night under [the chief’s] roof . . . The loving 
kindness bestowed on the little ones made the house 
glow. . . Next morning, with the hearty good wishes of our 
Hootsenoo friends, and encouraged by gentle weather, we 
sailed gladly up the coast, hoping soon to see the Chilcat 
glaciers in their glory. The rock hereabouts is mostly a 
beautiful blue marble, waveworn into a multitude of small 
coves and ledges. Fine sections were thus revealed along 
the shore, which with their colors, brightened with showers 
and late-blooming leaves and flowers [in late October?!], 
beguiled the weariness of the way. The shingle in front of 
these marble cliffs is also mostly marble, well polished and 
rounded and mixed with a small percentage of glacier-borne 
slate and granite erratics.

Then on to Angoon, but I think he mis-remembered 
the sequence, or took artist’s license in rearranging 
the marble beaches, which are actually north of town. 
Misplaced blue marble, goats on Admiralty, and late 
October flowers are symptoms of the 30-year lapse 
between experience and publication.

We arrived at the upper village about half-past one o’clock. 
Here we saw Hootsenoo Indians in a very different light 
from that which illumined the lower village. . . As we 
approached the landing, the demoniac howling so greatly 
increased I tried to dissuade Mr. Young from attempting to 
say a single word in the village . . . afire with bad whiskey. 
This was the first time in my life that I learned the meaning 
of the phrase “a howling drunk.” . . . The largest house, 
just opposite the landing, was about 40 feet square, built 
of immense planks, each hewn from a whole log, and, as 
usual, the only opening was a mere hole about 2.5 feet in 
diameter, closed by a massive hinged plug like the breach of 
a cannon. . . 

This observation supports earlier mention of 3- to 
4-foot-wide planks. The small entry was a defensive 
doorway, requiring stooped entry, a vulnerable posture 
for attackers. Giant corner posts would have supported 
40-foot roof beams. We know some were carved 
because de Laguna unearthed them at Young Tree 
House (Gaanax.ádi). Muir’s one-sentence description 
may have been the last record of Angoon’s architectural 
splendor, before Corwin leveled it. To my knowledge, 
no pre-bombardment photos exist. All images I’ve 
seen post-bombardment are of sawn clapboard 
construction.      

Toyatte was discovered by a man with whom he had 
once had a business misunderstanding, who, burning for 
revenge, was now jumping and howling and threatening 
. . . Kadachan, on the contrary, was well nigh smothered 
with the drunken caresses of one of his father’s tillicums 
[Angoon’s differing receptions of Toyatte and Kadashan 
reflected clan tensions and alliances about which Muir and 
Young knew and cared little.] . . . we all at length got safe 
to sea and . . . a fine harbor before dark, 15 serene miles 
from the howlers.[Marble Cove is about 15 miles north]

Three years after Muir’s visit to howling isthmus town, 
Merriman opened fire. By the mid 1880s, there was 
little left of the town John saw and fled. But there’s 
something about this cantankerous village that cannons 
can’t flatten. Clan houses resprouted as more spartan 
stud-frames in a long clean curve above Te X’eel’, 
slippery stones. A resurrected Killisnoo canoe fleet 
(ASL-P39-0015) soon ranged the archipelago. In 1917, 
fearing the Feds might again burn the town, Angoon 
put aside her inter- and intrasib rivalries (well, some of 
them), and “organized” under Territorial laws. 

For outsiders, that organization has always been 
pretty opaque, and I wouldn’t have it otherwise. 
Scrutiny of Te X’eel’s slippery legacy is best left 
to family. My outsider’s contributions are strictly 
cartographic, geomorphic, genealogical, and botanical. 
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Below: Frederica’s sketch map of 
Angoon clan houses in about 1950 
(p179, FD 1960). I’ve added clan color 
codes for consistency with my preceding 
historical series and pedigree sample. 

Useful, maybe, to folks rightfully 
skeptical of the white guy’s 
sophomoric left-braininess but bold 
enough to see and raise his curiosity. 
Where do we come from?

A reverse bombardment. Here 
Aangóon, are some shards of your 
past, that I found in books and 
photographs. I’m sorry we broke 
them.

And Gunalchéesh, Aangóon, for 
that white silence in Tsaagwáa, when 
I learned why you love this place.

ASL-PCA-1

Angoon, around 1900. Stud & clapboard construction. 
Inset by JoAnn George, Old village site II, shows post 

& beam type houses that would have
stood here pre-bombardment.   
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Xutsnoowú Tukyee, outlet of brown bear fort (Point Gardiner)  
FD (1960): “Quartz for fire-striking sets was formerly obtained from Point Gardner. 
The Aanx’aakhittaan claim Tyee, Kuchx’ahéen, stream across from Kúchx’w, noisy (Security Bay) [Thornton 2012 translates this river by 
the ribbon seaweed]. The common ancestors of the Deisheetaan and Aanx’aakhittaan stayed for a time at Tyee, where they absorbed 
the Gicqwedi, ‘Kelp People,’ the prior inhabitants, before they moved to Chaik Bay and Angoon. Were the Kelp People Tlingit?

A crude illustration 
of FD’s point about 

convergence of clans 
at Angoon. Arrows are 

not intended to portray 
actual migration 

routes—only whether 
clans arrived from 

the south or from the 
interior.
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The highlight of our run home to Juneau was 
marble—way more prevalent along the coast 
than I anticipated. Leonardo daVinci would 
have loved it. 
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20120821 Pearl to Juneau 
At 1:30 we said a leisurely goodbye to Donald Frank 

at the float-plane dock, and headed over to the fuel  
dock to top off Pearl’s tanks for the expensive run 

home. I sure hope we get to work more with Donald. 
It was a privilege, Donald, to get to know you. 36

Some of the 
coastal features 
seen on our skiff 
ride home are 
shown on the 
flightline map at 
the beginning of 
this journal, for 
0814.
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31

30

52

“Washboarding” is more typical of alpine karst than the exposures we 
saw north of Angoon. Until we pulled up to this exposure—which looks 
a lot like the summit of Bob’s home at T’aas’ Daa, double-headed tide 

around it, (Lemesurier Island)—I had a hard time convincing 
Bob (or myself) that the moby-dick revetments north of

Parker Point were indeed carbonates, and not
some type of albite granite.

Even up 
close it looks 
crystalline. 
But it’s 
marble!
Really!

Recovery mosaic at Cube Cove. We need date-of-logging maps from Shee Atiká. 
Somebody should own this history. Not a financial ownership; just a stake driven in the 
watershed, saying “on this I ground my pride.”  
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Marble “wants” to weather grey. 
But like fire and wind in the 
forest, disturbance—in this case 
acid rain runoff—keeps renewing 
its innocent white. Who needs 
Jackson Pollack?

40

52

We pulled in close here to examine rate of recovery. Bob was more 
impressed than I was with reforestation potential. 
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Shuchx’aak’ú, little point 
of bathing. Florence Lake 
empties here.

Marble Cove. Toyatte and 
his tourists (Muir & Young) 
may have camped here en 
route to Glacier Bay. 
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Shorezone photos north from Angoon were taken the year before the others I’ve excerpted for this journal, in late 
June, 2008 
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se08_ad_03008

se08_ad_03058

Former log transfer site in Cube Cove. 
This stretch of the Admiralty coast is so 

far from active communities that Thornton 
(2012) shows no Tlingit place names.

Jims Cove is the outlet 
of Kathleen Lake.
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46

At around dinner time, we tied Pearl to the dock at Áak’w Tá, (Auke 
Bay). Mandy Lindeburg in her big black truck transferred Bob’s 

tote fleet to the staging garage, and Cathy drove me home to 
Dzantik’i Héeni. Gunalchéesh, Aangóon. 

Note shift from 
angular to rounded 

rocks at the high 
water mark
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Right:  Tlingit kwáan boundaries on Admiralty Island. The 
Xootsnoowú claim both sides of Chatham Strait, with cultural sites on 
Chichagof (e.g. Basket Bay) and Baranof (Kelp Bay). Admiralty Island 
was claimed by 3 other kwáans in addition to the Xootsnoowú. Based 
on Goldschmidt & Hass, 1998, Emmons & DeLaguna, 1991, and Hope 
et al (2003)

Below: Nowacki et al. subsections for central Admiralty. 

Most of the following appendices are cloned from a journal submitted to SWCA in 2009. SWCA is the consultant team 
evaluating options for an Angoon airport. Whenever possible, I try to prepare for field trips by assembling all the maps 
and relevant reports I can find, assembling GIS layers, and scanning the collection for intriguing data gaps. For my 
report to SCWA I concentrated on biogeography (Appendix 1), forest dynamics (2, 4), geology (3,5), and wetlands (6). 
I also excerpted some repeat photography from the Angoon area (7). Appendix 9 explains a bushwacking difficulty scale 
that I use to characterize forest habitats throughout the journal. Appendix 8 on technology for Ground-truthing has 
been extensively updated to reflect advances during this Angoon visit (thanks to Bob C!). Appendix 10 is a summary of 
mammals on Admiralty Island.

Appendices 11 & 12 are articles I pulled off the internet, of relevance to this Angoon visit. Appendix 13 is on basketry 
styles and questions about deep time. Appendix 14 is a (very) partial plant list. Appendix 154 is references cited. 
Appendix 16 is Tlingit names from Thornton (2012)

APPENDICES

1 Island & watershed context
Eey tlein, big tidal rapids (Kootznahoo Inlet) forms 
the western end of adistinctive, broad swath of 
lowlands spanning thecenter of Admiralty Island. 
The USFS Subsections report (Nowacki et al, 2001) 
refers to this easily eroded surface as the Mitchell-
Hasselborg Till Lowlands. The Angoon peninsula 
itself is on the more resistant Hood-Gambier Bay 
Carbonates subsection that contains considerable 
marble.

Here’s how Nowacki et al explain the history,
topography, and vegetation of the the Mitchell-
Hasselborg Till Lowlands, mapped below:

“Undulating lowlands, pockmarked with lakes and small 
kettle ponds, slice through the heart of Admiralty Island. 
Continental ice heavily scoured the sedimentary, volcanic, 
and metamorphic rocks, leaving a thin veneer of glacial till 
and glaciomarine sediments in its wake. Streams with heavy 

bedloads pour off surrounding highlands and feed numerous 
small flood plains and palustrine channels as they enter this 
lowland. Surface organics range from 6 to 15 inches on the 
mineral soils to many feet thick on wet surfaces. In spite of 
the flatness of the terrain and the thick organic build up, soil 
drainage is remarkably good. The fact that this area is one 
of the ‘driest’ in Southeast Alaska may contribute to fewer 
wetlands and greater productive forest cover. The moderate 
precipitation and good soil drainage may help explain why 
forests are so common over this lowland. The area contrasts 
sharply with the extensive nonforested and forested wetland 
complexes on the Stephens Stephens Passage Glaciomarine 
Terraces to the north.”
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USGS HUCs, named 
by dominant 
landscape features. 
Colors show 
USFS Land Use 
Designations (LUDs).  

2 Influences on forest productivity
Forest productivity on Admiralty has intrigued me
since my first scrutiny of USFS TIMTYP maps and
John Caouette’s various iterations thereof. Comparing
the amount of mapped large-tree forest (dark green on
Caouette tree-size map; derived from former volume

classes 6 and 7) to that of adjacent biogeographic
provinces, there’s an order of magnitude more than,
for example, East Baranof’s (pie charts below).
Among northern provinces, only East Chicagof could
ever have compared to Admiralty, and that of course
ended with intensive logging on federal and private 
lands in the 1970s and 80s. Even on East Chichagof 
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text continues after sidebars

Comparison of tree size 
on Admiralty versus 
adjacent biogeographic 
provinces. 

province, the original 
large-tree forest was 
mostly confined 
to bottomlands. In 
contrast, the USFS 
photo-interpreters 
who created the 
TIMTYP maps 
showed extensive 
large-tree forest (at 
that time VC 6 & 
7) in the Admiralty 
uplands. Upland 
large-tree forest is 
almost unique on the 
central Tongass. 

At first, I 
wondered if the 
difference was real, 
or just a bias in the 
mapping effort. 
After all, Admiralty 
is Wilderness, not 
in the timber base 
today. Perhaps it was 
a different team of 
photointerpreters, or maybe high-resolution aerials1 
were not available for scrutiny under the stereoscope? 
To my knowledge, only medium-res 1962 B&Ws had 
been shot at the time of the timber mapping.

I asked Jim Russell about this just before he
retired. Jim was at that time the USFS forester with
probably the longest experience on the Tongass.
Although he’d never laid out timber sales on
Admiralty, he owns land on Killisnoo Island and has
spent a lot of time in the woods around Angoon.
Jim told me the superiority of Admiralty forests
compared to elsewhere on the central Tongass is
real. And not just on alluvium. Even on upland
surfaces, there’s something special about the growing
conditions. He also assured me the same team of 
photointerpreters who mapped the rest of the Tongass
also mapped Admiralty, and that they did indeed have

1  USFS refers to these as “resource photography,” generally
1:15,840 or 1:12,000. I eventually saw examples of these truecolor
aerials for the Angoon vicinity, taped to the ceiling at Gabe
George’s home. I still don’t have access to them, however. 

access to high-res color stereo imagery, at 1:15,840
scale. This was in pre-monument days, and Admiralty
was still in the timber base, so it was a serious effort.
The photos still exist somewhere in Sitka, but are in a
locked room.

So if the Admiralty upland forest is indeed more
productive, why? On maps comparing Admiralty to
East Baranof biogeographic province, I’ve tinted
the Mitchell-Hasselborg Till Lowlands subsection.
Clearly, in spite of the suggestion in the previous
Nowacki et al. quote, the forest here is unremarkable.
Except for a concentration of large tree forest just
north of Kootznahoo Inlet, there’s almost none in this
subsection.

For a finer-scale examination, I superimposed just
the large-tree polygons onto the Karl bedrock map for
the Angoon tidal labyrinth. There’s a clear 
concentration of large-tree polygons on the Dm (blue), 
where high carbonate levels in bedrock contribute to 
rich, pH-buffered soils. As for the Tk (green), and Dsv 
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3 Bedrock geology
Here’s the Angoon area as mapped by a draft USGS 
geology layer. There’s discrepancy between these units 
and those of Lathram et al, 1965, (sidebar following) 
who did the original mapping for USGS. I don’t 
know if this reflects subsequent ground-truthing, re-
interpretation, or just simplification to meet different 
scale criteria.

I’ve color-coded for broad rock groups. Units with 
a volcanic component are in the beige-yellow-orange 
spectrum. Units with strong carbonate content are 
tinted blue (but it occurs as well in sv types). Intrusives 
are pink. The fascinating Oligocene sedimentary 
lowlands of Mitchell Bay are colored green.

The Angoon Peninsula has dark-colored, low-grade 
marbles, Devonian in age. We’ve found them in units 
Dm and Dsv. Forests in the Angoon vicinity are generally 
pretty scrubby; apparently the carbonate content of 
the bedrock does not always translate to high forest 
productivity.  

The low plateau fringing Kootznawoo Inlet to the east 
is much younger, with poorly consolidated sandstones, 

siltstones and conglomerates, 
from the Age of Mammals—not a 
common geology in our region. Greg 
Streveler and I collected deciduous 
leaf impressions from this rock in 
1993. In the late 1800s, coal was 
mined at Lighter Creek, and on the 
south side of Kanalku Bay. 

Most of the rocks of Southeast 
Alaska are Mesozoic or older, formed 
at tropical latitudes and rafted here. 
Their fossils tell us nothing about 
ancient conditions at our northern 
location. But these Oligocene 
leaf impressions were formed 
en situ, legacy of Alaska’s great 
Arcto-Tertiary flora—a time when 
hardwood forests more diverse than 
today’s Smokey Mountains shed 
leaves into sediments that would 
one day outcrop across the inlet 
from Angoon. (See following sidebar 
from Lathram 1965 & Wolfe 1977) 

Mesozoic/Paleozoic 
sedimentaries, 
metamorphics & volcanics:

Dm  Devonian marble.  On 
Admiralty includes dark gray to 
white, medium to thick bedded 
marble of Gambier Bay Formation. 
Unit includes 100-m thick, medium 
to thick-bedded gray limestone with 
poorly preserved corals associated 
with phyllite S of Hawk Inlet. Calcite 
grains in marble contain deformed 
lamellae with sutured grain 
boundaries reflecting high pressure 
deformation. Minor interstitial 
quartz, albite, and tremolite 
grains. Contains poorly preserved 

amphipora and corals. Marble forms lenses up to a few 
hundred meters thick.

MDcp  Mississippian?/Devonian? carbonaceous 
phyllite. On Admiralty includes black, carbonaceous 
phyllite, with subordinate metagraywacke, greenstone, 
or marble. Phyllite contains graphite, chlorite, and 
pyrite. Greenstone is recrystallized to plagioclase, 
actinolite, chlorite, epidote, and calcite, sometimes with 
relict augite. 

PMcs  Permian to Mississippian argillite, chert, 
and graywacke. Cannery Formation defined 
in Pybus Bay: argillite, chert, graywacke, tuff 
(commonly interbedded, deposited as turbidites), with 
conglomerate, limestone, and basalt. Graywacke beds 
to 5 m thick dominated by volcanic and calcareous rock 
fragments. Chert has radiolarians. Limestone in beds to 
50 cm thick. Pillow basalt and tuff-breccia form sections 
to 100 m thick. Unit thickness >500 m. 

Dsv  Devonian sedimentaries and volcanics.  
Missing from key, but similar to SOsv unit at Hood Bay, 
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described below. Includes carbonates.

Trsv Triassic to Ordovician sedimentaries and 
volcanics.  Clastic sedimentaries, subordinate mafic to 
felsic volcanics, thin to thick-bedded gray carbonate, chert 
and minor ultramafics, regionally metamorphosed to slate, 
phyllite, greenschist, schist, gneiss,and marble in many 
areas. . . Includes Gambier Bay Formation and Retreat 
Group. 

Trhv  Triassic mafic volcanic rocks of Hyd Group. 
Dark green fine-grained basalt with plagioclase and augite 
phenocrysts, locally in felted plagioclase groundmass. 
Pillow forms common and well-exposed in Windfall Harbor 
and Gambier Bay. Mafic volcanic rocks include interpillow 
limestone and volcanic breccia. Locally as thick as 1000 m.

SOsv  Silurian and Ordovician sedimentary and 
volcanic rocks, undivided.  Includes Hood Bay 
Formation containing black argillite, thin-bedded black 
chert, thin-bedded black limestone, brown calcareous and 
carbonaceous wacke sandstone, graywacke, and dull green 
pillow basalt. The chert, argillite, and limestone contain 
radiolarians. Graywacke clasts include mainly chert, with 
subordinate limestone, sandstone, argillite, and volcanic 
rock fragments. Pillow basalts have interbeds of argillite 
and graygreen tuffaceous siltstone. 

Cenozoic sedimentaries, metamorphics & 
volcanics:

Tk  Tertiary Kootznahoo Formation. Fluvial nonmarine 
light greenish gray lithofeldspathic sandstone, siltstone, 
mudstone, and conglomerate, with coal fragments and 
lenses. Scattered lignite layers and abundant carbonaceous 
fragments. Polymictic conglomerate contains sandstone, 
argillite, coal, phyllite, limestone, chert, schist, gneiss, 
granitic rocks, volcanic rocks, and quartz. Unit includes 
lignite and subbituminous coal beds to 1.5 m thick. Unit is 
wedge-shaped at Kootznahoo Inlet, apparently filling an 
assymetric graben, up to 2000 m thick at the south margin.  
Fossils considered Eocene to Miocene in age. See following 
sidebar on Lathram et al. 1965. 

Tv Tertiary (Oligocene) undivided volcanics.  Volcanic 
rocks, undivided. Medium to dark gray aphanitic basalt 
and andesite, plagioclase and augite porphyritic basalt and 
andesite; subordinate white flow-banded rhyolite, and mafic 
to felsic volcaniclastic rocks. Intercalated lenses of fluvial 
gravel and conglomerate. Andesite and sedimentary rocks 
with coal. Unit includes undivided Admiralty volcanics and 
volcanics of the Kuiu-Etolin belt.

Tb  Tertiary basalt. Basal flows of the Admiralty 
volcanic pile are basalt, also late dikes that cut all 
volcanic phases are basalt. Medium to dark gray 
basalt flows and breccia, with sparse plagioclase, 
augite, and olivine phenocrysts. Gray, green, 
and brown massive flow breccia of intermediate 
to mafic composition at Whitewater Bay. Locally 
amygdaloidal. Massive, bench-forming meter-scale 
cooling units. 

Qa  Quaternary alluvium. Only map-size unit at 
this scale is at the head of Hood Bay North Arm, but 
I would have shown the same for head of Favorite 
Bay.

Intrusives 
Granitics (pink) are only a minor portion of this map, 
but they anchor the resistant highlands: Peak 2838 
northeast of Kanalku Lake; the 3000-ft+ ridge east 
of Hood Bay Mountain, and the extensive Thayer 
Lake pluton whose southern extent shows at the 
top of the map. Compare with subsections map, 
Appendix 1

Kqm  Cretaceous quartz monzonite and 
quartz diorite. Medium-grained, locally K-feldspar 
porphyritic. Lineated hornblende defines magmatic 
foliation. Minor tonalite, granodiorite, quartz diorite, 
diorite, quartz monzonite, and monzodiorite, 
massive to foliated, equigranular to locally 
porphyritic, medium-grained. Secondary epidote 
locally present.

From Kootznahoo Formation, Favorite Bay, 1993

(yellow) rock units, large trees are found primarily 
on the steeper, more complex topography. This is 
especially clear when you contrast the Kootznahoo 
Formation north and south of the inlet. (In the 
preceding sidebar, note also that north-side bedrock 
has more conglomerate, while south-side tends toward 
finer–thus wetter–siltstone and shale.) All 3 rock units 
have significant carbonate material contributing to soil 
richness, but it’s strongest on the Devonian marble.

4 Mining, logging & fire
Nowacki et al. also report on post-contact resource
extraction in relation to geology and forest type. In
reference to mining:

“ Small quantities of surface coal occur throughout 
Kootznahoo Inlet. This resource must have been known for a 
long time as, in 1868, the US Navy stopped at Kanalku Bay 
several times to refuel their steamer, Saginaw. . . There were 
many attempts to profitably exploit these coal seams, but all 
proved unsuccessful.
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5 Lathram & Wolfe 
Here’s the original detail for 
Kootznahoo from the Lathram 
paper. Compare with the preceding, 
more up-to-date USGS map. This map 
offers more detail in the Angoon area. 

Coal prospects are shown by “C.” 
Fossil locations are “F.” For Kootznahoo 
Formation, they give many site-specific 
details missing in the USGS key: 

“The formation is composed of 
nonmarine clastic rocks. . . The 
strike of the beds, generally N in 
the SW part of the area, changes 
gradually to NE in the central and 
north-central parts and to NW in the 
eastern part. The prevailing dip is 
about 45o in a SE or S direction.

The dominant rock types are pebble 
to cobble conglomerate, fine-grained 
to conglomeratic arkosic mudstone, 
lithic sandstone, calcareous siltstone, 
carbonaceous shale, lignite, and 
subbituminous coal. Conglomerate 
with lithic sandstone matrix 
constitutes most of the exposures 
NW of Kootznahoo Inlet and Mitchell 
Bay. Minor conglomeratic sandstone, 
siltstone, and shale are interbedded 
with the conglomerate. Along the north 
shores of the inlet and Mitchell Bay, 
the conglomerate is moderately to well 
cemented and is poorly to moderately 
sorted. Argillite, phyllite, shale, and 
dark-gray schist fragments are also 
common. Plutonic rocks similar to 
types in batholith at Thayer Lake occur 
as clasts in conglomerate on NE shore 
of Mitchell Bay and along Freshwater 
Lake.

SW of Kootznahoo Inlet and Mitchell 
Bay are sandstone, siltstone, and 
shale. The arkosic sandstone is friable 
and crossbedded. The carbonaceous 
shale contains abundant plant 

9800 series numbers are leaf fossil 
collections by Jack Wolfe in 1961.  
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fossils, particularly at Sullivan Point and 
Diamond Island. Coal beds and lenses from 
1 inch to 4 feet thick are locally intercalated 
with fine-grained sediments. Conglomerate 
crops out along the east shore of Favorite Bay, 
but eastward grades rapidly into sandstone 
and siltstone. Pebbles of black phyllite and 
argillite are the dominant constituents of 
the conglomerate at the mouth of the bay; 
decreasing in amount southward, and at the 
head of the bay equalled in amount by gray 
and white chert and quartz.

Thickness of the Kootznahoo Formation 
is unknown. Faults striking parallel to the 
bedding are believed abundant—normal ones 
where the NW side moved down; thus beds are 
duplicated. The formation is wedge shaped, the 
thickest area SE of Kootznahoo Inlet.

The conglomerate and finer sediments 
of the Formation represent temporally 
equivalent facies within a wedge-shaped body 
of terrestrial sediment. Conglomerate was 
deposited near the source and graded laterally 
into finer sediments away from it. Coal beds 
are associated with finer sediments.

Fossil flora from the Kootznahoo Inlet 
area were collected by J. A. Wolfe of the U.S. 
Geological Survey in 1961 and his report is as 
follows (written commun, 1963):

‘Most of the fossil plants from the 
Kootznahoo Formation are poorly preserved, 
and thus many specific and generic 
determinations are of questionable value. 
Nevertheless, lowest floras are strikingly 
different from the highest part of the section, 
and a third type of flora occurs between these 
other 2 floras.

The lowest flora collected (loc. 9822) 
contains “Ulmus psuedobrauni,” Ocotea sp, 
Dilleniaceae, and Dryophyllum sp; from floras 
in upper half of the Eocene or lowermost 
Oligocene. Notably lacking at 9822 are 
Betulaceae, Aceraceae, and Salicaceae.

The middle type of assemblage (localities 
9825, 9826, 9827, 9829) is dominated by 
Carya magnifica,  Juglans orientalis, Alnus 
alaskana, Cercidiphillum crenatum, Vitis 
atwoodi, Populus, and Ficus alaskana.  Age is 
uncertain because most species are endemic 
to the Kootznahoo. Carya magnifica and 
Juglans orientalis are restricted to Oligocene 
rocks elsewhere in Alaska and the Northwest, 
and it is probable that the middle Kootznahoo 
assemblage is  mid to late Oligocene. 

The highest assemblage (localities 9624, 

9826, 9828) contains Fagus 
antipodi, Quercus furuhjelmi, 
Comptonia naumani, and 
Populus lendgreni. This flora 
typifies early Miocene age in 
Alaska. Thus the Kootznahoo 
Formation indicate ranges from 
probably late Eocene through 
early Miocene.’ ”

From Wolfe (1977)  Jack 
Wolfe’s paper gives an overview 
of wide-ranging Paleogene 
floras, including an “Angoonian 
assemblage” based upon his 
1961 collections.

“[The Angoonian type] 
assemblage is widespread in 
Alaska; [including] Admiralty 
and Kuiu Islands. [It’s 
typically] composed of Alnus evidens and Metasequoia,  with 
Cercidiphyllum crenatum at many localities. The type section 
is that part of the Kootznahoo Formation exposed from the 
N shore of Long Island S (and stratigraphically upward) to 
exposures S of the small island near the W end of Kanalku Bay. 
Thus rocks at localities 9826 and 9829 are excluded from the 
Angoonian. The species thus far determined include: Ginkgo sp. 
Metasequoia glyptostroboides, Juglans magnifica, Pterocarya 
orientalis Alnus evidens, A. carpinoides, Acer glabroides, Vitis 
atwoodi, V. rotundifolia, Tilia aspera, Plafkeria obliquifolia, 
Firmiana alaskana. The Angoonian assemblage is floristically 
and physiognomically temperate. Most species are related to 
extant species in temperate climates. 12% of the species have 
entire-margined leaves.  

The assemblage from locality 9829, stratigraphically below 
the type section of the Angoonian, is middle Oligocene. . . The 
assemblage from locality 9826, which is stratigraphically above 
the type section, is early to Middle Miocene.”

(RC: Stratigraphy seems to have been re-interpreted 
between Wolfe 1977 and his quotes in Lathram 1965.) 

Coal 
prospect 
on south 

side of 
Mitchell 

Bay. 

Wright (1906) gave a more detailed discussion of the 
Kootznahoo coal deposits:

“As noted by Dall, grains of fossil resin or amber are abundant in 
some of the coal seams, and it is stated that the extraordinary heat 
generated by the combustion of this resin rapidly destroys grate 
bars and boiler pipes. . . .The high percentage of ash is noteworthy, 
and [except for the McCluskey Mine] the supposed coal seams may 
be regarded as carbonaceous shales. There are 2 coal prospects 
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Large tree polygons are 
pale blotches superimposed 
onto bedrock geologic types. 
Contour interval 100 feet. 
Large trees are concentrated 
on Dm, and on terrain with 
more topographic relief.  

in [Mitchell] Bay. On the east side of Diamond Island an 
inclined shaft 30 feet in depth exposes a bed 2 to 3 feet wide, 
interstratified in the sandstone. The strike of the bedding 
plane is N52oW and the dip 45oSW. The coal is of poor quality 
because of the slate mixed with it. In a small bay just north of 
the entrance to Davis Creek a 3-foot bed of coal containing 
several shale partings has been prospected by a tunnel 28 feet 
in length. . . .In the shale many fossil plants were obtained. 
Lighter Creek forms a narrow arm southwest of Mitchell Bay. 
Near its mouth the Meade and Mitchell seams are exposed by 
short tunnels, and 1.5 miles to the SE is the Brightman and 
DeGroff seam. None of these are of value, and all of them 
have been abandoned. The only locality in Kootznahoo Inlet 
where coal has been found in beds of considerable thickness 
is in a small cove on the south side of Kanalkoo Bay. This is 
generally known as the Firestone or McCluskey claim. The 
surface croppings are along the beach, where the beds were 
first prospected by narrow ditches. These exposures are now 
mostly concealed by sand and gravel wash. The developments 
include an inclined shaft 180 feet in depth at an angle of 35o, 
following the coal bed. At this depth the deposit is reported 
to have a total width of 12 feet, containing about 7 feet of 
coal and 5 feet of interbedded shale. When this property was 
visited the shaft was full of water, no work having been done 
during the last few years. At Sullivan Point, near the entrance 
to Favorite Bay, a shaft was sunk on a coal seam from 2 to 3 
feet thick. At a depth of 80 feet the width of the vein did not 
increase, and work was stopped. On the east side of the Bay 
is the Sepphagen claim, which consists of a worthless coal 
seam exposed close to the water’s edge. A small shaft was 
sunk here, but the property has been abandoned since 1895. 
In summary, the coal deposits of Admiralty Island have no 
present or prospective commercial value. This statement is 
based on the thinness of the coal beds, their irregularity of 
structure, the crushed character of the coal, and its poor 
quality. 

Nowacki et al. discuss 
logging in Mitchell Bay;
“In the recent past (1820-
1900)  logging occurred along 
the coast of many of the bights 
and inlets within Mitchell Bay. 
Charcoal found in soil beneath 
some of these mature second-
growth stands indicates that 
many of the logged areas were 
subsequently burned.”

On my clearcuts layer (pink, following map), 
Killisnoo Island was logged in 1850 and 1880. An 
even older “second-growth” patch is shown north of 
Kanalku Bay, dated ~1830. This was not shown on the 
Rosenthal et al map. After John Schoen alerted me to 
this stand (oblique shot in following sidebar), I traced 
it according to the canopy texture on 1996 USFS 
digital orthophotography, with reference to the 1979 
NASA aerials in stereo. It’s about 250 acres in extent.

The suggested anthropogenic soil charcoal in 
Nowacki et al (2001) raises the question of whether 
this ~1830 fire was natural or human-caused. Angoon 
is in a rain shadow, and although lightning-caused 
fires are rare on the Tongass, this is one place where 
we might expect it to happen occasionally. A 350-acre 
clearcut seems quite improbable for the year 1830. 
Perhaps a fire was intentionally started in a small 
coastal clearcut at the mouth of Kanalku Bay, but 
spread from there up the ridge to the northeast? 

So, which was it? On CIR photos, even though relief 
is minimal, there’s a striking alternation of fine-
textured, even-aged forest, contrasting with coarse-
textured old growth. I’ve puzzled over this mosaic of 
textures on past trips to Angoon. Possible disturbances 
include wind, fire and logging.

Overall, in Southeast, wind is by far the most
widespread of the 3 disturbances. I’ve examined
and mapped such blowdown forests using aerial
stereophotography throughout the Tongass. But it’s
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The “tree-size map” is John Caouette’s treatment of forest structure, combining the old USFS timtype layer with NWI to 
more meaningfully capture large, medium, and small-tree forest classes. Contour interval 100 feet, from DEM. 

As for clearcuts, the USFS managed stands layer is very incomplete for Admiralty, as for all lands outside of the 
current timber base. I created a clearcuts layer for Admiralty by georeferencing and tracing the map in Rosenthal et al, 
1973, Admiralty. . .island in contention. This was an early edition from the Alaska Geographic Society, now out of print 
as it was superceded by Rennick et al 1991. Admiralty Island: fortress of the bears. That latter publication no longer 
contains the map showing clearcuts. For more information on how I delineated clearcuts, see the following Retakes 
Project sidebar.   *Note:  Our 2009 surveys indicate overestimation of 1919 logging in Favorite Bay. 

generally found on wind-exposed slopes, not flatlands
like these. To really resolve the question of fire
origins, we’d have to do a lot of digging, in search of
charcoal in the soils. Even better, of course, would be
to identify burn marks in tree cores—a great future
project for the ACA watershed crew. These scars
could possibly be pinned down to the exact year of the
fire.

6 Wetlands
There are few open peatlands of large extent in the
Mitchell Bay lowlands. As Nowacki et al. (2001)
suggest, this is unusual for low, flat country, where a
mosaic of bog, fen and subforest is typical.

But the NWI layer, below (National Wetlands
Inventory), raises questions about the Nowacki
team’s purported “good soil drainage” on the
Mitchell-Hasselborg Till Lowlands. Granted,

palustrine emergent wetlands (PEM)–NWI’s catchall
classification for bog/fen peatlands–are fairly
rare on this subsection. But forested wetlands (PFO)
are abundant. The newer high-res imagery suggests
wetlands may just be “sprinkled” through a generally
well-drained Tks matrix. My airport surveys in 2009
confirmed a matrix of well-drained upland forest with
scattered small pockets of wetlands, some detectable
on the imagery, but mostly not.

Regardless of the extent of wetlands, large-tree
forest is uncommon, as previously discussed. Most
of the logged forests of Kootznahoo, Favorite, and 
Mitchell Bays are small- to medium-tree stands.
Since my last field work in Angoon with the
SWCA airport assessment crew in 2009,2I’ve
done a lot of wetland delineation work with

2  I trained the botanical and wildlife crews for this out-of-state
group, familiarizing them with local flora and fauna. 
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7 Retakes project
In 2004 and 2005, Kathy Hocker and I conducted a wide-ranging 
repeat photography project for Discovery Southeast on contract 
with USFS/State & Private Forestry. This included an aerial 
circumnavigation of Admiralty Island with John Schoen and Dave 
Albert, during which I managed to get repeat shots of oblique 
photos taken by the US Navy in 1926. This sidebar is extracted 
from our report (Carstensen & Hocker, 2005).

Of all of our aerial RP shots so far, this one of Favorite Bay 
comes the closest to perfect alignment. The flat topography 
on the peninsula is low-grade marble; to the east are tertiary 
sedimentaries bearing deciduous leaf impressions.  

Clearcuts   USFS forester Jim Russell of Sitka has a cabin on 
Killisnoo Island. He was surprised to discover how much logging 
there had been near Angoon. Stuff that Jim originally figured 
was blowdown turned out to be pre-chainsaw clearcuts. He 

RP ID# ob7006
location: Favorite Bay, Angoon
re-take date: 20050810 obs: RC, DA, JS
photo source: Geometronics date: 1926
photographer: US Navy ID# 220963
subject: clearcuts, uplift, unique topography
re-take photographer: Richard Carstensen
time: 1425 elev: ~2000 feet bearing: 305o

GPS N: 57.47o W: 134.48o

camera: Minolta 8.0M Dimage A2 28-200mm
lens: 50mm spd/f-stop: 1/125 f5.6 e com: 0

1926

2005

pointed out that you can see it on the 1929 
aerials—both the vertical imagery and 
these opportunistic obliques.

USFS’s “managed stands” layer for 
clearcuts doesn’t include Admiralty. But 
the first edition of Alaska Geographic’s 
Admiralty: Island in Contention (1973) 
has a foldout map of the island with dated 
clearcuts. I scanned and georeferenced 
that map and created an “admiralty cuts” 
layer by tracing the unit boundaries, 
referring to both the DOQs and stereo 
photos for corroboration. I generally found 
that the mapped polygons were highly 
imprecise, so my new shapefile is a value-
added product. It’s still full of inaccuracies, 
judging from subsequent ground-truthing. 
Extent of older cuts—where air photos 
only vaguely hint at the contact with old 
growth—should be taken with a grain of 
salt, as should the dates. 

The most obvious fresh disturbance 
in the 1926 photo is the clearcut at “A.” 
This was prior to the development of 
chainsaws—a time when selective logging 
was more common than clearcutting. There 
was no road to town, so logs were cabled 
down to Favorite Bay. The dated cuts 
layer says this stand was logged in 1923, 
which would have made it 3 years old. 
I’ve outlined the smooth-canopied second-
growth stand there on the 2005 re-take 
with white dots.

In 2001, we cored trees in the young 
stand at “B” just north of downtown 
Angoon that was apparently logged around 
1940. Oddly, that area had a smooth 
canopy even in the 1926 shot, indicating a 
young-growth stand. It was already second 
growth in 1926, meaning this is one of 
the rare Southeast examples of a “third-
growth” forest. 

To my knowledge, only Sitka has had 
white folks around long enough to have 
experienced more than one timber rotation. 
But if there’s anyplace else in Southeast 
where you might expect very early 
clearcuts, it would be immediately adjacent 
to the older towns like Angoon. 

Note on the tree-size map that there 
was clearcut logging on Killisnoo Island 
in 1850 and 1880. If the downtown stand 
was also first cut in, say, 1880, that would 
have made it about 46 years old in 1926. 
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Top to bottom:  Outline of evenaged stand in Kanalku Bay that 
burned in about 1830. Inset by John Schoen taken 147 years after the 
fire.  

Kathy Hocker in 2001, coring a spruce in the 2nd-growth (or 3rd-
growth?) patch just north of Angoon (site “B,” 1926 photo) to 
determine date of logging. The tree was about 60 years old. It appears 
that this site may have been cut more than once. Note depauperate 
understory beneath the densely interlocking canopy.  

1980 aerial of downtown Angoon shows the even-aged post-logging 
stand–possibly a 3rd-generation cut. Arrow points to position of tree-
coring photo above.

At reentry time in 1940, it would have been a limby but fairly 
high volume forest, much like the one we visited in 2001. 
Perhaps it was cut for cordwood.

Uplift succession   Compare the island at “C” in 1926 and 2005. Trees here 
are colonizing uplift surfaces. The spruces on the point just in front of this 
island have also extended outward, and are taller and fuller canopied. The 
rate of glacial rebound at Angoon is thought to be about 0.25 in/yr. This is 
not an iron-clad conclusion however. I think I have tree-ring evidence for 
uplift of 0.5 in/yr at Kake, even farther south from the main Little-Ice-Age 
build-up that we consider to be responsible for depression and subsequent 
recovery. 

Fire  Jim Russell also reminded me that some of the forest in Mitchell Bay 
is of fire origin. Makes sense considering that Angoon is in a rain-shadow 
and gets only about 45 inches per year. It’s quite possible that some of the 
stands in our retake scene are fire forests. As we flew over Kanalku Bay, John 
Schoen pointed out the extent of the fire-generated forest that he’d sent 
me a picture of for our Audubon report. I’m still not clear whether anyone 
has confirmed the origins of this fire as natural or human-caused. Jim told 
me to check with LaVern Beier who has an old report on the cuts and other 
disturbance forests of Admiralty.

USFS stream 
channel types 
and National 

Wetlands 
Inventory 

color coded 
for system 
and class.  

Koren Bosworth (Bosworth Botanical Consulting,
Juneau). Mapping of the type and extent of wetlands is 
mandated prior to any construction project, and this will be 
a component of both airport and proposed hydro surveys 
for Angoon, as well as any stream or forest restoration
activities engaged in by the Angoon 
Community Association. Koren and 
I typically find that NWI maps—
while serving as useful big-picture 
introductory views—are full of errors 
that can only be corrected through 
ground truthing.

In the past year, Paul Adamus 
has developed a holistic wetlands 
assessment procedure for Southeast 
Alaska. Koren Bosworth one of 
a handful of professional wetland 
delineators conducting field 
tests on the protocol.Visit http://
southeastalaskalandtrust.org/
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8 Ground-truthing technology for 
field & office
The Ground-truthing Project documents conditions on 
timber lands and streams throughout Southeast Alaska. 
Bob Christensen and I are the lead investigators 
Recently, Bob has also engaged with agencies, timber 
workers, conservation groups and tribal governments 
to promote resilient forestry and community capacity 
building in our region. Over the years, Bob and I have 
fine-tuned a combination of GPS, photography, and 
journaling that works well for general natural history 
assessments in Southeast Alaska.

Typically, Bob Christensen is several steps ahead
of me in adoption of new technologies. On this visit
to Angoon, we dramatically upgraded our procedure
for recording, mapping and reporting. This “howto”
sidebar—a sort of recipe section for colleagues
and prospective ground-truthers—is something I
commonly include in reports and field journals. This
time, however, it required revision in literally every
subsection, from GPS units to final products.

GPS For several years we’ve used Garmin Rinos to
collect GPS tracks, and occasional waypoints.1 These
units have excellent reception under dense conifer
canopy, true magnetic compasses, and barometric
altimeters.2 But their most important advantage over
other GPS models is the ability to transmit one’s 
position to a partner, or multiple partners, allowing us, 
for example, to separate and efficiently rendezvous, 
or to advise field parties on route choices from a 
base camp. Just prior to this trip in August 2012, we 
upgraded  to Garmin Rino 650s, and trained the ACA 
crew in their use. Compared to the earlier 500-series 
Rinos, these newer models feature more intuitive 
touch screens, texting, and advanced interface with 
computers during the pre-field and downloading 
process through Garmin Base Camp, a free program. 
Most importantly, however, the Rino 650 allows us to 
upload base imagery to the unit. At Angoon, we used 
high-res satellite photos, offered by Garmin through 
an annual contract with Birdseye, and began to 
experiment with custom maps and aerials.3

Photography On a typical Ground-truthing day I take 
100 to 200 digital photos, most recently with a Nikon 

1  Our photo-collection process, described below, circumvents
the need to take lots of waypoints and associated field
notes. 
2  Normal recreational GPSes give “compass” directions and 
elevations according to satellite configuration. Bearings are 
only effective when the user is in motion, problematic in 
d5+ bushwacking, described below. Except for expensive, 
surveygrade GPSes, vertical elevation from satellite 
traingulation is still very crude and volatile; thus the barometric 
altimeter.  
3  Until now, the only base maps available on Garmin GPS
units have been proprietary—contour maps with fairly crude
vector lines, purchased at additional expense. In the past, we
compensated by also loading ArcPad projects to PDAs linked
to blue-tooth GPS receivers carried in pockets on our bill caps.
This system allowed us to view imagery and overlays (raster
and vector data) in the field, but the receivers were inferior to
Garmin Rinos under canopy. One of our few complaints about
even the latest Rino models is that they can’t communicate
wirelessly with a tablet or superior viewing screen. More on this
follows in Tablets in the field.
 

DSLR and 18-200mm lens. Many of these are later 
stitched into panoramas.4 Ground-truthing is about 
forest structure, stream sinuosity, and mountainside 
topography, all hard to capture in traditional, narrow-
scope photographs. Even the widest angle (fisheye) 
lens can’t picture a forest scene the way a human 
eye experiences it without unnatural-looking, curvy 
distortions at the perimeter. For shots where it’s 
important to show height as well as breadth, I take an 
overlapping series of vertical format, 
18mm photos, stitched into a composite 
photo of normal-looking dimensions that 
presents a big scope of terrain, yet tree 
trunks, etc, remain straight.

In the image-management program 
ACDSee, I give
a brief descriptive name to each photo, add my name
and watershed to the EXIF data, and then, after culling
duds and no-longer-needed panorama components,
re-number the shots sequentially (e.g. 143_
closedcanopy). The pro-5 version of ACDSee includes a
google-earth window displaying locations of geo-tagged
images during the photo-editing process—a big help in
assigning useful names.

Robogeo  This program compares the time on camera
and GPS, automatically dropping photopoint icons onto
the downloaded GPS track in Google Earth or ArcMap.
That’s a huge time-saver if you take over a hundred
photos per day. Annotated air photos in this journal
are exports from an ArcMap project with photopoints
generated in Robogeo. I’ve numbered only those 
photos shown in the journal.

Tablets in the field  Although the Garmin Rino 650
finally allows us to view our field position against aerial
imagery on a high-accuracy GPS, Garmin’s LCD screen
is small and low-res compared to most smart phones
or tablet devices. I’ve recently used both Ipads and
Android tablets for enhanced image-viewing in the
field. Inside a map case or waterproof Seal-line tablet
protector, these devices can be operated in the rain.
Pinch-zoom, etc, works fine through the clear plastic.
Programs are available for both Mac and Android
platforms supporting “offline GPS.”5 This is a rapidly
evolving technology and I didn’t have time to upload
rectified base imagery to my Samsung Galaxy tablet
before the Angoon trip (wi-fi required for uploads—not
available in bunkhouse). So I simply used the tablet for
viewing maps and aerials without being able to use the
on-board GPS to see my position on them.

An unresolved question is whether the Ipad and
Samsung onboard GPS is adequate under forest 
canopy, or whether we’ll need external blue-tooth GPS 
receivers. So far, my Samsung is promising; it connects 
to satellites indoors, well away from windows. 

ArcMap Bob introduced me to this program in 
2001—the favored cartographic tool for 21st-Century 

4  We’ve upgraded our panorama programs frequently.
Currently, we’re using Kolor Autopano Pro, which automates
many aspects of what used to consume an hour or more each
evening 
5  Eg: Trimble Outdoors Navigator Pro, for android. 

PS 2018: I’ve updated this how-to’ appendix on ground-truthing methodology, refllecting 
technological advances as of late 2017. Retaining this mostly for ‘historical’ interest.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/ground-truthing-methods-and-workflow/
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researchers and naturalists. Since then, probably a 
quarter of my total computing time has been spent
ArcMap. Almost all maps and orthophotos in this 
journal are exported from ArcMap, with final touches 
and labelling in Photoshop.

Journaling  For me, it’s during the reflective postfield
“data-sweeping” process that the real synthesis
emerges. In the heat of d7 bushwacking, my attention
is usually more focused on not getting poked in the 
eye. Once all the track and photo processing is done, I
open InDesign—a page-layout program—dropping in
the daily maps and best photos. Retracing the day’s
bushwack, comparing ground scenes to canopy texture
on air imagery, I “write my way around the images.”
Journaling is my way of savoring the country, and of
taking the reader as graphically as possible into the 
field experience.6

In the early years of the Ground-truthing program, 
Bob and I were surprised at how few colleagues in 
conservation took the time to fully read our lengthy, 
lushly-illustrated reports from the field, distributed 
digitally in .PDF format. In part, that’s because few 
(me included) are willing to sit passively in front of a 
computer monitor. But more significantly, I suspect 
it’s because the digital age has sapped our attention 
span. Today’s readers are flitty, demanding sound-
bite communications, compelling graphics, bottomline 
conclusions.7 The challenge to ground-truthers is to 
offer up our experiences in the woods in more enaging, 
multi-media formats.8

Printing out our ~70-page, all-color groundtruthing
reports was prohibitively expensive. But the
proliferation of tablets, smart phones and e-readers,
along with easier access to wireless internet and
documents stored and universally available on-line,
gives us hope for a wider (if more distractable)
audience. We’re currently investigating multi-media
e-book formats that intermingle print, still images,
audio and video.9

6  A longer description of the ground-truthing process, with 
emphasis on journaling, is in my fall 2011 article for
Discoveries, titled Recording nature: Field journaling as Raven
goes global. Visit www.discoverysoutheast.org, and search
under Publications. 
7  The term “executive summary” nicely captures the
pressure-cooker intensity of today’s agency and NGO
heirarchies. Busy commanders are buffered from the tedium
and danger of front-line engagement, fed pre-chewed bites of
“science,” to quote in their “campaigns.” 
8  For example, in 2008 Bob and I posted to his SEAWEAD
website a 29-page .PDF review of TLMP and the conservation
coalition response, along with email notifications to a long
list of collaborators. We received almost no feedback. A week
later, I distilled our commentary into a narrated slideshow. It
was my first effort in this format, over-long (~40 minutes),
excrutiatingly detailed, and a bit rambling. Even so, I quickly
heard back from about 20 colleagues who endured the entire
presentation. Not a landslide response, granted, but a clear
message about the importance of format. 
9  Obviously, flash-for-the-sake-of-flash is a short-lived
strategy, better suited to Coke ads than authentic natural
history. But some subjects (shrew frenetics, glacial recession,
bushwacking difficulty) are perfect for video. And programs
such as Proshow (.exe format) pan or dissolve smoothly
through photos without chopping them into hundreds of lowres
stills resulting in giga-file-sizes, as in i-Movies. Or instead of 

Images available to ACA-USFS I’m sharing this
journal with Donald Frank, John Neary and Chad Van
Ormer. I hope Donald will pass it along to the guys on
the ACA watershed crew. If anyone at ACA or USFS
wants higher-res images or maps from this report in
separate, .jpg form, please contact me.

9 Bushwacking difficulty scale
This is something Bob and I began using in 2005, our
first year of the Ground-truthing Project. Most folks
react initially with amusement to this ranking, but
I find it to be one of the more useful parameters of
wildlife habitat, particularly for the bigger creatures
such as deer and bear who—like us humans—don’t
necessarily prefer thrashing around in hellacious brush 
tangles. If they do seek out the tangles, it’s often for 
cover from things they like even less. (“Oh, Bro Fox, 
Please don’t throw me in that briar patch!”)

It’s a rather informal and subjective ranking, 
from d1 to d10, with “d” standing for difficulty: d1 
is sidewalk; and d10 is suicidal. The ranking ignores 
factors that vary temporally. A given terrain should 
have the same rating in summer and winter, rain or 
shine, buggy or bugless, and whether traversed up- or 
downhill. It’s also independent of subjective factors: 
whether the bushwacker feels grumpy, exhausted,
allergic, etc.

Here’s the breakdown . . . .d1 is level and mostly 
brush free. Most trails are d1 or d2. Hikers needn’t look 
at their feet while walking. If you look up at the canopy 
while walking, and trip over a root, you’re in d2.

d2 Visually, this habitat is unobstructed. You can 
see a deer 50 yards away in d2 understory. Terrain 
can be rolling, but the uphill portions should not cause 
noticable strain compared to level hiking.

d3 Many mature second-growth forests, and some 
fairly closed-canopy old-growth forests with sparse 
understory are d3 bushwacking. Blueberry bushes are 
present, but mostly waist height or less, and it’s easy 
to weave your way without much thrashing. Same goes 
for down logs; they’re present, but you rarely have to 
climb over or stoop under if you choose a good route.

d4 At this stage, brush thrashing is unavoidable, 
and down logs are common enough that some minor 
gymnastics are involved.

d5 By this stage, visibility is restricted by blueberry, 
menziesia or devil’s club. Often, you can’t see your 
hiking partners 10 yards away. Log obstructions are 
common, but you don’t have to go down on hands and 
knees. With good raingear, you should be able to stay 
dry all day in d5. 

d6 If the day’s bushwack averages d6 or d7, it 
becomes impossible even with the best raingear to 
keep your shirt collar and forearms dry; frequent 
contorted poses offer abundant opportunities for rain 
to drip inside your hood, or up your sleeves. Not to 
mention that by the end of the day your clothing is 
saturated with sweat from strenuous gymnastics. 
After a day of d6, there are usually at least 3 hemlock 
needles in your underwear.

your eye flitting between photo and caption, click on the image; 
an audio file opens, and you hear the narrated caption while 
the image smoothly zooms or pans to the the point of greatest 
interest. 
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Above: Doghair spruce stand on Burnt Island in Kanalku Bay. Probably about d3 bushwacking (I didn’t penetrate far) because 
canopy closure precludes brush. However, lower branches have not yet fallen, and present significant eye-poking impedance.  

Below: First 5 yards off the road near Angoon’s general store looks like about a d6 or d7 thrash. That probably opens into easy 
(if gloomy) d2  or d3 walking in depauperate-understory second-growth beyond, logged in the 1950s.

d7 Uninitiated hikers begin to grunt and whimper, and to 
question the leader’s sanity. A good portion of travel is on top of
slippery or bouncy logs, with little to cling to for support other than 
thorny devil’s club and salmonberry.

d8 It’s rare to travel 100 yards through d8 without bleeding.
I’ve never spent more than an half an hour in continuous d8.
You often can’t see your feet; brush is so dense the only way to
move forward sometimes is to fall. D8 entails convoluted terrain,
blowdown tangle and dense brush. Each step is a logistical
consideration. Many recently-thinned 25-to-35-year-old clearcuts
are d8

d9 No rational human would spend more than a few moments 
in d9. These supremely brushy places are often wonderful songbird 
and small mammal habitat, but deer-sized critters can find easier 
places to forage. Their main incentive for penetrating d8-d9 habitats 
is predator avoidance.

d10 I’m alive, therefore I’ve never been in d10. Southeast 
Alaska actually has little d9 and d10 habitat compared to other 
bioregions, such as coastal Mexican thornscrub. 

The bushwacking difficulty scale is a good way to evaluate 
successional trends. Each disturbance sets off its own unique 
trajectory. For example, after logging of a d5 upland hemlock 
old-growth stand, years 1 to 25 are typically d7 to d8. With 
canopy closure and settling of slash at 40 to 50 years, difficulty 
typically declines to d2-d4. After several centuries, with tree fall 
and increased canopy gaps, the brush mosaic re-establishes, and 
average difficulty returns slowly to d5. Note that in this example, 
the higher the difficulty, the better the summer
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scientific name common name collections*

rodents

Tamiasciurus hudsonicus red squirrel 1

Castor canadensis beaver 1 (9)

Microtus longicaudus long-tailed vole (4)

Microtus pennsylvanicus meadow vole 53 (64)

Ondatra zibethicus muskrat (1)

Peromyscus keeni Keen’s (deer) mouse 142 (171)

shrews

Sorex monticolus dusky shrew 49 (26)

bats

Myotis  lucifugus little brown myotis 54

Myotis volans long-legged myotis  (1)

artiodactyls

Odocoileus hemionus Sitka black-tailed deer 12 (17)

carnivores

Ursus arctos brown bear 39 (224)

Lontra canadensis river otter (5)

Martes caurina Pacific marten 64 (10)

Mustela erminea short-tailed weasel 9 (29)

Neovison vison mink 1 (16)

Above: Admiralty has only 15 documented mammals. 
* = Number of specimens held by U of AK Museum of the 
North (UAM).  () = specimens held by other museums. 

Below: Collection maps for meadow vole, dusky shrew, 
and Pacific marten, from McD&C (07)

10 Admiralty mammals
MacDonald and Cook (2007) have documented of the 
mammals of SE AK. Their appendices 4, 5 & 6 have tables 
for verified species (museum collections) for most of the 
major islands in Southeast. The listing at right is from 
those appendices. 

Three endemic mammal subspecies occur only on 
Admiralty (underlined in the table). These are: Castor 
canadensis phaeus, Microtus pennsylvanicus admiralitiae; 
Mustela erminea salva. (Cook et al 2001). 

It appears from the number of meadow vole 
collections (MIPE) that this species is of greater interest 
to mammalogists than long-tailed vole (MILO). MILO is 
a coastal vole, nearly ubiquitous in Southeast. MIPE is an 
interior species that comes down the transboundary rivers 
and has colonized the archipelago only on Admiralty, and 
on some islands off the mouth of the Stikine. I don’t know 
which of the 2 Microtus species is actually more abundant 
on Admiralty. The map on right shows a collection from 
the Angoon area. Some of the vole sign I’ve encountered 
on surveys impresses me as more characteristic of MIPE 
populations encountered in Haines than the regionally 
more widespread MILO.1  

Admiralty’s single specimen of Myotis volans was from 
Mole Harbor in 1907. Until recently it was the only known 
long-legged bat in Alaska. 

Admiralty’s marten was recently discovered to be 
the endemic Pacific species, Martes caurina. Kuiu Island 
has both Martes americana and M. caurina. Population 
densities of caurina appear low on both islands. Marten 
are vulnerable to road-based trappers, so a runway access 
road around Favorite Bay could knock down the numbers 
of this fur-bearer near Angoon.

The red squirrel is introduced on Admiralty. As a nest 
predator, it’s apparently impacting isolated populations 
of species such as sooty grouse that evolved here in 
absence of squirrels. Precipitous declines of grouse on 
Chichagof are thought by some2 to be related to squirrel 

1  PS from end of trip: In 2009 we saw voles in the beach fringe 
almost daily; during this 2012 visit, nary a one. I suspect the 
2009 sightings were of the cyclic MIPE—peaking then, now 
crashing. 
2 There are no hard data in support of the squirrel-predation 
hypothesis. But on a trip with the wildlife biologists Dave Klien, 
John Schoen and Matt Kirchhoff in 1996, we all agreed that 

introduction in the 1930s. On Admiralty the 
introduction occurred later. Angoon did not 
see squirrels until the mid-1990s. In 2009, I 
consistently encountered caches of spruce cone 
cores and bracts throughout my Angoon-area 
surveys. At that time, my impression was that these 
small caches did not represent long occupation by 
many generations. On this 2012 visit, however, I 
saw several deep cone-bract middens resembling 
those in uplift-spruce stands around Juneau where 
squirrels have been present for centuries.      

squirrels were likelier culprits in the decline of grouse and 
ptarmigan than introduced marten, who at the time were 
more widely blamed by Chichagof old-timers.   

wildlife habitat. In winter, however, the d5 old growth
is by far the most valuable habitat for resident birds,
mammals and fish.
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11 Eagle-Raven staffs to Central 
Council
Lillian Petershoare, Tribal Relations Specialist 
907-586-7089 or lpetershoare@fs.fed.us

In April, 2010, at the 75th Tribal Assembly of Central 
Council Tlingit and Haida Indian Tribes of Alaska, 
Paul Brewster, and Forrest Cole presented Central 
Council President Bill Martin and President Emeritus 
Ed Thomas with hand-carved eagle and raven staffs. 
The eagle and raven, known as the lovebirds, are 
powerful crests in Southeast Alaska; they are a 
unifying symbol honoring balance, and they comprise 
the Central Council logo. The staffs commemorate 
the beginnings of a healing process that addressed 
the profound cultural repercussions of the Forest 
Service’s removal of Alaska Native fish camps and 
smokehouses over 50 years ago.

The healing process began back in 2008 when an 
Acknowledgement Ceremony was held on the subject 
of the fish camp and smokehouse removal. At that 
event, Regional Forester Dennis E. Bschor publicly 
acknowledged that the Forest Service removed Alaska 
Native fish camps and smokehouses in Southeast 
Alaska between the 1930s to the 1960s. These 
actions were taken in accordance with national laws 
and regulations of that time.

The removal of the seasonal camps had a 
devastating impact on Southeast Alaska Natives and 
their “Our Food is Our Way of Life” culture. 

Forrest Cole has 
directed district rangers 
and archaeologists on the 
Tongass National Forest to 
continue to work with Elders 
and others to document the 
destruction of fish camps, 
smokehouses, and cabins in 
every community in order 
to obtain a more complete 
understanding of what 
occurred. 

Donald Frank, Forest 
Service Tribal Liaison for 
Admiralty National Monument 
and Angoon resident carver 
Jamie Daniels, created 
the eagle and raven staffs 
commemorating the 2008 
Acknowledgement Ceremony. 
Donald’s son Steve Frank 
assisted with the carving and his daughter Rose Frank 
assisted in painting the staffs. Donald and his brother-
in-law Peter McCluskey Jr. aided Paul Brewster and 
Forrest Cole in the presentation of the staffs.

The new Regional Forester Beth Pendleton intends 
to build on this legacy of sensitivity and receptivity to 
Alaska Native concerns.

From left: Donald Frank, E. 
Thomas, B. Martin, P. Brewster.

12 Whitewater bindweed pull
Ed Schoenfeld, CoastAlaska News   July 25, 2012 

There’s an effort underway to eradicate a Lower 48 
weed that’s choking off plant life in part of Southeast 
Alaska.

It’s black bindweed, which is native to parts of 
Europe, Africa and Asia. It’s been carried to the Lower 
48, where it’s widespread. Now, it’s in Alaska.

“This is a plant that you just have to continue to 
eradicate year after year and you hope for success,” 
says Daven Hafey, wilderness stewardship coordinator 
at the Southeast Alaska Conservation Council.

“It will wrap itself around whatever’s near it. And 
it will restrict that plant. It will effectively choke it 
out. And over time, it will kill off a lot of the native 
vegetation, native species in the soil, or even larger 
species [that] deer might depend on summer or 
winter,” Hafey says.

SEACC, the Forest Service and 
Angoon’s tribal government have 
combined forces to eradicate black 
bindweed. They’ve been working at 
Whitewater Bay, south of Angoon 
on Admiralty Island.

Volunteer Dick Farnell of Juneau 
says it’s hard work.

“Some of them are down right 
on the ground and there’s thick 
vegetation from other species that 
they’re intertwined with. So there’s 

no way you can kind of walk around at standing level 
and see them. You’ve got to be down on your hands 
and knees. You feel sore … doing that all day,” he says.

The volunteers worked with 5 employees of the 
Angoon Community Association.

Volunteer Dick Farnell works on removing black 
bindweed from Whitewater Bay. Photo courtesy SEACC.

ACA watershed crew leader Calvin Washington says 
bindweed can be a little tricky.

“It’s like a heart shape and one we saw was maybe 
4 or 5 feet long. And they do come in all shapes and 
sizes,” Washington says.

The work is also helping Angoon, where 
unemployment is high.

“It’s a good job for the public crew for the summer,” 
he says.

The weed likely came to the bay on logging 
equipment more than 50 years ago. It took a while 
to spread, but was expanding its range until the 
eradication effort began. SEACC’s Hafey says there’s 
less now than then.
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13 Basketry and tenure
One of Southeast Alaska’s most enticing archeological 
clues to great cultural time depths involve a handful 
of baskets preserved in anaerobic mud. The oldest, 
from Thorne Bay, dates to ~6000 years BP, and is 
considered “Tlingit” by some experts. It was woven 
from spruce root. One anthropologist, when asked how 
much we can tell from baskets, replied “everything.”

That got me pretty excited. Finally, a deep-time, 
en-situ Tlingit connection, not too many millennia after 
Sitka spruce itself colonized Southeast Alaska. Pretty 
astonishing, since 6 millennia en situ would make the 
Tlingit probably the longest rooted-in-place culture 
ever documented in North America.  

For context, I checked out the 2005 Thorne Bay 
Coastal Management Program report (Rollenhagen 
et al, 2005) Terry Fifield, a USFS archeologist, 
characterized the basket’s temporal provenance as “a 
time before sea level had stabilized and anadromous 
fish runs were established.” So far, the Paleomarine 
cultures of that period are thought to have been unlike 
Tlingit in tool kits, diets and campsite choice. Terry 
then described the apparent arrival, around 4000 
years ago, of cultures more closely resembling those 
encountered by first Euro-explorers on the NW Coast, 
with:  

“deeply stratified shell middens, elaborate stone and 
wooden stake fish traps, rock art, fish camps, and village 
sites.”

How could a definitively Tlingit basket have pre-
dated the arrival of NW-coast-type cultures? Is 
something fundamentally wrong with the Southeast 
cultural timeline accepted by most archeologists?

Seeking more information about basketry styles 
and deep time, I found great detail for the past few 
centuries, beyond which the trail goes pretty cold. On 
the Sheldon Museum website (sheldonmuseum.org/
tlingitbaskets.htm), the basketry page opens with an 
unattributed story about Sun—husband of the first, 
accidental weaver—lowering humans to earth in a 
spruce-root basket:

“They set down near Yakutat on the Alsek River and that 
is the reason the first baskets were made by Yakutat 
women.”   

Emmons (1991) concurred that the Dry Bay and 
Yakutat tribes specifically, and the northern Tlingit 
in general produced “the most elaborately beautiful 
basketry of the entire coast.” Yakutat as Tlingit 
basketry birthplace seems logical because all traditional 
root-gathering sites I’m aware of in northern Southeast 
are on uplift beaches. As mentioned in my sidebar 
Isostacy in Xutsnoowú Aaní, the Vancouver Expedition 
(1793 & 94) found northern Southeast subsiding; there 
were no uplift beaches. When beaches did begin to rise 
in the 1800s, the sandy shores from Yakutat to Dry Bay 

“In 2010 the crew went down to Whitewater Bay 
and picked tons and tons of black bindweed. It was just 
everywhere. They were picking it left and right. Last 
year it was still fairly widespread but they had a little 
harder time finding it but were still finding it in large 
amounts,” he says. “This year we had to look a little 
bit harder. There were some areas where it was fairly 

obvious and there was lots of it. For the most part we 
had to look fairly hard to find it.”

The effort will continue for a while. Hafey says 
black bindweed seeds can take about 8 years to 
germinate. So even if this crop is gone, there’ll be 
more next summer.

would have been our region’s first great root-gathering 
destinations. Yaakwdáat Kwáan, the mother of Tlingit 
basketry, was scarcely older than those beaches—still 
engulfing Eyak cultures when the first Russian visitors 
passed through.

I’m not suggesting there was no spruce basketry 
before the 1800s—only that styles as currently defined 
may be quite young. Emmons noted strong kwáan-to-
kwáan variability in patterns and quality. The Thorne 
Bay basket, if accurately dated, proves someone was 
weaving 6000 years ago. But can it be pegged to a 
lineage? Is basketry traceable, with divergence points 
and unbroken progressions in style and skill? Can 
we draw a deep-time basketry family tree? Is there 
professional consensus on basketry systematics and 
evolution? Or is it irruptive, stochastic, re-invented 
by inspired tinkerers in multiple locales and cultural 
epochs?     

 Following is from Lily Doan of the Agua Caliente 
Museum in Palm Springs. (www.accmuseum.org/Haida-
Basket)  She asked 4 authorities on basketry style 
to identify a basket from her collection (right), and 
received these replies: 

“…both the Tlingit and Haida used 
spruce root extensively, as well as 
the two patterns [both present in this 
basket] of dyed decoration: strawberry 
weave and cockle shell weave”  Steve 
Henrickson, Curator, Alaska State 
Museum

“I would identify this basket as Tlingit…
because of the jog-down at the base…”  Rebecca Andrews, 
Collections Manager, Burke Museum, Washington

“This basket is probably not from the Tlingit or neighboring 
Northwest Coast tribe…I would put it in Oregon or southern 
Washington.” Bryn Potter, Independent Curator, Basketry 
Specialist, BBP Museum Consulting

“If the stitches go up on the left and down on the right, 
then it is probably Haida”  Teri Rofkar, Tlingit weaver, 
Alaska.

Doan concluded:
“Cultural attribution of objects with unknown makers 
is often difficult and complex. Cultural traditions, such 
as basketry weaving, are rarely static and particular to 
a single group. Intermarriage, sharing, and borrowing 
of techniques and designs are common. Additionally, 
baskets have a life of their own. Through trade and the 
tourist market, a basket may be created in one region yet 
purchased and used in another. This is particularly true of 
the Tlingit, who were traders and traveled a great deal. 
This cycle of travel and changing of hands may be repeated 
multiple times throughout the history of an object.  In the 
case of this basket, the majority of expert opinions indicate 
it to be from the Northwest Coast and made by either the 
Haida or Tlingit. [But] consensus was not achieved on 
which culture the basket is from.”  

 



14 Insights from interior
20130105
I’ve been working on a third edition for Nature of 
Southeast Alaska, and just did some surfing on the 
question of Tlingit arrival time, in order to have 
something coherent and up-to-date about humans in 
the archipelago. I discovered that the Wrangell-Saint-
Elias park website is apparently unafraid of bucking 
the time immemorialists. Here’s a summary of human 
history, from an interior perspective, but very much 
attuned to goings-on among the neighboring coastal 
cultures:

“Prehistoric Resources
Early sites in the Interior, including Healy Lake, 
Dry Creek and Swan Point give us dates of around 
11,000 BP. The Northern Paleo-indian tradition was 
“Amerind” (non-Eskimo), people related to the “fluted 
point” cultures of Clovis, Folsom, Plano and Agate Basin 
that flourished in North America south of the great 
ice sheets about 11,000 BP. A few researchers [time 
immemorialists of interior perhaps?] see the ancestral 
Athabascan strand in these cultures.

The next cultural entity was the Paleoarctic 
tradition, ~10,000 BP. Sites include Ground Hog Bay, 
Hidden Falls, and Chuck Lake. Dry Creek in Nenana 
Valley and Aishihik Lake in SW Yukon also have 
assemblages attributable to the Paleoarctic. Microblade 
technology, hallmark of Paleoarctic tradition, persisted 
in the WRST area longer than in the arctic—as late 
as 2200 BP on the northern NW Coast and in nearby 
inland areas. The Northwest Microblade tradition had 
microblades mixed with lanceolate and side-notched 
projectile points.

Another widespread tradition appeared across 
Alaska around 6000 BP. Characterized by side-notched 
projectile points, large unifacially flaked knives and 
unifacially flaked endscrapers, the Northern Archaic 
tradition came from boreal forests S & E of Alaska 
instead of Siberia, by migration or diffusion. There’s 
controversy over who the NAT were, how they arrived 
in Alaska, and their fate—a significant issue for WRST 
because several scholars trace Athabascan origins to 
this period and this archeological tradition.

The definitive development of Northern 
Athabascan culture [my underline; seems to be the 
prefered interpretation by however wrote this for the 
park] can be traced back to ~1500 BP. From then to 
contact with Europeans in southern Alaska, ancestors 
of historic Athabascan groups inhabited the region and 
cultural development culminated. Lack of definitive 
sites has made it difficult to push this tradition further 
back than 1500 BP with the Klo-Kut site, on the 
middle Porcupine River drainage north of the park and 
preserve, providing the longest unbroken record of an 
Athabascan cultural pattern. 

The Malaspina Forelands and Icy Bay area of the 
park and preserve falls within the culture area of the 
northern Northwest Coast. Historically the territory 
of the Tlingit and Eyak native groups, the prehistory 
of this area shows distinctive differences from that 
of the Athabascan Interior. The oldest archeological 
complexes—Ground Hog Bay & Hidden Falls—have 
been assigned to the Paleomarine tradition. This 

tradition, dating from around 8000 years ago, is a 
coastal correlate of the Paleoarctic tradition. Some 
researchers see a Transitional Period from around 
6500-5000 years age during which the technological 
changes occurred that formed the basis for early 
Northwest Coast culture, but this hypothesis has not 
yet been well substantiated. [i.e., even the half-time 
immemorialists are jumping the gun]

Davis places the advent of developing Northwest 
Coast culture at 4600 BP, represented by 
Component II materials at Hidden Falls. Davis also 
defines a Middle Phase with a temporal span of 3000-
1300 years ago in which the use of coastal resources 
continued and intensified. The Late Phase from 
1300 BP up to contact time showed changes in the 
development of larger structures, copper tools, the 
appearance of iron in a few tools, new harpoon 
forms, and stone bowls and lamps. These remains 
indicate increased population and complex social 
organization.

[and here’s what I find most provocative, sensible, 
and guaranteed to provoke time-immemorialists]: The 
type of assemblage found in the Late Phase component 
of Hidden Falls is very consistent with the historic 
Eyak people who occupied the coast to the west of Icy 
Bay. Prior to historic contact the Eyak, whose language 
seems to be related to that of the Haida further south 
on the Northwest Coast, probably also occupied areas 
to the south and east, adjacent to the Haida. Sometime 
between 500-1500 years ago, the Tlingit expanded 
into this area, wedging between the Haida and the 
Eyak, displacing them from the Yakutat Bay area.
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CODE COMMON NAME SCIENTIFIC NAME

trees

ALCR sitka alder Alnus crispa

ALRU red alder Alnus rubra

PISI spruce Picea sitchensis

TSHE  western hemlock Tsuga heterophylla

CHNO yellow-cedar Chamecyparis nootkatensis

PICO lodgepole pine Pinus contorta

MAFU Oregon crabapple Malus fusca

shrubs

VAOV early blueberry Vaccinium ovalifolium

VAAL Alaska blueberry V. alaskense

VAPA red huckleberry V. parvifolium

VAspp blueberry spp Vaccinium spp

MEFE rusty menziesia Menziesia ferruginea

OPHO devil’s club Oplopanax horridum

RUPA  thimbleberry Rubus parviflorus

RUSP  salmonberry Rubus spectabilis

SARA  elderberry Sambucus racemosa

RIBR  stink current Ribes bracteosum

RILA trailing black current Ribes laxiflora

deer forbs

RUPE  5-leaved bramble Rubus pedatus

COAS fern-leaved goldthread Coptis asplenifolia

COCA  ground dogwood Cornus canadensis

TITR  foamflower Tiarella trifoliata

mosses

RHLO lanky moss Rhytidiadelphus loreus

HYSP step moss Hylocomium splendens

other

ATFE  lady fern Athyrium felix-femina

CALY Lyngbye sedge Carex lyngbyei

CIAL enchanter’s nightshade Circaea alpina

LYAM skunk cabbage Lysichiton americanum

MADI false lily-of-the-valley Maianthemum dilatatum

METR bog buckbean Menyathes trifoliata

NUPO yellow pond lily Nuphar polysepalum

PHAR reed canary grass Phalaris arundinacea

VEVI false hellbore Veratrum viride

PYSE one-sided wintergreen Pyrola secunda

STRO rosy twisted stalk Streptopus roseus

DRDI shield fern Dryoperis dilatata

GYDR oak fern Gymnocarpium dryopteris

HELA cow parsnip Heracleum lanata

THPH beech fern Thelypteris phegoptera

RUAR nagoonberry Rubus arcticus
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toponym english IWGN*

Aangóon isthmus town Angoon

Ayadatíx’ sand island Chaik Bay

Ch’ak’gíl’i’ eagle cliff S of Whitewater

Ch’ak’noowu eagle fort danger pt cemetery

Chatlkoowú halibut tail N of Killisnoo Island

Chayéek arm goes way up inside Chaik Bay

Chayéek Léin Chayéek flats Chaik Bay

Chayéek Sáank’i Chayéek’s little one north arm Chaik Bay

Chayéek Xananúk sitting by Chayéek chaik offshore reefs

Ch’eex’ aaní thimbleberry land Chaik Bay

Chichx’as’gutuhéen river in the jaw of a porpoise Chaik Bay

Daasakwt’aagaanoow fort of village alongside Daasakw Killisnoo Harbor

Daasaxákw sandbars around it Sand Island

Daaxaatkanadaa where the tide flows around the point Kootznahoo Inlet

Deikeenaa Héeni Haida’s stream Whitewater Bay

Deishú Aak’u little lake at the end of the trail Oliver Inlet

Dliwuwu X’aa whitened point (color of face powder) Distant Point

Dákde Yakatan Aas tree leaning out Killisnoo Harbor

Eey Tlein big tidal currents Stillwater Rapids

Eey tlein big tidal rapids alternate location

Féeshwaan Aaní fisherman’s town Favorite Bay

Gánji Táayí tobacco patch Kootznahoo Inlet

Guwakaan Xágu deer’s sand beach Chaik Bay

Gíl’k’i Yat’ak Aan village beside the little cliffs N of Hood Bay

Hitx’áak between the houses Kootznahoo Roads

Héende Ketlgichx’iyé place where they threw dogs in the water cliff

Ichlugei in the nose of the reef Point Caution

Jigayaa Noow village point fort Village Point

K’óox Noowú marten fort S side Hood Bay

Kútl’gu Noowú mud flats fort Chaik Bay

Kaa Shaayí X’aak’ú man’s head little point Sand Point

Kaak’wtaan X’aa male sea lion’s point Woody Point

Kadas’ X’ayík sound of hailstones hitting the ground N Killisnoo Harbor

Kadus.áak’w little lake on it north Killisnoo Harbor

Kanaay Aaní cannery town Lighter Creek entry

Kanalkú water floods over a reef Davis Creek

Kanalkú Aan kanalku village Kanalku Bay

Kanasnoow windbreak fort Killisnoo Island

Katóok X’ayee area below mouth of the cave Kootznahoo Head

Kawsigaani X’áat’ burnt island Chaik Bay entry

Kayaxlax’áas water falls on the face of it near fishery creek

Kayáash K’i Héen creek at base of the platform s arm mainstream

Kayáash Ká on the platform plateau mountain

Keexitu.aan town inside ___ Stillwater homestead

Keishish Aaní beach alder country Hood Bay entry S side

Keixitu.aan village inside the brush Garnes Point area

Ketanji Aan village where it continually lifts up Killisnoo Harbor

Kis’áak’u tide little lake Hood Bay S side

Kátlx’ inside the pot upper Kanalku Bay

K’uxdzeitk’í marten’s small ladder Kootznahoo Head

Kéet Kwásk’i Xoo among the killer whales little chamber pot rock formations

L’úx Yadaa around the face of L’úx (blinking) Table Mountain

Lax’áas waterfall Hood Bay N arm

L’ook Aani coho village Channel Point

L’ookxnasdaa water flowing around coho north arm mainstream

L’ukhéenak’u coho salmon little creek Hood Bay 

L’ukhéenak’u coho salmon little creek                 Chaik Bay

Naach’uhéen ___creek whitewater mainstream

Naltóoshgán Whitewater Bay

Naxk’uhéen little harbor creek Fishery Creek

Noow fort Steamboat Point

Noow Yayee Ísh fish hole below the face of the fort Chaik Bay

Nánde X’atánk its mouth faces north Kootznahoo Inlet mouth

Nás’gináx Káa three men Kluchman Rock

Néex’ Xágu marble sandbar north of Hood Bay

Sax’aayi Héen stream with a point north of Hood Bay

Sax’aayi Héen stream with a point north arm

S’eek Xwáa black-bear young-man Rocky Point

Shaaxhaawastaní Aan gray current leaves village Kootznahoo Inlet

Shakanáxk’w dead trees on mountain Funter Bay

Shalak’áts’ sharp head Mt S of Chaik Bay

Shan.ooxú old lady’s teeth Whitewater Bay

Sháa Eeyí [Áak’u] ladies’ tidal rapids [lagoon] Kootznahoo Inlet 

Shuchx’aak’ú little point of bathing Florence Creek

S’igeidí Deiyí beaver trail Angoon main road

Taakw.aani Shu end of winter village entry Favorite Bay

Tanchwusxeek fish jumped and kept them awake cannery area

Tayx’aayí garden point Cabin Point

Tayx’aayí T’éik Geeyí bay behind garden point Cabin Point cove

Te X’eel’ slippery stone angoon west beach

Til’héeni dog salmon stream Whitewater Bay

Tlaaguwu Noow ancient fort N Killisnoo Harbor

T’ooch’ X’áat’i black point Black Point

T’ookká on the cradleboard Peehand Bay

Tsaa T’ei Héen behind the seals creek Admiralty Cove

Tsaa Yík inside the seal Chaik Bay

Tsaagwáa harbor seal ice flows Hood Bay

Tsaagwáa Geeyí harbor seal iceflows bay Salt Lake

Tsaagwáa Héeni Tsaagwáa Creek s side s arm

Tsaagwáa Shaanák’u Tsaagwáa’s old woman Hood Bay Mountain

Tsaagwáa Yalatín watching the face of Tsaagwáa Herdum’s

Tsax’adaadzaayí Aan seal’s mustache land S Killisnoo Harbor

Ts’axweil Noowk’ú crow’s little fort Table Island

Ts’eigeeni X’aak’u magpie’s little point S of Angoon

Táakw Noowú winter fort Chaik Bay

Ts’ákli Xákwk’u black paint small sandbar Chaik Bay S side

Tuktayee below the anus (outlet) S of Thayer Cr mouth

Tus’kaadí shark landslide head of Chaik Bay

Té Hít stone house Stone Island

Téel Kwásk’i dog salmon’s little chamber pot Chaik bay head

Téel’ Kwásk’i dog salmon’s little chamber pot Chaik islands

Wankageey bay on the edge Favorite Bay

Watkasaté stream with rock at the mouth Thayer Creek mouth

Watkaskíxni __ mouth Fishery Point

Weineidei alkali deposit trail Hawk In. to Young Bay

Weineidei Aan alkali deposit village Young Bay

Wooch Géide Tliséet getting so fat it’s coming together Killisnoo pass

Xóots Kaháagu X’áat’ brown bear roe island Target Island

X’aageegí old point Hood Bay S side

X’aat’k little island Kenasnow Rocks

X’aatudeidu.áxch where you hear noise inside the point Hood Bay cannery area

X’anax.ayei through the middle opposite Sullivan Pt

Xeel foam Rose Rock

Xoodzí [Daa] charred remains [around] Angoon Area

Xoonyík Xoo X’aayí point amid valley of the north wind Parker Point

X’áask’ little waterfall E of Danger Pt reef

Xáat Geeyí fish bay Chaik Bay

Xáat Téis’k’i little fish heart S of Chaik Bay

X’áax’ Eeyí crabapple tide rapids Kootznahoo Inlet

X’áax’ Eeyí fort around the face of the point Danger Point

Xunyéi north wind tidal current Mitchell/Salt Lake

Xunyéi.áak’u Xunyéi lagoon Salt Lake

Xuts.eeyí brown bear rapids E of Angoon

Xutsnoowú Lutú brown bear fort point Danger Point

Xutsnoowu Lutu brown bear fort point (nose) Danger Point

Yaxlahásh keeps trying to drift ashore Village Rock

Yaxwch’i Kaadi Táak sea otter slide back of bay Barlow Cove

Yeis Geiyi Héen horse clam bay water n side s arm

Yáay Dix’ká on the back of a whale chaik mtn

Yáay Shanoowú whale’s head fort Cabin Point

Yát Haat Wudá current going both sides Turn Point

Yéik Kahídi house on grave of shaman spirit helper coast S of Angoon

Yéil Eeyí raven’s tidal current The Falls

Yéil Gaawk’ú raven’s little drum Village Point

Yéil K’wádli raven’s cooking pot Killisnoo Harbor

Yéil S’igeidí Noow raven-beaver fort ANB Hall

Yéil X’anaaxgwál’ raven’s mooring below The Falls

Yíshx old lady cliff Hood Bay S arm

windy smokehouse mouth Hasselborg River

woman’s passage East of Angoon

toponym english IWGN* toponym english IWGN*

*IWGN = important white guy name. Often the Tlingit names are 
far more specific, designating features with no English equivalent. 
In these cases I’ve given the general IWG location.

17 Tlingit place names
From Thornton (2012). These are most of the names on the Admiralty Island portion of Tom’s maps, pages 112 and 113. 
Because some of the numbered dots are crowded together and on very coarse-scale maps at scale of 1 inch = 10 miles, 
it’s not possible to determine exactly where some of these names belong. My assignments on maps in this journal have 
involved some guess-work. 
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